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Abstract

This rvolk is a lepolt on fundamental lesearch on immiscible trvo-phase florv in polous

rnedia; the florv ofrvater and oil in computelized tube bundle models, and in laboratory-scale

granular media packings, are considered. The displacement of oil from a polous medium

due to florv of an injected rvater phase is exarnined; the boundaly condition imposed on

each systern considered Ìvas a constant plessure drop across the porous medium. The florv

is considered unsteady until no further change in the saturation of rvater in the medium

takes place; this constitutes an oil displacement ptocess, or a tvater'-flood. Trvo types of

porous rnedia are considered in this rvork: (a) buldles oftubes, which constitute ideal forms

of porous media, and (b) packings of granular media such as dry silica sand ol glass beads.

Two types of tube bundle models are developed: the bundle of parallel tubes consisting of

various diameter tubes, and the bundle of selial tubes whose diameters randomly change

at prescribed intervals along the direction of florv. The fluid dynamics of two-phase florv

in the tube bundle models rvere calculated from the developed equations that account for

the movement of the water/oil intelfaces in the tubes over tirne, from a state of full oil

saturation to â, state of fulì rvater saturation. Local fluid pressules and florv ì'ates were

determined over time and theil macloscopic quantities calculated and used to obtain relative

perrneabilities as functions of water satulation. The relative pelrneabilities were obtained

by a standald technique that relies on the production data of oil and rvater over time; the

lelative permeabilities were also calculated directlg æing the phase-specific form of Darcy's

larv. Results from the trvo metliods ale cornpaled and rveaknesses in the standard tlieoly

of trvo-phase flow are discussed. The estimated relative peuneabilities using the standard

method of Johnson, Bossler and Naurnann frorn 1959 exhibited a sttong dependence on

the viscosity of oil. The concept of a macloscopic capillary plessute is also presented and

discussed using the results of the directly-calcr.rlated quantities and the standard semi-stable

drainage capillary pressure cuÌves.

Data a.re reported fi'om an extensive set of laboratoly experiments that rvere conducted

using vertical packings of silica sand or glass beads. A three-way thlee-parameter experi-

mental design was carried out consisting of tlrree grades of porous media and their absolute

perrneabilities (lf : il, 46, and 199 ¡.rm2), thlee mineral oils and their viscosity latios of oil



io distilled rvater (p :29,54 and 171), and three consta¡t applied press¡r'e d'ops (constant

bead:. A,Z : 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 m). The production data at bleak-tluough ofthe waiel phase

were plotted in terms of various groups (capillaly number, average saturation) in order to

identify particular trends. The siability of each of the water-floods was considered in terms

ofan analytical stabiliiy criterion. Patterns in the data wele identified and attributed to the

viscous fingeling phenomenon. The end-of-run satulatiorì of rvater and flow rate data lvele

exami¡red to identify trends due to the lange of each of the experimeutal parameters. The

end-point lelative pelrneabilities of rvater valied according to the plessule level applied;

rnoreovel, the pelmeability of ihe porous mediuln and the viscosity of the oil tended to

influence both the end-point satuÌation and the lelative permeâbility values. A comparison

of tlìe saturation of water and flow rate data at bleak-ihlough of the rvater phase is also

shorvn. The production of oil and wâter data were treated and intelpreted as lequiled by

the method of Johnson, Bosslel and Narrmann in order to obtain the lelative pelmeability

curves for both rvater and oil versus the saturation of watel at the outlet face of the col-

umn of porous media. Each set of experirnental conditions was perfolmed at least three

times and the relative pelmeability culves were averaged to yield rnean curves and their

associated standald deviations at regular intervals of saturation. Statistical comparisons

of the mean cruves corresponding to the disparate expelirnental conditions rvere conducted

and inferences wele made concerning the effects of media penneability, oil viscosit¡ and

pressure level, all on the relative perrneability curves. The lelative per'ûìeabilities for both

oil and rvater rvere significantly affected by the rnedia lype, á.e. rvith the pelmeability I(.

Tlpically the ¡elative permeability curves lveÌe seen to decrease rvith decreases in the per-

meabiliiy. The viscosity râtio of oil to rvater, and the applied pressure level, affected the

lelâtive permeability of water to a greater degree than they did the lelative permeability of

oil. The degree of importance of the clìanges in the absolute pernìeability and the viscosity

ratio, u¡ith respect to the relative permeability curves) lvas seen to inclease with increases

in the level of pressure drop that ivas applied across each bead-pack or sand-pack.
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Nomenclature

A6 bulk closs-sectional area of the tube bundle or experiment test colurnn, m2.

Dy a summation term defined for the selial tube model, m-3, see Eq.(3.75).
d diarneier of test colurnn containing the porous rnedium, m2.

f * fractional florv of rvater': Q./Q¿.
f" fiactional flow of o : Qof Q¿.
H piezornetric, or hydraulic, pressure, Pa.
I sub-tube index.
I{ absolute perrneability, m2 or Darcy (1 Darcy = 1 x 10-12 m2).
lc,- relative permeability of the water' (rvetting) phase.

kr." end-point lelative pelmeability of water from expelirnents.
k,. relative permeability of the oil (non-wetting) phase.
E, rnean lelative perrneability (avelage value).

-L overall length of the tube bundle model, or column of porous media, m.
l¿ lengih of the sub-tube containing an interface, m.
lo lengih of the oil phase occupying a tube, rn.
I- lengtli of the water phase occupying a tube, m.
l¡ length of a sub-tube 1, m.

i di-ensionless interface position: z¿/tr.
M mobility latio.
¡ú number of palallel tubes in the palallel tube model.
¡/- label fol the tube upstream of the tube containing an interface.
N+ label for the tube downstream of the tube containing an interface.
N¡ Lake (1989) dimensionless number for stabilized flow.
¡1" Peters and Flock (1981) siability number'.
ll"¿ total number of sub-tubes making up one serial tube.
N* nurnbel of serial tubes containing vrateì' at a location.
N"o number of serial tubes containing oil at a location.
N. wettability number in the Petels and Flock mrmber N".
n siatistical sample size.

P¡ pressure at the upstream end of the tube bundle, Pa.

n pressule at the downstream end of the tube bundle, Pa.
Pc macroscopic, or pseudo, capillary pressure, Pa.
pc local capillary pressure: pi¡ - pi_, Pa.
pc¡ local capillary pressure in a serial tube, Pa.
p¿_ local pressule in a tube just before (upstream) an interface, Pa.
p¿+ local pressure in a tube just after (downstream) an interface, Pa.
pN- local pressure at the upstrearn sub-tube junction, Pa.
pN+ local pressure at the downstream sub-tube junction, Pa.
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pu local plessure of the water phase, Pa.
po local plessule of the oil phase, Pa.
p- dimensionless local pressure of the rvater phase.
p, dimensionless local plessure of the oil phase.
pr, average local pressure of the wateÌ phase, Pa.

t; average local pressule of the oil phase, Pa.

þr- average dimensionless plessure of the rvatel phase at an z-location (local).

þo" average dirnensionless plessure of the oil phase at an rlocation (local).
dp.fdr local pressure gladient of the rvater phase, Pa/m.
dp./dr local plessuÌe gladient of the oil phase, Pa/m.
dp-fdr dinensionless local pressure gradient of the rvatel phase.

6o¡d,, ditn n"ionless local pressure gradient of the oil phase.

d,p-fdn average local plessure gradient of the water phase, Pa/m.
d,pold,r aven1e local pressure gladient of the oil pliase, Pa/m.

Ç-¡d" ur"r^g" dimensionless local pressure gradient of the watel phase.

Çof ,1" uu"rugu dimensionless local pressure gradient of the oil phase.

Qo total singìe-pìiase flow rate used to evaluate K, m3 fs.
Qr, initial total flow rate (at the start of flooding), m3/s.

Q, total flow rate (rvater and oil) through the tube bundle, or apparatus, m3/s.

Q- flow late of rvater througìi the tube bundle, or apparatus, m3/s.

Q*" florv late of rvater at the end of an experiment, m3/s.

Qo flow late of oil thlough the tube bundle, or appalatus, m3/s.

Q phase-unspecific dimensionless flow late through the tube bundle.

8o dimerrsionless flow rate terms folming Q 11.: t,Z,Z,+,5¡.
q instantaneous flow rate in a tube, m3/s.

f climensionless florv rate in a tube.
S" local saturation of oil in the tube bundle, at an ¿-location.
S- local saturation of rvater in tlie tube bundle, at an r-location.
5." saturation of watel at the end of an experiment.
S.t saturation of rvatel at the outlet face of the porous medium.
S- average saturation of rvater in the tube bundle.
3r; saturâtion terms forming S, (t : 1,2,3).

statistical standard deviation.
time, s; or t-statistic.

tt¡ time required for an intelface to traveÌse the sub-tube it occupies, s.

t¡ time at rvìrich break-through occurs for a tube, s.

úo previous (old) time corresponding to rio) s.

tt ti¡ne at which an interface reaches a particular r-location, s.

tN- cumulative time at whicìr a¡r interface leaches the end of tlie tube
upstream of the tube in which the interface is traveling, s.

ú* time constant defined by VrlQ- 
".UÐ summation term defined for the serial tube model, m-3, see Eq.(3.7a).

V. volume of oil ploduced from a porous medium, m3.
Vo" volurne of oil produced by the end of an experiment, m3.

Ve pore volurne of the tube bundle, or porous mediurn, m3.

V total volume of the fluids produced from a porous medium, V- *Vo, m3.
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V- volume of water produced after break-tluough from a single tube,
ol volume of rvatel produced fi'orn a polous medium, tr3.

V-t total volume of water pÌoduced after break-through fi'om the tube bundle, rn3

W number of pore volumes of rvater ploduced.
z bnlk speed of florv of the injected flúd, Q-/A6, m/s.
'trc clìaracieristic bulk speed of flow, m/s.
W numbel of pore volumes of lvater injected.
W a dimensionless qr.rantity that applies post break-through.
ø coordinate direction aligned rvith the tube bundle axis.
lti length (extent) of the water phase in a givel tube ol sub-tube, m.
lxio previous (old) position of an inteÌface in a sub-tube, m.
å dimensionless ø-location: z/,L.
Z (also z) elevation, m.

Greek Letters

rr parameter in the lognorrnal probability distribution; angle of inclination of a
iube, ('); siatistical level of significance.

p parametel in the lognolmaì probability distlibution.
6 diameter of a tube, m.
6¡ dialneter of tube 1, m.
á¿ diameter of a tube containing an interface, rn.
6rr¿n rlinirnurn tube diameter, m.
6*o, maxirnurn tube diameter', rn.
d contact angle rneasured through the rvater (rvetting) phase, (").
0t dimensionless tirne valiable, see Eq.(3.26).
02 dirnensionless tirne variable, see Eq.(3.105).

% dimensionless capillaì'y pressure, see Eq.(3.118).
À diniensionless group incorporating the viscosity ratio.
\j, a type of rnean viscosity defined by tìre JR method, kg/(m.s).
Àj, a type of viscosiiy defined by the JR method, kg/(m s).

ir viscosity latio: pof llu.
lf,ø viscosity of ihe fluid used for deterrnining K, kg/(m s).

þw dynamic viscosity of the water phase, kg/(rn.s).
þo dynamic viscosity of the oil phase, kg/(m s).
( dimensionless diameter variable, ô/â-o".
ú dimensionless diamete¡ of a tube tvhose interface has reached tlie tube's end.

{" general lower integral lirnit.
{¡ general upper integral limit.
€^ dimensionless diameter of the srnallest (minirnum) ttbe, 6*¿nf 6^o*.
{" dimensionless diameter of a tube whose interface has reached an

ø-location.
ry' dimensionless quantity, see Eq.(3.39).
II surnmation term defined for tlie serial tube model, kg/(ma.s), see Eq.(3.83).
p plobabiliiv distribution function.
pu density of the water phase, kg/m3.
po density of the oil phase, kg/m3.
o fluid-fluid interfacial tension, dyne/cm (mN/m).
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Section 1

Introduction

Relative pelrneability is a dirnensionless quantity that describes how easily a particular fluid

is able to florv through a given polous medium when the fluid is immiscibly in the presence

of a second fluid. Typically, the fluids are referred to as phases, althor.rgh sirictly they

ale different fluid components; for example, oil and rvater, or. water and gas. The relative

perrneability of a fluid is often said to delineate a unique function of tlie fluid saturation, for

a given polous mediurn (Lake, 1989). When discussing lelative pelmeability, one is usually

discussing the immiscible flow of trvo (or three) fluids through a porous mediurn. Generally,

one ofthe fluid cornponents displaces another component due to an imposed pressure gradi-

ent or a presclibed florv rate (injection late). Researchers also discuss relative permeability

within the context of the simultaneous injection (flow) of two fluid cornponents in porous

media. In this case, different fluid saturations in a porous medium are created by varying

the injectecl florv rates of tlie trvo fluids relative to one another. A given saturation is es-

tablished after a peliod of stabilization during which time the fluid components distribute

themseìves in the medium, depending on the presclibed rates of flow of each of the fluids.

The concept of relative permeability does not distinguish betrveen the two types of immis-

cible flows mentioned above except to label them as steady-state or unsteady-state flows.

The present work focuses on the unsteady-state, or dynarnic, immiscible displacement of

one fluid florn a porous medium by a second fluid. As mentioned, relative permeability is a

dimensionless quantity; it is the ratio of a fluid's effective permeability to the medium's ab-

soluie (or total) permeability, rvhich is defined by Darcy's law for single-phase flow through

a polous mediurn.

Darcy's law states that the bulk velocity a of a fluid of viscosity p and density p can be



calculated as

,:{(ol-oo\,
lL\t /

rvhere AP is the plessure dlop betrveen the inlei and outlet faces of the porous mediurn,

.t is the length of the sample, and g is glavitational acceleration acting against the overall

direction of florv. The empirical constant of proportionality K of the porous medium

termed the absolute pelmeability-is independent of the fluid and its viscosity, and has

dimensions of lengih squaled. Da'-cy's law was extended by early researchers (Muskat and

Meres, 1936; Wyckoff and Botset, 1936; Leverett, 1939) to define al effective permeabilit¡

1l¿, for trvo-phase florv simply by assigning â component label to ihe variabìes,

,,: L (o4 _ o,n\ .

l¿t\¿ /
Non-dimensionalizing /l¿ with respect to K defines the lelative permeability as

k,¿ : K¿/K'

If one is concerned only rvith horizontal florv, thel the graviiy term can be ignored, giving

the relation for lelative pelrneability as

. Q¡u; /Ae\ -1*r,: AuK\ L )
ol in diffelential form as

, Q¡tt¡ ( d'n\-l-": ArK \- d" )
rvltere A¡ is the bulk cross-sectional area of the polous rnediurn.

Over the span of the past several decades, relative permeability has been studied with

little ol no rigor having been added to its basic concept ot definition. For example there

is still much debate over rvheüher relative permeability is affected by the viscosity ratio of

the trvo fluids, the rate at which displacernent processes occur, and whether or not relative

permeability is a local descriptor of a porous medium or a macroscopic, or even field-scale,

descliptor. Other factols such as pole structure, wetiability (changes in contact angle of

fluids rvith the solid surface; changes in fluid surface tensions and interfacial tensions) and

viscous coupling (the florv of fluids relative to each other exeriing a viscous drag on each

other) ale also studied in connection with relative perrneability. A motivation fo¡ this

cu¡rent work exists due to a lack of definitive evidence in the literature to support claims

either that the viscosity ratio and injection late have, or do not have, a significant eflect on



tlie relative permeabilities. In addition, the methods for calculating relative pelmeabilities

may be in question due to assurnptions made in tlie theoly undellying the developrnent of

the inteÌpretive procedures.

The obvious major difficulty rvith studying rnulti-pliase florvs in porous media is the

uncertainty of the rnicroscopic fluid dynamics in the pore space of the mediurn. Microscopic

flow lates and local plessules of the phases al'e lalgely unknowns in any physical expeliment.

Researchels have claimed to have obtained explessions which allorv one to evaluate lelative

permeabilities rvithout knowing the pole-scale pressure distlibutions alld flow rates. Most

noted are the rvorks ofLevelett (1939, 1941), Buckley and Leverett (1942) and Welge (19a9),

who contended that the plessures of trvo fluid phases can be lelated to a capillaly plessure

function, whele capillary pressure is the difference in plessure acÌoss an interface between

two fluids. Most of the eally rvolk in porous rledia focused on citcumventiltg the problem of

knowing pole-scale pressures and florv lates in an ¿ttempt to arlive at a theory of immiscible

florv which could predict bulk, or total, florv rates given a particular type of porous rnedium

and flow conditions.

Cornputer modeling of florv in polor.rs media largely consists of percolation-type modeling

where a grid-like (ol network) stluctule of tubes and nodes is composed in a computer's

memoly. The invasion of fluid into the pore spaces follows a set of pre-determined rules

the main one being that invasion of liquid into a pole occuls if the applied pressure is

gleater than the ìocal capillary pressure, wliich is defined by the local geometry (size) of

the pore space. This type of rnodeling is suited fo¡ semi-stable invasion of a non-wetting

fluid and displacement of the occupying rvetting fluid; by this process the fluid intelfaces

become stationaly after each global pressule change applied to the net¡vork of pores and

tubes. Much ìess cornmon is the modeling of a dynamic invasion process where every fluid

intelface is tracked over time and most importantly, the local instantaneous florv rates

and pressures ale computed. This type of computer rnodeling is computationally rnore

intensive than percolation fol a full three-dirnensional glid of tubes and nodes where more

than two tubes connect at any given node. Ii is difficult to model situations where cross-

florv between adjacent tubes occurs because decisions must be made rega.lding break-up

of a continuous thlead of fluid and about how a fluid enters rnultiple throats from a pore

space, or vice-versa. A simple case of this type of dynamic nodeling is tlie bundle of

capillary tubes. The bundle of parallel capillary tubes rvas introduced by Purcell (i949)



as a way to describe, in the sense capillaly pressr.lre, the pore structule of a real porous

rnedium. This current rvork horvever seeks to treat the bundle of capillary iubes a.ri a porous

Ìnedium, by definition. The model consists of a bundle of parallel contimrous-diameter

tubes (the parallel ïnbe model); anothel possibility is to specify a bundle of parallel tubes

rvhose diameters change along the dileciion of florv (the serial iube model), in rvliich case the

tube diameters are not continuous. Scìreidegger' (1953) rnathernatically analyzed this type of

tube model fol single-phase flow. In either scenalio, cross-florv betrveen adjacent tubes is not

niodeled. Tliis simplification allorvs one to readily compute two-phase, unsteady inimiscible

displacement processes rvith an applied pressule boundary condition, and subsequently

compute the relative permeabilities, ol any othel macroscopic quantity that is desired. A

common criticism against tube bundle models is that they are too simplistic to be able to

describe realistic folms of polous media such as sand ol lock. Altelnatively, one can take

the point of view that the tube models ale ther¡selves an ideal form of porous media, by

definition, and that any standard rnethod of analysis that is used on real porous media

should also hold in an application to the tube buldle models. The rnodels can then setve

as a testing ground for novel interpletation methods and rìew theories governing two-phase

flow in porous media. The bundles of parallel and sel'ial tubes models are mathernatically

developed and analyzed in this rvork to investigate the concepts of relative petmeability

and capillaly plessure, by exarnining how the viscosity of oil arìd the applied plessure drop

affect these quantities.

Physical experiments rvith polous media are ger.rerally conducted on relatively small

scales, i.e., the laboratoly scale. In the petloleurn industly, cote analysis is routinely

performed on reservoir core samples to determine the porosity, perrneabilit¡ telative per-

meability curves, capillaly pressure curves, and wetiability chatacteristics. These results

can then be used in reservoir simulation studies to predict the overall performance of the

oil reselvoir over time. Core samples are typically betrveen 1 to 2 inches in diameter and

several inches in length. Some oil reservoirs contain unconsolidated matelials consisting of

uncemented sand grains, fines, and the leselvoir' fluids. Sand is not only a naturally occur-

ing form of porous media, and forurd in many reservoirs, bui it is convenient for studying

two-phase florv in the labolatory: it can be soried according to grain size to give any desired

perrneability and packed into any desired geometty of enclosure. Much ofthe earìy research

in porous media wâs done rvith sand-packs in a labolatory setting (e.g. Uren and Fahmy,



1928; Wyckoff and Botset, 1936) for tlìe purposes of doing basic studies ol the recovery of

oil at diflerent florv rates, and delineating steady-state relative permeabilities and capillary

plessure culves with changes in fluid viscosity and injection rate. Unsteady-state displace-

ments (rvater-floods) have also been done in sand-packs (such as the rvorks of Everett eú al.,

1950 and Engelberts and Klinkenberg, 195i) to exarnine oil ploduction using various viscos-

ity oils. Johnson, Bossler and Naumann (1959) demonstlated the utility of theil metlìod for

determining the unsteady-state relative permeability curves as functions of water saturation

using data obtained from conducting displacernent experiments in glass-bead packs. Other

lvorks (e.9. Delcìaud, 1972; Lefebvre du Prey, 1973; Singhal et al., Ig76; Amaefule and

Handy, 1982) used the Johnson ef ¿1. method on data obtained from a lillited number of

expeliments using sând, glass-bead packings or other media; horvever, a tlìotough pÌogram

consisting of a suite of repeated displacernent expelirnents, for. the fundamental purposes

of observing consistent eflects of viscosity latio, applied plessure gÌadients and media per-

meabilities on the relative pet ìneabilities, has not been leported. An additional purpose

for this current work then was to pelform a suite of water'-flood experiments in sand-packs

and glass-bead packs to demonstrate Ìepeatabiliiy of the experimental data itself, and to

statistically assess the irnportance of the expelimental parametels (pressule drop, viscosity

ratio, perrneability) on the relative permeability curves. With the findings of this type of

study, one can then make more definitive claims about the efect of the florv parameters on

the Johnson eú ¿1. method for detelmining lelative perrneabilities.

Guidance for future studies in relative permeability can be gleaned from this curr.ent

study, such as improvements to tlÌe design of the expeliment appatatus and suggestions

for the method of packing the porous materiâl. It musi be noted that the expetiments

conducted in this work were not irtended to either confiun ol question the ¡esults fi'om the

network modeling research mentioned eallier but râther the trvo research co¡nponents should

be viewed as separate investigations of relative permeability. The inteni in perforrning tlie

expeliments was to obtain cornprehensive repeated experimental data with natur¿l folms of

porous media, and determine statistically if certain experirnental parameters significantly

affect the relative permeabilities.



Section 2

Literature Review

The literature pertinent to the lesearch topic of this thesis rvas organized accolding to its

relevance to trvo main thernes: experimental and theoretical investigations rvith porous rne-

dia such as sand-packs and lock cores, and network modeling. Witìi legards to network

modeling, botli experimental studies (with etched networks in gìass plates) and computa-

tional studies are leviewed. A subset of tlìe literature pertaining to netrvork rnodeling is the

study of immiscible florv in single glass capillary tubes, which ale the basic and lecessary

elements for netrvolk rnodeling studies, whetlier they be expelimental ol computational in

scope.

2.L Experimental and Theoretical fnvestigations

The recovery of in-situ oil from natural reservoils has been a motivating force in the study

of florvs in porous media for rnany years. An early fundamental siudy of factors affecting

the displacement of crude oil from unconsolidated (uncernented) sands by water flooding

was conducted by Uren and Fahmy (1928). In laboratory experiments rvith veltical columns

of sand, and under a constant driving head of rvater, factors such as porosity of the sands,

viscosity and temperature of the fluids, and driving pressure, weÌe varied and their efect on

the ultimate (total) recovery of oil exa¡nined. The authors observed most efficient recovery

of oil rvhen the porosity was high, oil viscosity low, and the plessure high, but not beyond

a certain level to cause inefficient displacement ovel the sholier tirne span. Tlie Uren and

Fahmy study did not attempt to theoretically describe the unsteady displacement process;

their interest was to empirically examine the efficiency of oil production in the labolatory



settlng.

It remained to be shown if the behavior of two immiscible fluids, over a range of sat-

urations, couìd be theoretically modeìed and experimentally verified. The trvo-phase foun

of Dalcy's larv contains florv rates and plessure gradients pertaining to each fluid, rvhiclr

are measuled in laboratory experiments if relative perrneabilities ar.e to be conpuied. A

method devised and adopied by severaì researchers (Wyckoff and Botsei, 1936; Muskat and

Meles, 1936; Leverett, 1939) was to simultaneously inject boih fluids into a porous medium

at prescribed florv Ìate Ìatios, and then measuÌe the pressuÌe dr-op across each fluid betrveen

the inlet and outlet of the porous sample. Such variable rnixture florvs were able to delineate

the desired relative permeability and saturation relationships. In theil experiments, the le-

searchels obselved little to no effect of changing the sand permeability, fluid viscosities, and

magnitude of flow rate, on the relative permeabilities.

Leverett (1941) identified three majol potentials fol causing i¡nmiscible fluid motion in

porous media: capillaly action, gravit¡ and exiernally applied pressur.e gr.adients. Relation-

ships betrveen interfacial tension (capillary pressr.rre) and fluid saturation dur.ing capillar.y

rise experiments in sand columns Ìvere delineated. Trvo assurnptions wele introduced by

Leverett that profoundly influenced subsequent researclì in two-phase florv in porous me-

dia: the difference between the average fluid pressures in the porous medium, ?o - put

could be replaced by a capillary pressure profile deteÌmined f¡orn imbibition and drainage

experiments; and that the efiective pelmeabilities of tlie fluid phases are functions of satura-

tion alone, for both steady flow (mixture flow) and unsteady flow (displacement processes).

Based on his assumptions, Levelett derived the follorving relation for the fractional florv of

water (Q-f Q¿):

where a is the angle of itclination of the porous medium along the direction of flow. The

other quantities in this equation are described in the Nomenclature.

Continuing with Leverett's work, Buckley and Leverett (1942) sought to develop a tech-

nique that'rvould allow one to deìineate the saturation of rvater profile along one dimension,

aligned with the porous sample. FYom the mass balance equation for one-dimensional two.

phase florv through porous media, tltey transformed the equation to express the rate of

advance of planes of constant satulation. The capillary pressure and gravity te¡ms il Lev-

r+# [(k)-aar.i""1



eÌett's (1941) fi'actional flow equation rvere assutned negligible if the driving plessure was

sufficiently high. They contended that viscous forces rvould dominate ovel the capillary and

gravitational forces at high extelnal pressuÌe gladients. This resulted il trvo equations,

/ôr\ O, / 6f..,\
(.a/",,,: ôn,\*-),

and

"1Jr: r+.-EH,
which can be used to extract information about tlie distlibuiion of water thr-oughout a

porous medium, at a particular time during a water-flood plocess. The authors' method

consisted of cornputing the fractional florv of rvater', /r, frorn experimentally detelmined

relative permeabilities and average satulations, and using tliis infolmation, along with a

discletized form of their tlansformed mass balance equation, to coìnpute the positions of

constant saturation values along the porous medium.

Everett, Gooch and Calhorur (1950) pelforrned water-oil displacement expeliments using

unconsolidated sands of between 65 and 270 mesh size. They r.rsed various lublicating

oils as the original in-place fluids wliich rvere displaced undel a constani applied ptessure

(the pressure drop remained constant during each experirnent). Their data showed the

production history (volume produced versus time) for several viscosity ratios and the data

demonstlated disparity in the productions due to viscosity effects.

Based on Purcell's (1949) model of porous media as a bundle of capillary tubes, Fatt

and Dykstra (1951) developed equations to calculate the relative permeabilities fi'om ex-

perimental capillary pressure data. Their model included a tortuosity factor to âccount

for the difference in fluid path length between the tube bu¡rdle model and leal porous me-

dia. The calculated relative permeabilities were cornpaled with those Irorn experimenially

determined two-phase steady-state florvs through porous media, and fair agreernent rvas

found.

It soon became evident to researchers that an outlet end-effect occulled in most two-

phase irnmiscible flow experiments. Osoba, Richardson, Kerver, Hafford and Blair' (1951)

called it the "boundary effect" and described it as porous media retaining the wetting

plrase rvhen it reaches the outlet face. It rvas attributed by Osaba et al. to a boundary

discontinuity at the outlet face. The wetting phase is tlavelling flom a region of strong

capillarity to no capillarity beyond the outlet face; as a result, the wetting phase is retained,



or ii re-inbibes into the porous medium due to capillary ptessule. It rvas argued ihat ilìe

"boundary efect" would influence the detelmination of relative permeabilities because the

plessule drop across each phâse is lecorded during expeliments and these pressures would

be affected by the capillary end-effects. As a means of avoiding this phenomenon, it was

proposed by the authols to use relatively high florv rates of the rvetting phase, thereby

estabìishing a relatively large pressure drop across the sample that rvould overcorne the

capillaly pressures at the exit face. Osaba ef ¿/. contendecl that if the lates of flotv are

high enor.rgh, no effect of rate on the leìative permeabilities rvould be observed. This rvas

confirmed in steady-state flow experiments rvith various viscosity oils, all using lelatively

high plessure gradients. With steady-state gas and oil florvs in sandstone, Richardson,

I(erver, Hafford and Osoba (1952) also observed the boundary effect ât low florv rates; it

extended to about 15% of the total sample lengih into the poror.rs medium. Also in their

rvork, no effect on relative peÌmeabilities rvas seen for flow rates beyond those requiled to

overcorìe the boundaly effecl,.

Engelbelts and l(linkenberg (1951) perfolrned oil displacement expeliments in cylindri-

câl pâcks of porous media to examine the oil recovery at break-thtough of water for' ìorv

and high flow rates. The viscosity ratio rvas varied from unity to 24. They found that the

viscosity ratio affected the recovery of oil, especially at high flow rates; recovery decleased

with an increase in viscosity latio.

Welge (1952) furthered the work of Buckley and Leverett by deriving a relation for

calculating the satulation of water at the outlet face of a core sample. Welge's meihod

relied on constructing a tangent line dlarvn onto tlie saturation versus fractional florv curve,

the maximum slope of rvhich correlated with the avetage satuÌation of tlìe porous medium

at the time of break-thlough of rvate¡. An algebraic relation that was derived by Welge

enabled the calculation of local saturations of rvatel at tlìe outlet face of the porous medium:

S.t :5. - f oW,

where ¿ is the fractional flolv late of oil,3., is the average saturation, and 17 is the nurnber

of pore volumes of water injected since tlìe start of flooding.

The general one-dimensional partial differentiâl equation of two-phase flow rvas devel-

oped and ron-dimensionalized by Rapoport and Leas (1953). This equation includes the

conservation of mass for each fluid component and changes to their saturation as a function



of time and space. Tlìe authors identified a dimensional scaling coefficient that rvas the sub-

ject of their investigation. The scaling coefficient is the product of the total injection speed,

tlie overall length of the porous medium, and the viscosity of the injected fluid (r., -L ¡z). The

leciplocal of this coefficient precedes the capillary pressule gradient telm in the diferential

equation and it was therefore argued that for large values of the coefficielit, the flow rvould

become independent of capillary effects, viscosity ratio and satuÌation gradients (these ap-

pear along rvith the. capillary pressure gladient tenn). When this occurs, the florv is said

to be "stabilized" and the rvetting saturation plofile assumes â blunt-shaped front, which

remains consistent in shape over time, as displacement proceeds along the length of the

porous Inediurn. The authors performed an expelimental investigation offlooding behavior

in Alundum cores using oil, glycerine and water'. They observed that for large values of the

scaling coefficient, the recovery ofoil at the break-through point ofTvater was rnaximum and

that a common limiting production profile was obtained when eithel of the palametels of

the scaling coefficient rvas increased. Rapoport and Leas contended that a one-dimensional

immiscible displacment is always stabilized for sufficiently long systems of porous media

(since this gives large values of u -L ¡;), and in such cases the recovery of oil is independent

of the làte of injection or the viscosity Ìatio of the fluids. A later wolk by Maguss and

Flock (1962) confirmed the use of the scaling coefficient as providing a measure of when

immiscible flows can be considered stabiìized and also similar for equal values of scaling

coefficient and viscosity ratio. In addition, they reported a marginal decline in oil recovery

at increasingly high flow rates, a seeming contradiction to Rapoport and Leas' work.

Levine (1954) attempted to dynamically measure the pressure distribution of eacìr fluid

phase duÌing immiscible displacernents in Alundum cotes. Levine's technique consisted

of installing, at four locations along the core, pressure taps on the outer core boundary

that were preferentially wetted by each fluid. Oil rvas injected at a constant rate at one

end of the sampìe to displace rvater. The difference in the trvo phase pressures (called the

capillary pressure) was plotted against distance along the porous medium for several time

increments (each profile was an instantaneous pressure distribution). The calculation of

dynamic relative permeability at a pariicular location along the core and at various points

in time rvas said to be possible knowing the pressure gradient and flow rate of each fluid. In

comparing the relative permeabilities calculâted this way, Levine reported that they rvere

insensitive to an increase in the viscosity ratio ftom 21o 22 (¡t"l¡t-). A comparison of
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the lelative permeabilities for water displacing oil rvas also done and minor dispality in the

curves betrveen the two types of flolv was seen; tìris was attributed to wettability pÌeferences

in the polous medium (rvater-rvet matelial). The fractional florv of water versus satruation

rvas plotted and the effect of retaining the capillary pressute gtadient and glavity telms

in the fractional flow equation \vas investigated. In general, the inclusion of these telms

tended to increase the fractional flow value for a particular satulation. Levine also observed

the capillary pressure gradient.to be a function of the injection florv rate.

Jones-Parra, Stahl and Calhoun (1954) ilied to identify a scaling factor that would

successfully collelate rvater-oil displacements. They examined florvs in packs of glass beads

using constant wâter injection rates in the range of 0.005 io 0.3 ml/s. Cylindrical tubes of

three lengths were used (0.19, 0.254 and 0.38 m; diameter rvas 0.064 rn); tlie porosity rvas

0.37 and permeability was 7 Darcies. (In the present rvork, 1 Darcy is taken to be equal

to 1 x 10-12 m2, or 1 pm2; and, 1 Dalcy is equal to 1000 rnD.) The viscosity ratio varied

fror¡ 1 to 5.5. The authors observed a consistent increase in break-through recovery with

increasing injection rate for viscosity latios of unity to 2.4; for viscosity ratios from 3.3 to 5.2,

the recovery was seen to decrease with incleasing injection rate and then lecovely increased

again. They obselved viscous fingering (irregular interface positions) at low flow rates and

with high viscosity ratios, and negligible fingering at high flow rates for all viscosity ratios.

The authors proposed that the length of the porous system is important fol leducing viscous

fingering. The scaling gloup of Rapopolt and Leas (1953) was used by Jones-Pana et al.

in an attempt to correlate their expelimental dâta but they were not successful in doing so.

Examining plots of break-tlrrough recovery versus the scaìing group LV p,./o, the authors

observed limited agreement among the data, and only fol the longest porous system. They

contended that the porous sample should be of sufficient length to allow for stabilization

of the flow, and that this is a necessary condition for correlation of data for different fluid

viscosities and injection rates.

Croes and Schwarz (1955) conducted a series of wâter-drive (water displacing oil) exper-

iments in unconsolidated cylindrical sand-packs 1 m in length and 0.062 m in diameter. The

system rvas inclined at an angle of 4.5" from the horizontal, in the dilection of flow. The

sand used rvas a size 20 to 30 mesh, d : 33%, and K :200 Darcy. An SAE30 lubricating

oiÌ was mixed with kerosene to vary the viscosity ratio from 1 to 500, and it was displaced

from the sand by water at a constant bulk injection speed of 0.21 x 10-3 rn/s [0.2i mm/s].
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(Please take special note that quantiiies enclosed in square blackets at'e those quoted from

the oliginal papers.) The authors recorded the cumulative production (volume) of the flu-

ids over time and created a composite plot of cumulative total production (oil and water)

versus the cumulative oil production, for all viscosity r.atios used. Lines of constant wâter

cut (constant fractional values of water outflow) were also shorvn on the plot, analogous to

the Mollier diagraln in thermodynamics litelature. Their results indicated that for viscosity

ratios close to unity, most of the oil was displaced befole water broke tltrough at the outlet

face; for viscosity ratios much greatel than unity, gteâter fractions of water wer.e pr.oduced

before most of the oil was displaced, and less oil rvas ultimately displaced. No data wer.e

given using other injection rates, which may have altered the outcome of the production

tlends. Croes and Schwarz used the theory of Buckley and Leverett (1942) to calculate the

ratio of relative permeabilities plotted against oil saturation; their plot delineaied a single

curve for all viscosity ratios used and the authors subsequently contended that the relative

permeability laiio (oil to water) is independent of the viscosity ratio.

Using electrical resistivity techniques, the saturation of water profiles in sand-packs

rvere obtained and analyzed by Perkins (1957) fol clisplacement rates of 8.47 x 10-7 rn/s

anò,7.27 x 10-a rn/s 12.4 nt lð,ay and 36 ft/dayl. The plotied instantaneous flooding fronts

appeared more spread-out at the low flooding rate and more blunt in shape at the liigher

rate. The length of the porous medium was also varied from 0.2489 m [9.8 in] to 1.001 m

[39.a in], and it was 0.0381 m [1.5 in] in diameter; the eflect of the product of the porous

medium's length and the flooding rate on residual oil rvas observed and little effect on

residuâl oil lr¡as seen beyond a product value of 2. Perkins contended that capillary pressure

gradients controlled the flooding behavior, the efiect of which could be minimized by using

longer cores of porous media or using higher flooding rates. In anotlter tvork, Richardson

and Perkins (1957) reporied that a variation in injection rate of betrveen 3.527 x 70-7 m/s

[0.1 ft/day] and 3.527 x 10-3 m/s [1000 ft/day] produced no effect in the amount of residual

oil left in columns of ùnconsolidated sand.

Sandbelg, Gournay and Sippel (i958) examined the effect offlorv rate and viscosity ratio

on relative permeabilities in core samples; the steady-state method for determining relative

peuneabilities was employed. They reported that the relative permeabilities ofboth oil and

water increased over the range of lorv flow lates only (6.944 x 10-a rnl/s to 1.388 x 10-2

rnl/s) [2.5 io 50 ml/hr]; beyond a limiting value required to eliminate the boundary efect,
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no further clìanges in relative permeabilities rvere seen for additional increases in florv rate

(up io 3.9167 x 10-2 ml/s) [ta1 ml/hrl. The viscosity ofthe oil phase rvas varied from 0.398

cp to 1.683 cp and no effect on either the lvater or oil relative permeability rvas observed.

Kyte and Rapoport (i958) performed oil displacement experiments in Alundum cores at

various Ìates and rvith seve¡al oil to rvater viscosity ratios. They reported that high viscosity

ratios tended to cause the wetting front to disperse (also knorvn as viscous fingering) and

deviate from a "linear" flooding behavior. The spreading of the wetting front rvas attributed

to capillary pressure gradients whose magnitudes rvere assumed to be gleater than that of

the overall pressure gradient. The authors maintained that a waterflood is "stabilized"

if the overall imposed pressure gradient is large in magnitude compared to the capillary

pressure gradient in the dilection of flow. It was argued by Rapoport and Leas (1953)

that a sufficiently high pressure gÌadient causes the wetting saturâtion profile to remain

consistent in shape over time, rvhich is indicative of stabilized flow conditions. A relative

permeability study Ìvas not done in Kyte and Rapoport's work.

Beginning with Darcy's law and the conservation of mass for flow in porous media, van

Meurs and van der Poel (1958) developed a closed-form solution for the one-dimensional

linear displacement equation. However, sevelal simplifying assumptions were made that

rendered a closed-form solution possible: relative pelmeabilities were not modeled (i.e., the

effective permeability for each phase was assumed to be equal to the absolute permeabiliiy),

the pressule gradients for each phase were assumed to be equal and the difference between

phase pÌessuÌes was assumed to be a constant. The authors predicted cumulative production

of oil at various stages of a water-flood; required input palameters to the solution rvere the

viscosity ratio, the minimum oil and water saturâ.tions, and the number of pore volumes of

lvater injected. They compaled their predicted productions with the experimental values

of Croes and Schrvarz (1955); they found good agreement with the data for all viscosity

râtios (2 to 500) but mainly in the range of recoveÌy between 0.30 and 0.75 (tlìe fl'action

of original oil in place). Another predictive reìation rvas derived for the overall pressure

drop, assuming no pressute discontinuity between fluid phases from the injection end to

the production end. Excellent agreement was seen in cornparing the predicted pressure

drop with that from experimental data; the pressure drop was plotted against the total

productiou of fluids for viscosity ratios of 3 and 7 (they used a high injection rate; the

peÌmeability \¡,as also high: 175 Darcies).
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The rvolk of Johnson, Bossler and Naumann (1959) was the first paper that effectively

enabled calculation of the individual relative permeabilities from true displacement experi-

ùÌents, âs opposed to simply the ratio of relâtive permeabilities as provided by the theory

of Buckley and Levelett (1942). The combining of the relative permeabilities with the sat-

uration of water at the outlet of the medium, as provided by the tangent constr.uction of

Welge (1952), delineates the separate relative perrneabilities as functions of saturation. The

metlìod of Johnson el al. (abbreviated as the JBN method) requires the displacement of

oil io be stabilized. This means that the injection rate of water is io be sufficiently high

to confine the capillaly pressuÌe gradients to a relatively sholt length of the of the porous

r¡ediurn. In tliat case the capillaly pressuÌe gradients are smaller in magnitude compared

to the pressure gradient imposed across tlte porous medium. The method also assumes the

velocity of flow to be uniform at any cross-section of the polous medium. The authors used

their method on experimental data obtained from oil displacernent experiments in packings

of glass beads; the oil to watet viscosity ratios tested were unity, 5, and 37. They reported

that the flooding hisiory varied betrveen the cases of viscosity ratio and delineated difre¡ent

portions of the same relative permeability profile (ihe data for a viscosity r.atio of unity

appealed in the high water satuÌation legion, and the data for a ratio of 37 appeared in the

low water satuÌation region). The authors also reported agreement in the relative perme-

ability profiles when compared against those from steady-state flow experirnents, and also

on long (0.3048 m) [12 in] and sholt (0.0508 m io 0.0762 m) [2 to 3 in] ìengths of poÌous

media test sections.

The contloversial work of Odeh (1959) closely exarnined the effect of viscosity ratio on

relative permeabilities using the steady-state flow method in natural porous media cores.

The author used foul different oils and two diferent wetting phases to give a range of

viscosity ratios (oil to water) of 0.44 to 82.9. Odeh found that the non-wetting phase

(oil) r'elaiive pelmeability increased with corresponding decreases in the viscosity ratio;

the deviation among curves $'as seen to be rnaximum at ihe highest non-wetting phase

saturation. Changes to the viscosity tatio hâd no effect on the Ìelative permeability of

the rvetting phase. A very important observation made by Odeh was that the degree of

efrect caused by the viscosity ratio depended on the absolute (single phase) permeability of

the porous medium. He reported that for perrneabilities over 1 Darc¡ the viscosity ratio

efrect or the relative permeability was negligible. He pointed out that tìre experiments
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conducted by Leverett (1939) using unconsolidated sands had permeabilities in the range

from 3.2 to 6.2 Darcies, thereby precluding Leverett from observing any viscosity effect on

relative permeability (viscosity ratio varied from 0.057 to 90.0). It should also be noted that

the experirnents conducted by Johnson et al. (1,959) to test their method for determining

dynarnic displacernent lelative permeabilities utilized a po¡ous medium of high per.rneability

(11.5 Dalcy). To further confirrn his observations, Odeh performed a theoretical analysis

of sieady-state two-phase florv in a single capillaly tube (akin to that of Yuster, 1g5i).

The tube rvas said to contain a film of water flowing along its inner peripheral wall and oil

flowing in the centre core portion. Considering two-phase flow in this rnanner, he shorved

that the lelative permeabiliiy of ihe oil phase rvas sensitive to the viscosity ratio for small

tube ladii and insensitive to the viscosity ratio for lar.ge tube radii. This simple anâlysis

lended credence to Odeh's experirnental observations regarding the contributing effects of

viscosity ratio and absolute pelmeability.

In a follow-up study done by Downie and Crane (1961), similar results to those from

Odeh's rvork wele repolted: the effective permeability of oil rvas seen to have a dependence

on the viscosity ratio of the fluids for flows in Berea sandstone. They reported however

that rvhel a high viscosity oil rvas followed by invasion of â. lower viscosity oil (with rvater

still flowing at steady-state conditions) the effective permeability of oil remained relatively

unchanged, as long as the special order of introduced fluids was maintained. The proposed

explanation for their obselvation rvas that clay particles in the sandstone rnay afiect the

miclo-scale fl uid dynamics.

Delclaud (1972) perforrned unsieady-state displacernent experiments in sandstone cores

by injecting gas at a constant pressure. The pressures ofthe gas and oil were measured at six

locations along the core; the saturation of the gas lvas measured by a r.adiation absorption

method. The viscosity ratio between the nitrogen gas and the Silicon oil rvas about 100.

Gas pressures between 7 and 50 cmHg head rvere used. Delclaud utilized polynomial curves

to fit each instantaleous ptessute profile; the ptofile for the oil pliase was seen to vary

significantly over time. The continuity equation rvas combined rvith Darcy's law and then

integrated over the ø-dirnension to obtain expressions for the relative permeabilities of gas

and oil. The relative permeabilities were computed at the locations where pressure rvas

recolded and tlie author reported negligible variation in the relative permeability versus

satulation profiles with clìanges in applied pressure. The method of Johnson, Bossler and
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Naumann (1959), or JBN, for calculating relative permeabilities was also used and cornpared

againsi tliose that were detelmined by dilect calculation. Delclaud observed variability in

these relative perrneability plofiles with increased injection pressule: the profile for gas

incleased in magnitude and approached the curve from dilect calculation; the oil relative

pelmeability was also seen to increase somewhat but never leproduced the culve from direct

calculation. Finall¡ the ptessures of each fluid were said to remain disparate, rega.r.dless of

the driving pressure; changes in the oil pressure with time and with applied gas pressuÌe

Ìvere seeÌ,

Lefebvre du Pley (1973) exarnined horv interfacial tension, viscosity ratio, and flow

rate affect the unsteady-state relative permeabilities. The porous media used were sintered

Teflon, sintered stainless steel, and sinte¡ed alumina. Fluid viscosities ranged from 0.g cp to

60 cp and florv lates fiom 1.667x 10-3 ml/s to 0.1667 ml/s [0.1 to 10 cm3/min]. Typical fluids

used rve¡e water, glycol, paraffin oil, and decane. Valiation in the relative perrneabilities

was seen fol diffelent values of the dimensionless gr o:up, o f ¡tu,lvhere o is bulk fluid velocity;

the lelative permeå,bilities were delineated using the JBN method. The viscosity ratio itself

1vâ,s seen to significantly affect the relative pelrneabilities in flows thr.ough Teflon, a mater.ial

that is preferentially oil-wetted.

A similar study of relative perrneabilities was conducted by Singhal, Mukherjee and

Somerton (1976) whele they varied the rvettability of the porous medium by creating mix-

tures of glass beads (rvater-rvet) and Teflon powder (oil-wei). Water tvas used to displace

various types of oil (the viscosity latio of oil to water ranged ftom 0.02 to 48) and the effect

on the relative permeability ratio wzs seen to be significânt. The JBN method for. deter-

mining reìative pelmeability Ìvas used; the absolute permeability of the polous media was

betrveen 2 and 3 Darcies. Ftrthermore, the relative permeabilities were seen to be affected

by the rvettability of the medium (thlee wettability types were considered). The ¿uthors

aìso found that the viscosity ratio had little efect on the ultimate (total) recovery of oil but

that it did influence the recovery at bleak-through.

To refine the method of Johnson et al., a nev graphical construction method was de-

veloped by Jones and Roszelle (1978) for estimating point pressrue gradients and point

saturation values along a porous medium during immiscible displacements, that ale used

for detelrnining the relative perrneability curves. The method can be applied to either con-

stant pressure or constant flow rate exper.iments and it yields results equivalent to those
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of the JBN meihod. The method of Jones and Roszelle, as does JBN, ignor.es gravity and

capillary pressure eflects, and lequires production data afier break-tluough of the displacing

phase.

Sigmund and McCaffery (1979) pelformed a history-match of the production data from

constant flow rate expeliments conducied on field cores; they recorded the overall pressure

dlop and production liistories of each fluid (time-dependent data). A non-linear least-

squales method lvas used to fit a finite difference approximation ofthe Buckley and Leverett

(1942) equations to the experimental data and produce the r.elative permeability profiles.

Their main finding rvas that capillary forces influenced the flooding tesponse at lotver florv

Ìates; this rvas also evident in tlie relative pelrneabilities produced rvith the JBN method,

which was unable to delineate meaningful relative permeabilities at low flow rates.

An X-ray absorption technique rvas utilized by Labastie, Guy, Delclaud and Iffiy (1980)

to resolve and tlack the rvatel saturation profiles during constant rate rvater-floods. The

plessules in the oil and rvater phases rvere measured at sever.âl siations along the core

sample. Rather tlian employ the gradients of the pressures in Darcy's law, which were

said to be too large in magnitude, the authors rever.ted to a mrmerical model to simulate

the relative permeabiliiy plofiles based on the rneasured experimental daia. The fluids

used in tlìeir experiments tvele bÌine and a diluted crude oil; the florv r.ates rvere increased

approxirnately four-fold. The diflerence between the oil and rvater pr.essur.es (the macro-

scale capillary pressure) was reported to be rate-dependent and at times negative in value.

The relative permeabilities were seen to be rate-independent except near the residual oil-

saturation point (lorvest oil saturation), but disparity \vas noticed among results for two

different oil viscosities (a factor of 3 diference in oil viscosities).
'When 

one fluid immiscibly displaces another more viscous fluid in a porous medium, tlle

flood fi'ont is susceptible to becoming unstable and causing viscous fingers to grow in extent

over tirne. Such fingers ale extensions, or protrusions, ofthe invading phase into the resident

phase. Peters and Flock (1981) perforrned a stability analysis that included Darcy's law and

the conselvation of mass, and ihey identified a dimensionless group involving the viscosity

Ìatio, end-point lelative permeability of water, injection rate and the diameter ofthe porous

medium. Experiments were done to examine different values of the dimensionless number;

florvs wele conducted through sand-packs at different rates and viscosity ratios of 4 to 102.

The authors identified a value of 13.56, below rvhich the displacements were said to be
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stable (viscous fingers rvould not grow). They observed that instability caused a significant

decrease in break-tlrough recovety and that the Buckley-Levet€tt theory over-estimated

the recovery; hence the authors contended thai ihe Buckley-Leverett theory only applies to

stable water'-floods.

Sieady-siate florv exper-iments rvere perforrned by Allen, Maddison and Puckett (1982)

on 1 m long sandstone coles. The capillaly pressule and relative permeability data rvere

correlated and used âs irìput into a numerical reservoir simulator to generate saturâtion

profiles corresponding to a dynamic flooding process at low and high flooding rates using a

viscosity ratio of 2. Allen ef ¿1. also conducted dynarnic displacement experirnents where the

satulâtion plofiles could be monitored using a radioactive tracet in tlte oil phase. Some of

the daia, after compaling the satulation change over time rvith the nurnerical pledictions,

displayed good agreement. Incleasing the florv tates ovel a seven-fold span caused the

uumerically simulated satulation profiles to steepen and approâch the pistonJike saturation

plofile of the Buckley-Leverett solution.

Arnaefule and Handy (1982) used steady and unsteady-state experirnental methods to

analyze the effect of intelfacial tension (IFT) between two immiscible fluids on oil and water

relative permeabilities. Lorv concentrations of a sulfactant in the aqueous phase rvere used

to valy tlie IFT. Constant injection rate displacements rvere done in Berea sandstone cores

(Ò: 227o, K : 445 mD) of length 0.1 rn [10 crn] and viscosity Ìatios between 1.3 and 1.5;

the JBN method was employed to evaluate the lelative pelmeabilities. Interfacial tensions

ranged fi'orn 1 x 10-2 rnN/m to 34.0 mN/m; oils used were kerosene, rnineral oil, dodecane,

and octatte. In general the authors observed significant variation in the relative permeability

profiles for IFT values below 0.1 mN/m: bothoil and water.relative permeabilities increased

in value rvith decreasing IFT (or incleasing capillary number, u pfo). For ultraJorv IFT

(1 x 10-3 mN/m), tìie wetting fluid tended to mobilize all of the oil contacted; the lowest

lesidual oil was lepolted for this case. Moreover, as IFT approaclìed neâ.Ì zer.o values, the

flooding rvas said to be miscible-like. With the steady-state method, very little variation

rviih IFT was seen in the relative pelmeabilities; the profiles obtained in this manner were

also different in t¡end than those given by the unsteady-state metlìod with the same fluid

pair. Finally, the drainage capillary pressure curve tvas obtained using the centrifuge method

and rvas seen to also depend on IFT; ihe capillary pressure versus saturation curve shifted

significantly toward greater saturâ.tion values as IFT increased.
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Uncolsolidated sand-packs (170 200 ¡nesh size grains), 0.0254 m [2.54 cm] in diameter.

and 0.178 rn [i7.8 crn] long, rvere assembled and tesied by Sufi, Ramey and Brigham (1982)

and the nieihod of Jones and Roszelle (1978) for deterrnining the relative per.meability

culves was used. The permeability of the medium rvas 5.3 Dar.cies, porosity was 0.3g, and

the viscosity latio of tlie oil to rvater was 220. Constânt-lâte displacements of oil rvere

corrducted at four diffelent lvater injeciioì rates: 5.555 x 10-3 ml/s, 2.777 x l0-2 nIls,
6.666 x t0-2 ml/s, and 0.1111 nil/s [20, 100, 240, and 400 cm3/hr.]. The authors found

that the relative perrneabilities of oil were essentially unchanged between rate increases,

but the water curves did exhibii an eflect due to changes in tlie injection rate. The relative

pernleability of rvater '!vas seen to increase with the injection late, bui no further increase

i¡r lelative pelrneability was seen between the r.ates of 6.666 x 10-2 rnl/s and 0.1111 ml/s

[240 and 400 crn3/lìÌ].

Petels (1983) identified dimensionless scaling groups pertinent to unstable displacements

by inspectional analysis of the trvo-phase Dar.cy equations and the conservation of mass

equatiorìs. The govelliing partial differential equation for rvater satuÌation was derived

in cylindlical cooldinates, upon rvhich inspectiolal analysis rvas done. A radial scaling

gronp was ideniified as up. D fo 1/K$ rvher.e u is the superficial injection velocity. Peters

pelformed experiments on short (0.23 m) and long (1.12 m) Ottarva sand-packs (K = fg.¡

Dalcies, / : 38%) with an oil to water viscosity latio of about 100. The value ofthe scaling

gÌonp ìvas valied by tesüing different injection lates (2.777 x 10-3 ml/s to 0.277T ml/s) [i0
to 1000 crn3/hr]; he compared break-through recoveties versus the radial scaling group and

a so-called linear scaling gloup, rvher.e the diameter D of ihe sand-pack lvas replaced with

the length tr of the sand-pack. Peters found ihat ihe radial scaling group correlated all of

the data by delineating a single curve; the linear scaling group was not able to correlate the

data. The authol also found that, in deriving scaling groups for other coordinate systems

(rectangular), scaling gloups that involve patameteÌs controlling the flow in the transverse

dilection ale most descriptive of instability phenomena. It should be mentioned that some

researchers contend that scaling larvs derived from the macloscopic equations are not valid

rvhen capillary eflects or viscous fingering effects are present (Lenorrnand, 1g86).

A theoretical study of the system of partial diffe¡ential equations governing one-dimen-

sional trvo-phase flow through porous media, including capillâty pressute and a general

viscosity ratio, rvas done by Yortsos and Fokas (1983). A solution to the equations was
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niade possible by modeling terms containing ihe relative permeabilities, viscosities and

capillaÌy pressule collectively as functions ofthree dirnensionless parameters. Numelical and

charactelistics methods rvere employed to solve the equations for an a.rbitr.ary flotv rate and

fluid viscosiiy. One dilnensionless paranìeter in particulal rvas identified as char.acterizing

the iype of displacerrrent (stable or unstable): þ : J,ú 1JRT6J¿Ð, and it r.epr.esents

tlre latio of viscous to capillaly forces. Yortsos and Fokas found that for p x l the rvater

saturåtion plofiles rvere characterized by gradual slopes; as B became lar.ge in magnitude

(-+ co), corresponding to high rates of injection, ihe solution for rvater satulation reduced

to the Buckley-Leverett type of water-flood rvhele a piston-like displacemeni occurs (the

satulatio¡r profile is essentially a veltical interface between rvater and oil that progr.esses

through the polous medium). The authors concluded that the Buckley-Leverett solution is

not adequate for predicting saturations at lorv flow rates, ald it displayed sensitivity to the

mobility ratio, k,o p,f (k,* ¡to).

Odeh ¿nd Dotson (1985) extended the graphical technique of Jones and Roszelle (1g78)

to correct the oil relative pelmeâbility at low flow râtes) wlìen results tend to be distorted.

Frorn expeliments done over a ten-fold range of florv r.ates, the authors suggested coalescing

the data by explessing tlle ratio of oil flow Ìåte to its calculated relative permeabiliiy. They

contended that this technique would correct the oil relative permeability for rate effects at

the outflorv end, rvhich wele persistent in their experiments regaldless of the injection rate

used.

Fulcher, Eltekin and Stahl (1985) carried out a series of steady-staie r.elative perme-

ability rneasulements on Berea sandstone cores (0.6096 m lolg, 0.0508 m dia.) [2 fi long,

2 in dia.] to examine the effects of fluid viscosities, inter.facial tension, flow velocity, ând

tlreir combined effect on relative penneability through the capillary nurnber (Ca : ¡L,ulo$).

Fluids used rvere Soltrol, brine, alcohol to reduce interfacial tension, and glycerin to make

the brine rnore viscous. With all other parameter.s kept constant, the authors saw no efiect

of flow rate (range: 2.222 x 10-2 ml/s to 0.i111 ml/s) [range: 80 ml/hr to 400 ml/hr'] on

the lelative pelmeabilities. The oil lelative permeability shorved the most sensitivity to

interfacial tension (IFT); oil relative permeability increased as IFT decreased belorv 5.50

mN/m. As the rvater viscosity was increased, the oil demonstrated less ability to florv: this

was attlibuted to viscous coupling between tlie fluids. In general, the water relative per-

meability increased with the capillary number and the oil ¡elative per.rneability displayed
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some depeDdence on the capillary nulnbet.

Islam and Bentsen (1986) developed an experimental means by which pr.essure in the

rvatel phase and its satulation could be measured and follorved dynamically during water-

floods in a core of unconsolidated Otta'rva sand. Miclowave attemration rvas utilized to

measure satulation distributions in ihe sand-pack; the pressure was sensed at seven locations

along the porous mediuln. The authols assur¡ed that unifolm saturatio¡s existed across

the rvidtli of the cole ai arìy axial location. Because the oil pressule rvas not measured,

the authors assrrtned maclo-capillaly effects to be negligible, and so they ignored saturation

gradients and capillaly pressure gladients in theil calculations of eflective oil permeabilities.

Ovel a range of constarìt rvater florv rates (1.666 x 10-2 ml/s to 5.555 x i0-2 ml/s) [60 to 200

cm3/hrl and oil to water viscosity ratios (9.35, 11, and 35), the authors calculaTed (based

on measuÌemeùt) the efiective perrneabilities velsus satur.ation. Their measured dynamic

relative pelrneability curves were compared against those ptoduced by ihe JBN method

for viscosity ratios of 11 and 35. Significant dispar.ity rvas seen in cornparing the results

of the two metliods fol the oil phase, at lower florv r.ates, and for the viscosity ratio of

11. Dispality betrveen the meihods was also evident at all of the florv rates, excluding the

highest, for the viscosity latio of 35. Although it was not expliciily r.epor.ted by the authors,

inspection of the effective pelmeability curves of oil and tvater, rvhich wer.e produced by the

JBN rnethod, did sliow changes rvith the viscosity ratio of oil-to-water and rvith the rate

of injection. With increases in the rate, the oil effective pelrneabilities decreased and the

water effective permeabilities incleased. With increases in the viscosity ratio, the oil curves

increased and the rvater culves decreased. In comparing the effective per.meability profiles

of oil and water at two locations along the core, it rvas noticed that sorne disparity in the

oil phase was seen for tlie highest viscosity ratio at all flotv r.ates. Islam and Bentsen (1g87)

reported tltat there is no tlieoletical basis for assuming tliat ¡elative permeabilities depend

only on satulation, a vierv also maintained by Yor.tsos and Huang (1986). Islam and Bentsen

pointed out that a weakness of the JBN method is that it bases relative permeabilities on

the satu¡ation at the outlet face of the sample, lvhich changes only later in the history

of the rvater-flood (ai break-through of rvater'). Based on their sur.vey of the litelature at

the time, the authors reported that water-oil displacernent phenomena, and the relative

perrneabilities discussed to date, depend on both the viscosity ratio and the overall pressur.e

gradient.
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Spanos, de la Cmz and Shauna (1986) applied the method of volume-aver.aging to the

basic diffelential equations offlow in porous media. Buckley-Leverett theory rvas highlighted

and its elimination of capillary ptessule effects in the theory were discussed. Spanos eú

¿/. contended that the inflection point cornlìonly observed in the fractional florv of rvate¡

curve, rvhich tlie Buckley-Leverett tlìeory ploduces, is due to the rernoval of the interfacial

phenolnena fi'oIn ühe Buckley-Leverett moclel of trvo-phase florv. A fulther consequence, they

contended, is the unrealistic multivalued satuÌation plofile produced by Buckley-Leverett

tlìeoIy.

Stokes, Weitz, Gollub, Dougherty, Robbins, Chaikin and Lindsay (i986) studied the

viscous fingering phenomenorì experirnenially in a rectangular. cell (0.3 m x 0.02 m) [30 cm

x 7 cm] filled with glass beads (gap of0.0015 rn) [0.15 crn]. Water rvas injected at constant

rates to immiscibly displace a mo¡e viscous oil. Other expelirnents wele also repolted wliere

tvatet was injected io miscibly displace a mole viscous lnixture of watel and glycerol. In the

immiscible florv experiments, the viscosity ratio was generally alound 200; the inter.facial

tension betrveen the fluids was valied by adding sulfactants. The authors obselved the mean

viscous-finger width as the capillary nurnbel and permeability were varied (by changing the

size of the glass beads). They forurd ihat the ratio of rnean finger. rvidth to the square îoot

of pelmeability decreased linearly rvith increases in the capillaly nurnber. Il general the

authors concluded ihat the wetting nature of the fluids has a najor efect on the iype of

fingering produced: if ihe displaced fluid prefelentially rvets the mediurn, the finger rvidths

are comparable to the pore size; convelsel¡ if the injected fluid wets the rnedium, the finger

width is quite large in comparison to the pore size and can be pr.edicted by the scaling

groups.

Beginning 'rvith the governing equations for mass, monìerìtum, energy, and entropy,

Kalaydjian (1987) derived rnacroscpoic equations for multi-pliase flow in porous media.

He made use of a weighting function that is chalactelistic of the macroscopic scale of the

porous medium for space and time, and employed the mathernatical convolution product

with the microscopic conselvation equations to arrive at the rnacroscopic forms for flow in

porous media. The author obtained a multi-phase form of Dalcy,s larv that also included

a telrn accounting fol inertial effects. Another differential equation, analogous to Darcy's

law, rvas obtained and said to govern the macr.oscopic interface between the fluid phases.

Also, Kalaydjiarr derived a microscopic equation for capillary pressure that contained a term
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descriptive of unsteady effects.

Delclaud, Rochon and Nectoux (1987) performed displacernent experiments in short

(0.2 m) and long (1.65 m) coarse-grained sandstone cor.es and repor.terì on the eflect of

the applied plessute and core lengtli on the relative perrneabilities. One nethod employed

consisted of displacing palaffin oil with ai¡: applied at a constant pressute. The drainage

capill¿ry plessure curve, obtained by equilibrium meihods, together rvith the oil production

data, were used as input to a history-rnatching progr.arn. The pr.ogram attempts to match

tlte production history thlough a nulnerical reselvoir sir¡ulation by adjusting the lelative

permeability profiles to give the best match betrveen the sirnulated and expelirnental pro-

duction data. The relative pellneability curves.obtained in this mannel were seen to be ¡ot

affected by rnagnitude of the applied pressuÌe (r'anged fi.orn 2150 Pa to 20 x 103 Pa) [21.5 to

200 mbar']. Experiments conducted with trvo core lengths and a leselvoil oil dicl not reveal

any dependence on cole length.

A comprehensive study by Peters and l(hataniar (1987) investigating the effect of in-

siability on relative perrneability rvas conducted. The Peters and Fìock (1g81) stability

number, rvhich is a complex index including viscosities, r.ate, and sand rvettability effects,

was used in theil study. Constant r.ate (6.9 x 10-e to 88.8 x 10-e mS/s) exper.irnents

were carried out on unconsolidated sand-packs (0.615 m long, 0.048 n dia.i þ x J\Yo;

K :3.45 ¡rm2; sand rvas 100 to 140 mesh silica sand) using distiìled rvater, silicon oil and

lube oil. The viscosity ratio range rvas from 35 to 107, ald tlie stability number fi.om 34 to

30360. Peters and Khataniar ernployed the method of JBN to compute the relative perme-

ability curves fi'om the experimental data; in addition, a set of control experiments using

the steady-state method was done for cornparilg with the dynarnic-displacement relative

permeabilities. The authors stated tìrat the literature seems to indicate that displacement

rate, viscosity ratio, interfacial tension, and r.ock rvettability are factors that influence the

stability of fluid displacements in porous nìedia. In surnmary, theil results shorved that tþe

dynamic-displacement relative permeability cuÌves weÌe significantly different f¡om those

of the steady-state meihod; and as the degree of instability increased (increasing stability

number') the profiles departed farther from the steady-state curves. Three ranges of sta-

bility nurnber were demarcated: mild instability was said to occur for numbers between 84

to 41, as relative permeability profiles in this range wete closest to the steady-state curves;

relative permeabilities for both fluids rvere most disparate in the intermediate range of sta-



bility number frorn 138 to 7590 and continued to depai.t fi.om the steady-state profiles as

the number incleased; severe instability rvas said to occur fol nutnbers between 113g0 and

30360, although less deviation betrveen successive relative penneabilify profiles was seen.

Ovelall, the relative permeabilities ofoil and rvater exhibited a dependence ol r.ate, thr.ough

the siabiliiy number, in the intermediate range of stability nurnber; the oil curves decleased

in value and the rvater curves increased as tlìe late rvas incleased. In cornparing their r.el-

ative pelmeabilities rvith those of Johnson et al. (1959), Peter.s and Kliataniar suspected

tlrat Johnson et aI. did, not obserue alry effect on lelative perrneability due to viscosity r.atio

because the porous rnedium they used had a relatively high per.rneability (1( : 11.5 Darcy)

which they clairned would ìrave produced stable displacement conditions.

Qadeer, Dehghani, Ogbe and Ostelr¡ann (1988) conducied a series of displacement

experiments in 0.0254 m [1 in] diameter Ber.ea sandstone cores, rvhich wete 0.125 m and

0.25 m in length (/ :23%, K : 528 and 950 mD). The objective of their.rvork was to

qualìtify changes in relative permeabilities as a lesult of changes in displacernent rate (r.ate

varied from 8.333 x 10-3 rril/s to 3.333 x 10-2 rnl/s) [0.5 to 2 crns/min]; tlie method of JBN

or Jones and Roszelle (1978) was used. In addition, the drainage and irnbibition capillary

plessure curves were obtained using the centrifuge metliod; the capillary pressure data,

along rvith tìre experimental displacement production data, rver.e then assernbled as input

fol a leservoir simulàtor to obtain a history-match to the data, and estirnate the relative

permeability curves. The relative permeabilities obtained in this rnanner rvere functions of

saturation raised to an exponential fitting parameter.and a constant fitting parameter that

together satisfâctorily matched the experimental ploduction data. The simulator. ernployed

an algorithm that minimized the least-squaÌe errors betrveen the obselved and calculated

values of overall pressure drop and fluid production data. The authors found the relative

permeabilities determined by the JBN method, especially those for oil, were sensitive to

displacement rate. The fitting parameters for. the history-matched relative per.rneability

functions were also seen to be sensitive to rate, and their univelsal use fot a nurnber of

different core samples in their study was not favourable.

Nicholls and Heaviside (1988) developed a gamma-ray-absorption appar.atus for mon-

itoring fluid saturations during immiscible displacements in consolidated cores (0.038 m

dia.) [38 mm dia.]. Tlte apparatus was said to be capable of detelrriining fluid saturations

to rvithin one percent over a 0.004 ni [4 rnm] thick slice of the core; calibratio¡r of the ap-
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paratus rvas done by injecting two rriscible fluids, rvhere the volume r'¿tio of tlie two fluids

is knorvn a priori. The gamma-ray technique involved measuring the photon flux from a

radioactive source (2alAm) that rvas mixed into one of the fluid phases. Garnrna rays from
2414m ale electlornagnetic photons carrying an enelgy of 59.6 keV. The authors assumed a

uniform distribution of fluids at â.ny cross-sectional location of the cole. Oil displacernetrts

by rvater rvere done in a rvater-wet synthetic core and the satur.ation of watet profiles were

slrorvn for six values ofpore voluìnes ofoil injected (r.ate used: 3.4722x70 a m/s) [30 m/rìay].

An out'let end-effect rvas noticeable in the satr¡ration profiles, as satulation increased near

the outlei. Water-flood expeliments rvere also conducted in a mixed-weütability sandstone

core (lvetiing io both oil and water) at high and lorv flotv tates. Wå.ter-satur.ation profiles

(saturation vetslls distance along the core) were shorvn fol six values of pore volumes of rva-

ter injected. The authors obselved a sharper flood fi.ont for the lowelÌate case and ¿ more

dispersed saturation profile at the liigher rate. They conterded that lateral capillaly action

(lateral imbibition) at the lorver rate rvas responsible for the shalper'flood fiont. Another

part of Nicholls' ¿nd Heaviside's work was a calculation of vr'atet relative permeability at

four locations along the core: water plessure rvas rneasuled at ihe locations cluring a low-

rate displacement expeÌirnent and tlie relative permeability tvas deterrnined by a method

analogous to that of JBN. The authors repolted signiûcant differences in the water r.elative

permeability profiles, depending on location; and the plofile near.est the erd ofthe core Ìvas

seen to be most like the relative permeability curve obtained by the JBN method, which

was also calculated for cornpalison.

Sigmund, Sharma, Slieldon and Aziz (1988) analyzed viscous fingers for.rned during

immiscible displacement experiments in a transparent, lectangular glass bead pack. Trvo

plates (0.406 m x 0.254 m) spaced 0.0032 m [3.2 mm] apaÌt were filled with glass beads

0.59 x 10-3 m to 0.84 x 10-3 m [0.59 mm to 0.84 mm] in diameter (11 :186 Darcies).

Mineral oil was displaced by water or rvater-glyceroì to obtain viscosity ratios of 40 or 1.

Three injection rates of rvater were used: 1.667 x 10-2, 0.1, and 0.1667 ml/s [1, 6, and i0

ml/min]. Qualitativel¡ the authols observed the frequency of fingers to increase rvith the

displacement rate; lalge-arnplitude viscous fingers t{¡ere seen for the viscosity ratio of 40 and

only a sliglrt wavy pattern was seen for the ratio of unity. The relation betrveen the rate

of grorvth of large fingers and the number of pore volumes of fluid injecied rvas seen to be

independent of the rate of fluid injection. Horvever, shorter rvavelength viscous fingers rvere



seen to grow in size with increases in displacernent late.

An overview of lelative-perrneability measurernent techniques rvas given by Honarpour.

and Mahmood (1988) and, at the time, r'eported that the JBN and JR methods ar.e still

rvidely used in laboratoly settings. Mention was also rnade of the trvo-dirnensiotal in situ

saturâtion measulement techniques suclì as X-ray absorption, micr.otvave attenuation, and

gamma-ray attenuation, all yielding measutement accur.åcies to rvithin one percent. Newer

methods such as computerized tornography (CT) and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging

(NMRI) rvere repolted to be capable of pr.oducing acculate multi-dimensional irnages of

fluid saturation.

Satr¡ration imaging was done by Huang and Gryte (1988). Displacement experiments

rvere perforrned in rectangular domains (0.2x0.15 rn) [20x15 cm] wiih a thickness of0.008

rn [8 rnm]; the porous mediurn used was glass splìeres (-200 ¡-i.m dia.) rvhich gave /:
30% and Il: 2 Darcies. A gamrna-camela imaging system was used to rneasur.e the two-

dimensional spatial distribution of the gamrna-ray-emitting radionuclide (techniiiurn-g9m)

that rvas present in the rvater phase. The oil used was a pale crude giving a viscosity ratio of

about 21. The average satutation ofthe entile porous medium that was computed using tìie

gamma-camela was compaled to calculations based on tlie pr.oduction of fluids; excellent

agreement was reported (within 1%), thus verifying the use of the irnaging rnethod.

Odeh (1989) contended that failure to account for instability efrects in mmerical leser-

voir simulatols (the viscous fingering phenomenon seen during irnmiscible displacements)

causes over-optimistic predictions of oil recover.y. Odeh's wor.k described a novel way of

including a rnacroscopic description of viscous fingering in reservoir simulations by artifi-

cially enhancing ihe mobility (k,.lp.) of the displacing phase. This was done by including

tryo nerv parametels in the history-matching process, which ar.e fiited io a particular set of

expelimental data. The author lepotted success with this rnethod by matcliing pl.oduction

data for a viscosity ratio of unity and obtaining a set of relative petmeability curves that

also worked rvell for a range of viscosity ratios (up to iû : 69¡

Civan and Donaldson (1989) developed a semi-analytical metliod for calculating relative

pelmeabilities frorn experimental displacement data. The method is based on a solution

of the fi'actional florv equation and an integro-diflerential equâtion derived fi.om the mass

balance equation and the trvo-phase Dar.cy equations. Their proposed metìrod includes ¿

rnacroscopic capillary pressure term and a gravity term to account for the angle of inclination
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of the porous medium. The authors claimed that the method is appìicable to lotv florv rate

displacements rvhere capillary effects are dominant. Application of the procedure requir.es

input data from a macroscopic capillary pÌessure versus satulatiot cur.ve, rvhich is not part

of the solution. No example of applying theil method was shown.

Beginning with ihe fractional florv equation, derived previously by Leverett (1941), re-

sealchers Sarma and Bentsen (1989) developed a nerv semi-analytical lelation fol fi'actional

florv on a Laglangian reference frame. Tliat is, fractional florv of watel is lelated to time and

distance for a plane of saturation of constant vâlue. TIìis contrasts ivith the conventional

Eulerian method, which fixes a cooldinate system in space and obselves the evolution of

saturation and fractional flow ovel ti¡ne. The authors' objective was to compare relative

pelmeabilities obiained by the two methods, including capillary ptessure effects, and com-

pare results rvhen capillary pressuÌe is ignored (Buckley-Leverett theor.y). They perfolnied

water-oil displacernets in a rectangulal polous rnediurn (Ottawa sand: þ : 0.36, K :27
Darcies) 1 m long by 0.05 m [5 crn] wide and 0.01 m [1 cm] deep. Refined oils rvere used to

give viscosity latios of 5, 34 and 60. A microwave method was used to observe fluid satu-

rations along the medium in 0.02 m [2 cm] increments. Fluid pressur.es rver.e also r.ecor.ded

at 7 locations along the medium and the rvater and oil plessures rvere both measured. The

authors Ìeported seeing no significant diffelence in relative petmeabilities when comparing

the Lagrangian metliod to the Eulerian method including capillary pressure. The oil relative

permeability shovred sensitivity to rate using the Lagrangian meihod (only two rates used).

Noticeable dispariiy was seen in tlie oil lelative permeability curves betrveen tlie cases of

capillary pressure being included and not included in the Eulerian model.

Peters and Hardham (1990) employed X-ray computed-tomogr.aphy (CT) imaging to

vierv the spatial detail of constant-rate displacements in sand-packs (0.54 m [5a cm] long,

0.048 m [4.8 cm] dia., d : 0.36, K = !5x 10-12 m2). The process consisted of performi'g a

staged rvater-flood in the polous rnedium; the displacement v'¡as stopped at predetermined

intervals, the apparatus rvas then sealed å,nd loaded into the X-ray imaging device. The

CT scanner p¿ìsses a beam of X-rays of knorvn intensity through the porous medium and

measures the attenuated beam ernerging from the medium; the scan was repeated in many

directions and positions to obtain sufficient data to produce an irnage (rvhich required about

two hours). After obtaining an image, the medium was subjected to further flooding and

stopped after a certain volume of wateÌ tvas injected; this procedure ì',¡as continued for
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several stages of a given rvater-flood. The autìrors contended ihai CT irnaging is a valuable

tool that can be used to calibrate nurne¡ical models, itì place of trying to natch oil-recovery

curves. The method is also applicable to observing miscibìe displacernent pÌocesses.

Two-phase flow in porous media is also of considerable interest to groundtvatel ltydlol-

ogists. Soil and groundwater contamination by organic compounds is a pr.obìem that is

caused by the transfer of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) such as gasoline or chlori-

nated solverìts through the glound. An attempt to formulate a quasi-analytic solution for

both a one-dimensional and a radial trvo-phase flow was done by McWholter and Sunada

(1990). Their apploach taken was similar to that of Yortsos and Fokas (i983) but they

argued that the ¡elative perrneability and capillaly plessure functions Yortsos and Fokas

used weÌe not representative of natural porous media. McWhorter and Sunada presented

integral solutions to the two-phase Datcy equations and mass balance equation that rvere

based on the condition that the injection rate is proportional 1o 1/Ji, rvhere f is time; and

tìrey incorporated parametlic functions for the relative permeabilities and capillar.y pres-

sure, such as those of Parker, Lenhard and l(uppusamy (1987). Results shorved that the

satulation profiles rvere mildly va.riant rvith changes in the viscosity ratio, or rvith changes

to the exponelts in the palameter equations. À similar effect was seen on the fi.actional

flow of water.

Kalaydjian (1990) emphasized the glowing awaleness of a possible variation in the con-

cept of lelative permeability that includes coupling betrveen fluids. T\'aditionally, relative

permeability is said to account for the interactions between the fluid and the solid, and

any interaction between fluid phases is related through the capillaly pressule. Coupling is

said to occul wìren there is a viscous intelaction between the fluid phases in addition to

their interaction rvith the solid. The relative perrneabilities ale then said to be coupled

due to their mutual dependence on the ptesence of the other fluid. Kalaydjian was lot the

first to propose this idea; others have suggested it, including Whitaker (1986), who derived

coupled equations for two-phase flow that included netv eflective permeabilities represent-

ing the viscous drag effect betrveen the phases (the method of volume-averaging was used

by Whitaker in his derivation). Zarcone and Lenormand (1994) also investigated viscous

coupling by measuring the flow of water in a sand-pack due to the viscous drag caused by

the florv of mercury (a zero pressure dlop across the water phase rvas maintained); they

determined that the coupling effect on relative pelrneability was very small. Kalaydjian
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presented the trvo-phase Darcy flow equations as a set of coupled equations that contain a

coefficient matrix for the relative permeabilities. The diagonal telms tvere said to represent

the relative perrneability of each fluid as if it rvere alone; the of-diagonal ter.ms are coupled

and Ìvere said to represerìt the relative permeability effect betrveen the fluids. Kalaydjian

mâthematically analyzed coupling on a sirnple flow system that consisted of an oil ganglion

in a square capillary tube, rvhere water tvetted the cornels of the tube. For Poiseuille-type

flow, a viscosiiy ratio of unity, and setting the contact angle to zeto, the coupled relative

permeabilities rvere found to be significant in magnitude; an additional effect on relative

permeabilities was seen with higher viscosity ratios.

Maini, Coskuner and Jlia (1990) examined the differences betrveen the relative per-

rneabilities produced by the steady-state and unsteady-state teclìniques. They assembled

sand-packs consisting of clean Ottarvä, sand that was satulated rvith a rniner¿l oil, follorving

a pelmeability test with rvàtet. The florv rate was varied between subsequent displace-

ment expeliments (five rates were used between 2.0833 x 10-3 rnl/s [0.125 ml/min] and

3.333 x 10-2 ml/s [2.0 ml/min]) and the production data were history-rnatched. Tlie vis-

cosiiy of the oil at room temperature rvas about 400 mPa.s, so the ratio of oil to rvater. was

quiie ìrigh. A confining plessure tvas used in tlteir experiments to load the test section; a

pressure of 10.3 MPa was applied. In general, Maini ef al. found that the relative permeabil-

ity curves produced fi'orn the hisiory-match differed from those ofthe steady-state method;

the steady-state curves tended to be greater in value (plot higher on the scale) compared

to the unsteady displacement curves Furthermore, diflerences in the displacement relative

permeabilities were seen among the various flow rates that rvere used; typically the relative

permeabilities increased tvith the florv rate, although this tlend was reversed at the trvo

highest florv lates.

Mohanty and Miller (1991) conducied unsteady-state displacements in a low permeabil-

iiy (23 mD) coÌe at three injection rates: 1.667 x 10-4, 1.667 x 10-3 and 8.333 x 10-3 ml/s

[0.6, 6 and 30 ml/hr]. They used the JBN method for determining the relative permeability

curves and found that the brine relative permeability increased significantly with flow rate.

The effect ofrate on the oil relative permeability was less pronounced and the least disparity

occurred in the mid-saturation region. The oil used for the study rvas a ûeld oil diluted

with decane to achieve a viscosity of 47 cp; tlie viscosity of the brine rvas 1 cp.

Kalaydjian (1992) performed water-oil displacements in limestone and sandstone cores
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(ó : 0.25, K : L70 mD). The water-floods rvele conducted at tlìree diffelent injection

rztes: 2.777 x 10-4, 1.388 x 10-3 and 4.167 x 10-3 ml/s 11, 5 and 15 crn3/hr'1. The lorvest

rate lvas said to lepresent a capillary-dominant displacement, and the highest tate a viscous-

dominant displacement. The author attempted to measure the pressule of oil and water

along the axis of the core sample aú four locations; pr.essur.e transducers, wetting to either oil

or rvatet, tve¡e nounted on the peliphery of the cores. The saturation of oil was determined

i,n si,tu by using a rnethod of measur.ing the change in ultrasonic waves across the cote at

various locations along its axis. The dynamic capillar.y pressure (difference between oil and

watel plessure) v.¡as seen to be an increasing function of oil saturation, and it also increased

with the flow rate. Oil and rvater relative permeabilities computed using the dynamic

capillaÌy pressules were seen to vary significantly rvith flow rate: tìrey both increased with

changes in florv rate.

Peters, Afzal and Gharbi (1993) soughi to charactelize imrniscible displacernent exper'-

iments in recatangular sand-packs using dimensionless gloups. After der.iving the general

differential saturation equation, a dimensionless fo¡m was arrived at that included a dimen-

sionless independent variable, â/i, where â:: xlL and f: at/(þL). Fluid satulations,

measuled using CT scanning, were transformed to a dir¡ensionless functional forrn of satu-

ration versus î/î, and, compared for cases of oil-wet sand and water-wet sand. Fluids used

in their experiments were brine and a silicone-based mineral oil (viscosiiy ratio of g1). The

rnain result of their study rvas that, for a given medium, the transformed saturation profiles

delineated a single curve for the entire flooding history (irrespective of time). However, sig-

nificant diflerences wele seen betrveen the oil-rvet and rvater-wet cases. Also, variation in the

displacement rate (three-fold) for the water-wet case caused some dispa.rity in the dimen-

sionless saturation profiles. In a companion paper, Peters and Gharbi (1gg3) complemented

their experimental investigation rvith a nume¡ical simulation by matching the experimental

in situ satrtation histories (not the production of fluids data). They rnade use of cor.rela-

tional relative permeability and capillary pressure functions that required estirnated fitting

parameters. In general, good â.gteement tvas obtained betrveen the exper.imental and nu-

rnerical saturation profiles; however, no attempt was made to pr.edict the outcome frorn a

non-matched displacement expeliment.

Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993) produced a careful and incisive cr.iticism of the tradi-

tional theoretical approaches to two-phase flow in porous media. The authors criticized the
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comrnon practise of lumping all of the problems of trvo-phase flow behavior into the quanti-

ties of relative pelmeability and capillary pressure. They atternpted to folmulate a rigorous

theory of two-phase flow in porous media by volume-averaging the conservation equations

of mass, momentum, and energy-âlong with the second law of thermodynarnics-for each

fluid and their ilite¡faces. The resulting non-equilibriurn theory rigorously accounts for

interface motions and capillary plessures. No application of their theory was shown.

Sarma, Maini, Purves and Jha (1994) performed water-flood experirnents in thin r.ect-

angular glass-bead packs using constant rvater injection rates. Estimation of the relative

permeabilities versus water satulation was facilitated with a numer.ical sirnulator and by

history-matching the productiol data. Parameters and variables specified in their study

included d : 0.39, K -- 95.5 Darcies, injection ¡ates of 0.03333 ml/s, 0.06667 rrl/s, 0.1333

ml/s and 0.1667 ml/s [2, 4, 8 and i0 ml/min], and viscosity ratios of 42,4t9 and 777.

Alteling the flow rate betrveen water-floods slÌorved minim¿l effect on the oil relative per-

meability (a slighi increase rvith flow rate rvas seen); significant inc¡eases in water relative

permeability values wele obselved with increases in florv rate. Water-floods conducted at

different viscosity ratios had liitle efect on the oil relative permeabilities, but as viscosity

ratio increased, the water reìative pelmeability curves significantly decleased in rragnitude.

Mejia, Mohanty and Watson (1995) employed CT scanning to monitor rvater satur.ation

distlibutions in lotv permeabiìity cores using a fluid viscosity ratio of 50. Based on measured

fluid productions, overall pressule drop, and saturation data, they simulated tlìe unsteady

rvaterflood process assuming estimated functions for capillary pressure and relative penne-

ability. These functions were B-splines, and contained parameters to be estimated by fitting

the numerical simulation to the experimental data. A JBN relaiive permeability analysis

rvas also done for cornparison purposes. With the estimated flow functions, good agreement

betrveen the experimental and numelically simulated saturation plofiles was obtained; using

the JBN relative permeability functions, significant discrepancy betrveen the sirnulated and

experimental saturation profiles rvas seen. The estimated and JBN relative permeability

functions were simila"r in the intermediate saturatiorì range, 0.45 < S,, < 0.65, but differed

mote in the extreme saturation zones, where it rvas contended simulation is more accurate.

Mejia, Watson and Noldtvedt (1996) presented a parameter estimation technique for

obtaining the threephase relative permeability and capillary pressure functions from ex-

perimenial data. F\rnctionaì forms of k¡¿ and P¿ were specified as B-spline curves which
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were tlÌen used in DaÌcy's larv to match experimental production data and enfor.ce the

conservation of mass. The coemcients of ihe B-spline teplesentations rvere arrived at by

solving a rninimization-type pÌoblem with the simulated experimental data. In the so-

lution algolithm, an objective function is formulated as a weighted sum of the squared

diffelences between the rneasured data and the corresponding calculations from the mathe-

r¡atical model. Siaiistical criteria rve¡e then used to minimize the diffelences. A later work

by Kulkarni, Watson, Nordtvedt and Sylte (1998) incorporated satulation r¡easurements in

the minimization metltod, and the relative permeability and capillary functions th¿t wer.e

estimated for trvo-phase florv rvere shown to predict the saturâtion distributions, pressure

drop, and rvater production data from multi-rate displacement experiments.

Chang, Mohant¡ Huang and Honarpour (1997) conducted both steady and unsteady-

state two-phase florvs in consolidated cores. A CT scanner was used to extr.act the three-

dimensional saturation distributions, rvhile the effects of the exper.imental method and flow

rate on relative permeability were studied. The two fluids used rvere br.ine and cmde oil,

and flo'rv rates were 1.388 x 10-3 rnl/s [5 ml/hr] (Ca:2.3 x 10-8) and 8.888 x 10-3 ml/s

f32 ml/h{ (Ca:7.4 x 10-z). Both unsteady (using the JBN method) and sready-state

lelative permeabilities rvele obtained. The authors reported seeing dispar.ity between the

steâ.dy ånd unsteady-state relative per.meabilities, especially in the water phase. Mor.eover,

a diflerence rvas also seen in the unsteady-state relative permeabilities between the trvo flow

rates used, especially in the oil phase.

Dong, Dullien and Zhou (1998) investigated the popular usage of the capillary number.,

ç¿ : ¡-ttf o, which is commonly said to represent the ratio of viscous to capillary forces.

The authors contended that a more accurate definition of tlte capillary number (C,4) rvould

be to sirnply specify the ratio of injection rate during a forced imbibition exper.iment to the

flow rate during a spontaneous imbibition, rvhen the inlet and outlet pressur.es of the system

are the same. Experiments were performed in thin rectangular sand-packs to observe the

saturation profiles for several values of the alternate capillary number, C,4. Soltrol oil and

de-ionized vrater were used in the experiments. The authors were able to demonstrate a

clear relationship between values ol CA and the saturation profiles: C,4 ( 1 produced well-

distribrrted (uniform) saturations in the sand-pack due to capillary dispersion, and CA> l
produced saturation profiles rvith increasingly blunt flood-fronts as CA increased. This

second type of flooding is characteristic of viscous-dominated flooding.
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A novel theoretical development of trvo-phase florv in porous media was lepolted by

Hilfer (1998). The author used the theory of mixtures fi.om macroscopic continuum me-

chanics to derive macroscopic equations govelning trvo-phase flotv. The starting point for

the tlieoletical developrnent rvas a general phase-specific conselvation law whele the conser-

vation terms are expressed as summations over phase quantities. In addition to developing

the conservation of rnass and momentum equations, a conservâtion of energy equation was

developed ihat includes specifications for the interfacial areas and the surface and inter-

facial tensions, all rvithin summation ter.ms. The final equations allorv for description of

disconnected fluid ganglia. The momentum balance equation reveals a coupling between

the fluids and this also appears in the relative permeâbility expressions. A conclusion of

Hilfer's wolk is that relative permeability is not only a function of saturations but also of

inte¡facial a.reas and fluid tensions (wettabiliiy).

A set ofgravity dlainage experiments were performed in three sand-packs (0.025 m dia.,

0.7 m long) [2.5 cm dia., 70 cm long] by Sargent, Element, Goodyear.and Johnston (1999).

Refined lublicating oils were used to provide oil viscosities of 2.5 cp, 22 cp and 210 cp;

local searvater rvas used as the brine (wetting phase). 1n siúz saturations rvere deter.mined

at various time intervals by the gamma-r'ay attenuation technique. Before car.rying out

the expeliments, the sand-packs rvere first flooded with brine, and then rvith stock-tank

crude oil and aged for several days. The sand-packs wete then cleaned with kerosene before

being flooded rvith the desiled oil phase for tììe experiment. Saturations obtained during

the expeliments wele used to detelmine the fractional flow curves, and Corey equations

were speciûed for delineating the relative permeability curves. The authots did not see any

significant effect of the oil viscosity on tlte relative permeability curves.

2.2 Network Modeling and Capillary Flow

Yuster' (1951) atternpted to model flow in porous media by considering the simultaneous an-

nular flow of trvo immiscible fluids through a single capillary tube. The water was assurned

to wet the inner wall of the tube and to flotv in the annulus between the tube rvall and the

oil phase. Yuster defined relative permeability for this system as the ratio of the florv rate of

each fluid to the florv rate if it were the only phase present. The flow was assumed to be of

Poisetrille type rvith no slip at the oil-rvater intelface. The analytical description of this florv



system slìolved that the relative permeability of oil rvas a strong function of its saturation

(volume content) and the viscosity ratio, increasing significantly beyond unity along with

the value of viscosity latio. (It should be noied that many researchels reject the claim that

a relative permeability value gleater than unity has any meaning.) Yuster also developed

analytical explessions for' florv in a serial tube of alternating diarneters and lengths, the

objective being to model trapping of the wetting (ouier) phase in the larger diameter seg-

ments. Again, the lelaiive peltneablity of oil was seen to be a function of the.viscosity ratio,

but it leached a limiting value rvith increasing viscosity ratio, which rvas reportedly not the

case rvith the ruriform diameter tube model. Scheidegger (1953) developed analytical ex-

pressions for describing single-fluid flow in bundles ofparallel (uniform diameter tubes) and

serial (periodic diametral variations) tubes that included a diametral distribution function.

lVitli ihe single fluid, horvever, no interfaces were present in his models.

To bettel understand the miclo-scale dynarnics of immiscible two-phase flow, Templeton

(1954) fabricaied single Pyrex capillary tubes with inside diameter.s of 4 io 30 pm, and ob-

served flows of air-vr'ateÌ, air'-oil, and rvater-oil fluid pairs under a constânt overall ptessure

drop. Tlie displacernents rvele compared with those predicted by the two-phase Poiseuille

florv equation, rvith capillary pressure equal to the static value corresponding to a particular

tube radius and fluid intelfacial tension. Good agleement between experiment and theory

wäs seen upon replacing the conventional fluid viscosity values with eflective values that

were determined frorn the experimental data. In addition, the static and dynamic contact

angles rvele seen to be equivalent to within a unit percent of the cosine of the contact angle.

Templeton's resealch confirmed the use of Poiseuille's equation for horizontal capillary flow,

provided one adjusts ihe fluid viscosities; the difference between the effective and conven-

tional viscosities rvas reported to be betrveen six and nine percent. Break-up of the fluid

intelface was observed for cases rvhere water displaced oil in tubes that had been previously

wetted with rvater. In a later paper (Templeton and Rushing, 1956), Templeton examined

oil displacernent in single capillaries that were not previously tvetted with water. They did

rot report seeing any interfacial break-up, but the effective viscosity of oil rvas seen to vary

by 10% io 15% during the displacements. The authors used viscosity ratios of betrveen

13 and 166 and found some disparity between the effective and conventional oil viscosities

(between 10% and 30%, depending on the viscosity ratio with water).

Fatt (1956a,b,c) was perhaps the first researcher to consider creating and analyzing
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network models of porous rnedia. He constructed two-dimensional tetrvork models of tubes

ofvarious radii from a frequency distribution and randomly distributed the radii in netrvorks

of various connection patterns (coordination). The size of the tube networks were between

200 and 400 tubes, and the length of each tube rvas said to be inversely proportional to the

tube radius. Typical network connection patterns considered were a plain grid, a hexagonal

(honeycomb) grid, ihe bundle of selial tubes, and the bundle of parallel tubes. Capillar.y

pressuÌe velsus saturation curves lvere constructed by hand calculations: the desaturation

of a tube of palticular ladii rvas said to occur. if the pressure drop across the network

rvas equal to the capillary plessure of the largest tube. Fatt repor.ted that the frequency

distlibution of the tube ladii afecied the outcome of the capilìary pressule curve rnore so

than did the type of netrvork structuÌe. Relative permeabilities for the networks were also

investigated by physically constructing a netwolk of electrical resistols, rvhere each resistor

represented the viscous resistance of flow in a tube, and measu¡ed the electrical resistance

acloss the netrvork of resistors as each one was systematically rernoved f¡om the netrvork

and subsequently used to form a second network (of the same pattern) for determining

the flow resistance of the non-wetting fluid phase. Fatt defined relative permeability as

the lesistance of the full network divided by the resistance of the modified netrvork. He

obselved most vâriation in the non-rvetting phase relative permeabiliiy when changes in

netrvork structure occulled, and less variation due to different tube radius distributions.

The rvettitig phase lelative permeability exhibited very ìittle sensitivity to eithe¡ network

structure or tube ladius distribution. Overall tr.ends in relative permeability were said to

be comparable to those from steady-state flows in real porous media.

Expelirnental work on florv in single capillary tubes was done by Rose and Heins (1g62)

to ascertâin if any rate dependency of the contact angle occulred in horizontal capillary

florv systems. Tliey conducted slug flows of Nujol surrounded by air and driven by a

constant overall pressure drop. Another liquid, oleic acid, rvas also used. An analytical

expression relating slug velocity to tube radius (0.33 x 10-3 m), slug length (0.006 to 0.0286

m), liquid .viscosit¡ intelfaciaÌ tension, pressure drop, and two contact angles, was shown.

The capillary tube (Pyrex) was 0.2 m in length. Advancing and receding contact angles

rvere observed; the receding contact angle vr'as set to zero, and the advancing contact angle

rvas calculated from the equation, after the slug velocities rvere obtained. The calculated

contact angle rvas cornpared with those obtained by phoiogr.aphic rneasurements. The



authoì's obselved good agreement betrveen tìreir calculated advancing corìtact angle arìd the

measuled angle (liquid advàncilìg against the air). Horvever, the advancing contact algle

varied rvith the rate of florv; it was seen to vary frorn 18' to 64' in their experiments.

Fisher and Lark (1979) conducted an experimental investigatior.r of spontaneous imbi-

bition in horizontal capillaly tubes in order to investigate the accuracy of the Washburn

(1921) equation for vely srnall (< 0.5prn) capillaries. The Wasliburn equation reìates tlie

lelgth of the invading liquid colurnn to tirne, inter.facial tension, contact angle, tube radius,

and liquid viscosity. It is derived from the Poiseuille equation and uses the so-called Young-

Laplace relation for the capillary pressure: pc : 2o cos 0 lr. Fisher and Lark imbibed water.

or cyclohexane into dry, air-filled, clean glass capillaries (radii frorn 15pm down.to 0.14¡rm).

They reported that other researchers found agreement between experimental observations

and the Washbuln equation fol a range of capillary diarneter.s from 3 to 400 pm. (In a

study by Waldlarv and McKellar' (1981) the Washbuln equation was seen to agree rvith

expeliments with melcury displacing air in horizontal capillaries for flow velocities above

0.5 x 10-3 m/s.) Fisher and Lalk reported finding good agreement (within experimental

erlor) betrveen experiment and the Wasliburn equation, using a contact angle of 8o for cy-

clohexane and 30" for rvater. Disparity witli the Washburn equation was observed dur.ing

experiments using rvater in the snallest capillaries (< 0.3pm) where the flow rate Ìvas seen

to declease and tlte formation of small bubbles was observed.

A fully three-dirnensional cornputer network rnodel ofporous media consisting ofsinusoid-

al-shaped pores, with a cooldination number of trvelve, was developed by Lin and Slattery

(1982). (The coordination number is the mrrnber of fluid pathways that intersect at any

given node or connecting point in the network.) They simulated steâdy-state flows of oil

and rvater through a netrvork of pores and calculated the capillary plessu¡e and relative per-

meability profiles. The invasion and drainage of pores was done by a Monte Carlo solution

method. Volume-averaging of the goveming flow equations was used to compute macro-

scopic quantities such as pressure and flow rates; tlie authors assurned that the computed

capillary pressutes and reìative perrneabilities ale not influenced by pressures and velocities

outside of the averaging volume. Cornparison of the numerical ¡esults with experimental

data from other researchers (steady-state florvs through sands and glass beads) revealed

similar trends in the lelative permeabilities, after geornetlical and fitting parameters v¿ele

optimized in their network equations.
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Ngan and Dussan (1982) investigated the dynamic contact angle for the constant-rate

florv of silicone oil displacing air bettveen paits of flat microscope slides spaced 0.1 x 10-3

rn, 0.7 x 10-3 m, and 1.2 x 10-3 rn [0.1, 0.7, and 1.2 mm] apar.t. The authors reasoned

that the srnooth, mole optically flat su¡face of the glass slides rver.e ptefelled for studying

contact angles, rather than using precision-rnade glass capillar.ies whicli are known to vary

considetably in diameter and fi'equently contain micro-scratches. At least eiglrt slide cells

were constructed fol eacli of the spacings, thus pr.oviding a good statistical sample size. For

each data point reported, five measurements of contact angle rver.e calculated and averaged.

The rnoving contact line was seen to consist of two closely spaced parallel lines: the leading

line rvas the leading edge or apex of the advancing silicone oil; the next line was the point

of contact of tlie intelface rvith the glass slide. Contact angle was not directly measured,

instead the interface rvas assur¡ed to form a segment of a cylinder shape and the apparent

contact angle was calculated using tìre ratio of the apex heiglrt å to the half-space distance

betrveen tlre slides a, and cosá : (Zn/a)lft + (h/a)21. Contact angle was repor.ted for

a six-fold range of capillaly number (velocity of the inter.face was determined by still pho-

toglaphy) and for the three spacings used. The authors found a very definite tr.end in the

contact angle rvith changes of interface speed (they used constant oil injection rates): the

contact angle increased by about 30' (P : 30' to 60') over the range of capillary numbers

leported. Moreover, a variation in contact angle of about 5" was seen bet.ween successive

plate spacings, contact angle increasing rvith slot size (for each given capillâr.y number).

The authors did not perforn any very slow oil/air displacements; however, a static test was

done by pìacing a drop of silicone oil on a glass slide, revealing a static contact angle of less

tharr 1".

Danis and Jacquin (1983) performed a set of steady-state displacement experiments with

sandstone coÌes (K : 107 mD, ó = 11.1Vo) using a range ofinjection rates (0 to 4.167x10-4

ml/s) [0 to 0.025 crn3/min] and viscosity raiios (1 to 200). Tlie oil relative permeability rvas

seen to have a sttoltg dependence on the viscosity ratio at the irreducible water saturation

point: relative permeability values ranged from 0.6 to 1.8. Par.t of Danis and Jacquin's

rvork also included mathematical modeling of two-phase florv through single conduits, or

capillary tubes. Again the flow was specified as a steady-state drainage process where the

watel phase florved along the inner periphery of the tube and oil flowed dorvn the cent¡e

of the tube. Two tube geometries were considered: short alternating sections of large and
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small dianìeter tubes, and a sharp-edged conugated tubing (edges perpendicular to the tube

axis). The tube configurations were used to calculaie tìie steady-staie trvo-phase relative

permeabilities and satulations for various fractions of oil and water, always ending rvith a

celtain irreducible amount of rvater left in the lalger'-diameter tube portions. The effect of

varying the viscosity ratio of the fluids fi'om zer.o to infinity was examined; the oil relative

permeability fol tìre case of the alternating tube diametels shorved the most sensitivity to

the viscosity ratio (À¡o valied fi'om 0.5 to 1.5), and the water relative per.meability rvas seen

to be invaliant fol all geornetries and viscosities considered. The oil relative perrneability

fol the slialp-edged colrugated tube rvas seen to be quite insensitive io the viscosity ratio

at the illeducible wateÌ satulation, per.haps due to a limited contact of the oil phase with

the tube wall, and ihe oil in contact rnostly with the.rvatel phase.

The rvork of Payaiakes and Dias (1984), on developing nurnerical r¡odels of planar (2-

dirneusional) florvs through a network of converging-diverging unit cells, proved fruitful in

sirnulating leal immiscible flows through plaualglass etchitìgs. Phenomena such as ganglia

trapping ancl mobilization were observed in their. experiments and these rvere reproduced in

their netrvork model. The network model tlacked interfaces dynamically and computed the

local plessules and flow rates. Payatakes and Dias obsetved rvhat they termed ,,dynamic

breakup," whel'e an oil blob approached a branchjunction ald split almost equally under the

influence of¿ relativeìy fast injection rate. They observed some oiì blobs to remain trapped

in the glass network of pores, and that pores of all sizes participated in ihe trapping of oil,

a finding that cont¡adicts arguments based on por.e-doublet models (a capillar.y loop with

o¡re branch significantly srnaller in diameter tìran the other). TIte authors contended that

nume¡ical models of dynamic flolv in unit cell neirvorks (netrvorks of spheres and capillary

tubes, ol netwolks of sinusoidal-shaped tubes) are far super.ior to percolation models because

percolation rnodels do not accoutt for the r.ates of advance of fluid interfaces over a period

of tirne. Also, percolation models do not account for viscous efiects (and the viscosity ratio)

which become irnportant at moderate io high capillary numbers (high injection rates).

Koplik and Lasseter (1985) developed a computer networ.k model for two-phase flow

through a two-dimensional network of interconnected throats and pores of random size and

connectivity. Due to cornputational limitations, the networ.ks rver.e restricted to 10x10 and

20x20 networks of pores. Displacement of oil by tvater was si¡nulâted at various constant

injection rates, but with the same viscosity ratio; local interfaces rvere tracked over discrete
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time steps. Plots of the iotal saturâ,tion versus time rvere shown for- a lange of capillary

numbers and cooldination numbers (nurnbeÌ of tubes intelsecting at a node); the authors

lepolted seeing sensiiivity in satulation rviih the rate of injection (Ca) but rnuch less sen-

sitivity rvith lespect to the network topology. In addiiion, gleater fractions of oil remained

trapped in the netrvork in the form of isolated blobs at the higher florv raies.

Dias and Payatakes (1986) developed cotnputeÌ netrvor.k models of porous meclia. Their

netwolk consisted of a trvo-dimensional rectangular grid of regular.ly spaced sinusoidal-

shaped (along tube axis) tubes of varying diarneter. The positions of the inte¡faces rvere

tlacked over- discrete tirne steps ånd the model accornodated any fluid viscosity ratio. The

effect of tìre capillary mrrnber (da : þ.u,lo"-) and viscosity r.atio (rc : þof p.) on im-

miscible displacernent of oil by rvater rvas studied, rvith palticular attention given úo the

forrnation, trapping, and mobilization of oil ganglia. The netrvork size utilized rvas 15x30

rodes; Ca ranged from 1x10-B io 0.5x10-3, and n = 0.2, 1, and 50. The authors produced

constant Ca displacernents by pr.escr.ibing a constant overall plessure drop, and extending

a tail section to the netrvork which added ovelall viscous resistance to tìre flow. perfect

wetting conditions rvere assumed and the tubes were each compartmentalized into ten sec-

tions; the fluid intelfaces rvele allorved to pÌogÌess thlough one compartment at each time

step, rvhich depended on the pressure. Their model did not allorv for the r.e-combining ofoil
blobs once the ganglia wele forÌìed, but rupture of oil threads by the invading rvater phase

was modeled. Dias and Payatakes observed a piston-like (stable) dispìacement for m : 0.2

and tlìat little residual oil remained (6%); viscous fingering occuued for n = 1 and 50 with

residnal oil fractions of 47To and 50%. The authors concluded that as Ca increased (due to

increased florv rate or decleased viscosity ratio) tlìe displacement became rnore effective at

moving tlie oil through the netrvork.

Toubor.rl, Lenolmand and Zarcone (1987) compared displacement trends in an etched-

glass micro-model, a numelical netrvork simulator', and with valious siatistical models such

as invasion pelcolation (IP), ditrusion limited aggregation (DLA), and anti-diffusion limited

aggregation (anti-DLA). IP is a rule-based method that does not allorv invasion of lvâter

into a given pore .ntil ihe applied pÌessure exceeds that of the local capilìary pressure.

DLA creates dendritic or tleelike fractal påtterns ofthe invading wetting phase. Anti-DLA

suppresses the grorvtlt of fractal patterns, thus producing an essentially blunt invasion front

of the wetting phase. The type of displacement experiments conducted were of a non-rvetting
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pliase displacing a rvetting phase (dr.ainage); fluids used in the exper.iments were water-

glucose, oil, merculy, air', hexane, and oil. The trvo-dimensional micr.o-model consisted

ofa 130x150 netrvork of pores. Tìre capillary nur¡ber was defined as Apa¡f(A6o cos?)

rvhere d is the conlact angle and q is tlie rate of fluid injection. Also, a wide r.ange of

viscosity ratios were cleated, depending ol the fluid pair used. Il general, the authors

obselved tliree disiinct types of displacements: stable displacement, capillar.y fingering, and

viscous fingering. A stable displacement rvas obselved rvhen a viscous fluid displaced a

less viscous fluid at relatively high florv r.ates; capillar.y fingering rvas said to occur fol all

viscosity latios but at the lolvest flow rates; and viscous fingering occur.red rvlten a less

viscous fluid displaced a rnole viscous one at relatively high florv rates. Touboul eú ¿1.

repolted ihat ihe dispÌacenient patteÌns produced by their networ.k simulator (a 100x 100

lattice of poles and thloats) rvele qualitatively in good agreement except at the highest

flow rates rvhen the experiments produced tr.apped and re-mobilized oil blobs, a phenomena

that tvas not rnodeled by their netwolk simulator. In comparing the experirnental results

rvith those frorn the statistical rnodels-using anii-DLA for a stable displacement, DLA for

viscous fingeling phenornena, and IP fol capillary fingering-the authors observed similar

displacelnent patterns. Finall¡ the authors cautioned that although the agreement betrveen

the micro-model and their network model confirmed ttiat their microscopic flow rules in the

numerical simulations for dlainage weÌe valid, their netrvor.k model may not perform as well

for imbibition displacernenis (ivetting fluid invading a r.esident non-rvetting fluid).

In a latel paper by Lenormand, Touboul and Zarcone (1988), lvhich rvas just a more

detailed account ofthe rvolk mentioned above, the authors examined dr.ainage displacement

pattelns with a constant viscosity ratio and for varying capillary number. For this studS

their netrvork model tvas ernployed. lansition from capillary fingering to stable displace.

ment rvas seen fol the case of a heavy fluid displacing a less-viscous fluid at incr.easing florv

rates. When a less-viscous fluid displaced a nor.e-viscous fluid, a transition from capillary

fingering to viscous fingering was seen as the injection ¡ate increased. Finall¡ keeping the

injection rate constant and relatively high in rnagnitude, a transition from a viscous fin-

gering type of displacernent to a stable displacement was obselved when the viscosity ratio

rvas changed from a liglrter invading fluid to a heavier (more viscous) invading fluid (lighter

and heaviel as compared to the displaced fluid).

Àn experimental study of ir¡miscible trvo-phase flow in glass capillary tubes was per-
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fonned by Felmigier and Jenfer (1991) to obselve dynarnic contact angles with variations

in the viscosity r'¿tio (p:3.6 x 10-G to g x 10-l) a¡d the capillary number.(Ca:5 x i0-5

to 1 x 10-1). The authors lepolted thai the contact angle (rneasured ihrough the rvetting

phase) incleased with the velocity, and they postulated tliat ihe observed increase was due

to viscous stress in the fluids. When contact angle rvas compar-ed to a iheoretical prediction,

disparity rvas seelì, rvhich incleased wiih the rate of florv. The authors contende{ that the

combined influence of surface heteÌogeneity and fluid-sulface molecular interactions were

causes of the deviation betrveelr tlie observed contact angles and the theoretical predictions.

Immiscible trvo-phase florv in glass capillar.ies (1.1 x 10 3 rn dia., 0.85 m long) [1.1 mm

dia., 85 crn long] rvas studied by Calvo, Paterson, Chertcofl, Rosen and Hulin (19g1) io

examine the effect of the capilìaly number. on tlie dynarnic capillar.y pr.essure. Different

fluid pails rvere utilized, both in dry tubes arrd in pre-tvetted tubes, to study dynamic

capillary pressure; fluids such âs rvatet, air, kerosene and cyclohexane were used. Trvo-phase

Poiseuille flow rvas assumed to plevail in the tubes undeÌ a constant applied pressure drop.

The dynamic capillary pressure in the florv equation rvas the unknown to be experimentally

detelmined; it rvas assumed to be the suln ofthe static capillary pressure (the Young-Laplace

capillary plessule) and an unknorvn pÌessure function to be deteltlined by the experiment.

In kerosene-displacing-air and water-displacing-ker.osene experiments-both were subject

to a zero applied plessure drop-the dynamic capillary plessure was found to be r.elatively

constant thlougliout the displacements; also, the measuted static capillary plessure r as seen

to be greater than the dynamic value in both cases (much more so in tlte water/kerosene

system). Undel drainage conditions (kerosen+displacing-rvater) the value of the dynamic

capillary pressule exceeded the static value. In rvater.-displacing-cyclohexane experimelts

(viscosities comparable), over a the range of capillary numbers fi.om 10-G to 10-3, the

dynarnic capillary plessure was seen to decrease linearly and even extend well belorv ze¡o.

A difielent tlend rvas seen rvhen the tube rvas pre-rvetted rvith rvater: the dynarnic capillary

pressure remained positive but it still decreasecl somewhat rvith increased capillary number.

In a study of interface motion in long (0.45 rn) glass capillaries (1.1 x 10-3 m dia.)

Chertcoff, Calvo, Paterson, Rosel and Hulin (1992) observed imbibition of water and the

motion of its interface with cyclohexane (viscosities similar). Over a range of capillary

numbers from 3 x 10-9 io 3 x 10-5, they observed tlie interface velocity to decrease quickìy

at the start of imbibiiion and then reach a steady velocity. It rvas postulated tìrat the
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change in interface velocity was due io adsorption sites orì the glass, rvhich rvould be mor.e

nurÌerous at lower flow rates,

Ehrlich (1993) computer-coded a tube bundle model consisting of non-cir.cular cross-

section tubes (polygonal) and tlÌe tubes varied in cr.oss-sectional area according to a pore

size distribution. Water rvas assumed to coat the inieriol rvalls and corners of the tubes and

oil rvas said to florv in tlìe centre. A slip boundary co¡rditiorr rvas applied at tlie two-fluid

interface and the effect of tlte viscosity ratio on the relative pelrneabilities rvas studied for

steady-state florv situations. The method of volume-averaging was used io calculate the

relative permeabilities and saturations. Ðhrlich leported to have seen a significar.rt effect

of the viscosity latio, rvhich valied frorn 0.01 io 100, on ihe oil relative permeability and a

negligible efect on the rvater relative perrneability. When a viscous no-slip coudition was

imposed betrveen the fluids, the efiect of the viscosity ratio was reduced but still remained

significant. The authol postulated that viscous coupling betrveen the fluids has an effect on

the relative perrneabilities through the viscosity latio.

An experimental study of steady-state relative pernieability in planar', trvo-dimensiolaì

etched-glass networks rvas conducted by Avraam and Payatakes (1gg5). Their. tnicromodel

consisted of variousìy sized pores and thloats in a rectangular netrvork array. Relative

permeabilities and the fraciional flow of rvater wele studied by changing the flow r.atio of

oil and rvater, which rvele injected into the tnicromodeÌ simultaneously; the efect of the

viscosity ratio and the capillary number'(flow rate) was investigated. The authors reporied

that the relative perrneabilities and fractional flow rvere seen to be strong functions of

saturation, capillaly number, and viscosity ratio. They also observed oil ganglia (isolated

oil blobs) to contlibute significantly to the ovelall flow ofoil, although conventional thouglrt

maintains that connected pathlvå,ys of oil ale the pr.imary carriers of most of the fluid.

Relative permeability was seetì to inclease with the capillary nurnber (increased flow rate

of water) and the viscosity latio, especially fol the oil phase. The authors contended that

the dependence on flow rate rvas evidence of a coupling effect between the phases.

Cachile, Chertcoff, Calvo, Rosen, Hulin and Cazabat (1996) conducted an experimen-

tal investigation of the residual films in glass capillalies during immiscible displacernents.

By using a tadioâctive tracer and varying the viscosity ratio and capillary number of the

fluid system, the authols anâÌyzed ihe valiations in filrn thickness during irnmiscible flow.

They used cyclohexâne and silicone oils as the displacing fluid and rvåteÌ or wate¡-glycerol
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solutions as the displaced rvetting fluid. The authols found that rvhen a lorv viscosity fluid

displaced a high viscosity flr.rid, the Êlm thickness lemained constant along the tube length,

even at high capillary lurnbers. Fol high viscosity fluids displacing lower viscosity fluids,

they observed that the film thickness varied along the tube.

Lnrniscible displacement in a 64 x 64 x 128 network r¡odel of bulbs (nodes) and tubes was

numelically sirnulated on parallel computeÌs by Lee, Padmanabhan and Al-Sunaidi (19g6).

The authors assumed the fluid volume to be contained only in the por.es (bulbs) and the

viscous losses to occuÌ only in the throats (tubes), and that tlie flr¡ids exist as a single phase

between the pores. The displacement algolithrn used rvas of the invasiol percolation type

and they did 'tot account for the tilne dependency of the interface motions. The viscosity

ratio of the fluids rvas varied among unity 2, and 10; the injection late rvas kept constant for

each simulation. Tlte authors repolted thât the saturation profile fol viscosity latios around

unity were steep (piston-like displacernent), ard became more gladual for the viscosity ratio

of 10. Viscous fingers were seen to be less distributed as the capillaly nrmrber incr.eased.

The f'actio¡ial flow of water lvas seer to depend on the viscosity latio and capillary number.

A three-dimensional network model was developed by Constantinicìes and payatakes

(1996). It consisted of Ìandomly sized chambers and throats in a lectangular multi-layer

grid' steady-state two-plÌase florv thlough the network was sirnulated and the effects of

viscosity ratio and capillary number on fiactional flow, relative pelmeability, and pr.obabiliiy

of ganglia coalescence were studied. A typical networ.k size rvas 30 x 20 x 2, and both

an advancing and a receding contact angle rver.e specified. By taking small tirne steps,

the individual fluid interfaces were tlacked and the nodal pressule distlibution and flow

rates solved for. Relative permeability was calculated on sub-r'egions of the netrvork by

averaging ihe fluid pressuÌes at two locations, spaced 10 nodes apart, and totaling the

microscopic flow rates to obtain buìk values. The instantaneous relative permeabilities

rvere then computed and averaged over time to achieve steady-state values at a desired

saturation. The relative permeabilities lvere seen to be insensitive to the length over which

pressuÌe drop was calculated and the location where averaging was done. The authors

reported that both the fractional flow and relative perrneabilities were sensitive to changes

in the viscosity ratio and capillary numbe¡. Oil and rvatel relative permeabilities increased

witìr increases in the viscosity ratio and capillary number, in addition to iheir dependence on

the saturation. Also, comparison of a one-layer network simulation to experimental data of
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florv in a glass-etclied network revealed good agleemelt betrveen the lespective steady-state

relative pelrneability culves.

Tzimas, Matsuula, Avraam, Van der Bmgghen, Constantinides and Payatakes (1g97)

manufactuled a two-layer planar etched-glass pore network model for the pur.pose of con-

ducting imlniscible displacements of non-rvetting fluids (refined hydrocalbons). The authors

examined the combined effects of viscosity ratio and rvettability on the forced imbibition

florv patterns, and over a rvide range of capillary nurlber.s, Ca. Significant micr.o-fingering

rvas seen for viscosity latios greater than unity arld rvith small contact angles (oil-rvet cases),

combined rvith lorv capillary number values (Ca < 10-6). Pr.ecursor wetting films and local

viscous stresses were attributed to the fingeÌing phenomenon and to an incr.ease in residual

oil saturation.

A dynamic netrvork model for simulating immiscible trvo-phase flow rvas developed by

Dahle and Celia (1999) and they investigated dlainage florvs. Interface tracking was ern-

ployed in their' 17 x 17 x 29 node netrvor.k; displacernent r.ules rvere enforced at the pore

bodies, and pressure was calculated in the pore bodies. Time-step inclements were taken so

that pressule equilibrium could be achieved. Capillary pressuÌe was defined in trvo forrns:

one form was the usual difference in pressure between that of the injected-phase reservoir

and that of the displaced wetting-phase reservoir; the second forrn rvas the diference in the

volume-averaged pressures of the two phases over the enti¡e netrvor.k model. On comparing

the trvo definitions of capillary plessule curves versus the saturation, it rvas reported that

the averaged capillary pÌessute ctrve did not increase in rnagnitude at lower rvetting phase

satulations, as it did using tlìe first definition of capillary pr.essure (standard definition);

in fact the profile remained essentially constant and then slightly decreased in value as

saturation decreased. The explanation given by Dahle and Celia for the decrease in capil-

lary plessure rvas that wetting-phase ganglia became disconnected from tlte extelnal fluid

reservoir and consequently the pressule in the ganglia became strongly influenced by the

pressrue in the surrounding non-wetting phase.

2,3 Comments on the Literature

F\'om the early ìiterature pertaining to immiscible two-phase florv thr.ough porous media, it
can be summarized that the experimental rvork focused on studying the recovely ofoil during
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immiscible flows and on obtaining steady-state relative permeabilities; early theoretical wolk

postulated that difrerences in the fluid plessute between the phases can be assumed to be

negligible undel certain conditions. With ihe theoretical developnents of Buckley a¡d

Leverett (1942), Welge (1952), and Johnson, Bossler and Naumann (1959), the individual

relative perrneabilities could be obtained from unsteady-state experirnents. Exper.imeltal

work in relative permeability continued witlì some investigators showing variability wiih

viscosity latio, injection rate, and capillar.y nurnber. Many of the studies did not include

enough experiments to plovide conclusive evidence of the effect of these parameters on the

relative perrneability curves.

With the developrnent of numerical schemes, florv in porous media has been simulated by

assuming relations for the relative permeâbilities and capillaly pressule functions and solv-

ing sets of discretized flow equâtions. Predicting the leìative perrneabilities for. a par.iicular

porous medium and fluid gloup was also made possible by par.ameter estimation tecìrniques

for the lelative permeability fitnctions. Some lesearchels incorpolated scanning metlìods,

suclì as CT and NMR, to observe the fluid distlibutions during an irnrriscible displacernent.

Wiih experirnental satulation data, under dynamic conditions, the lelative permeabilities

can be calculated with gleater accuracy and with ferver simplifying asstmptions. Work has

aìso progressed with the development of network models consisting of node-and-tube type

networks. With such netrvork rnodels, immiscible displacernent flow has been simulated

using percolation algorithrns and microflorv algorithms. Relative perrneabilities obtained

rvith net'rvork models have been obtained from drainage simulations ot steady-state flow

simulations.

Alihough much work has been done to elucidate the mechanisms of trvo-pìrase flow

through porous media, the nonlinear nature of the phenomena makes a cornplete under.-

standing of it difficult to achieve. Therefore, a motivation exists fol studying simple, ideal,

rvell-ordered systems of capillary tubes, rvhere tlie flow can be calculated rvith ferv simpli-

fying assumptions (suclÌ as fully developed flow); and the microscopic fluid dynamics can

be averaged to yield macroscopic quantities for overall description and analysis. None of

the previous netrvork-modeling investigations, that were consideled in the culrent literatu¡e

revierv, attempted to detelmine the unsteady-state relative penneabilities using the JBN

method, ol by direct calculation with the trvo-phase form of Dar-cy's la.rv. This current wor.k

investigated the relative pelrneabilities and capillary pressures by calculating imbibition-
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type flo'rvs (wetiing fluid displacing a non-wetting fluid) in tube bundle models.

Literature discussing labolatory experiments that suppor.i or deny claims that lelative

pelmeabilities obtained by the JBN method are functions of satuÌâtion, viscosity of the

oil, pressure or injection rate, and intelfacial tension, is lorv in quantity. Consider Table

2.1 belorv, which is a summary of the published exper.imental rvork that ernployed the JBN

method for determining the relative permeabilities. In most of the siudies (Delclaud, 1g72,

is the one exception), repetition of the experiments was not done. The current resear.ch

work Ìepeated experiments for every set of unique experimental conditions and obiained a

minimum of thlee data sets, thereby providing a data sarnple for a given set of conditions.

Ferv studies in the literature tvere done using clean, well-soÌied media and basic fluid pairs,

such as rvater and mineral oil. Two exceptions of this ale the works of Singhal et al. (7gT6)

and Islam and Bentsen (1986) rvho used sand or glass-bead packs and mineral oils. Although

the litelature contains siudies that demonstr¿te the effect of the expelirnental patametels

on the relâtive permeabilities, many of the studies consideted only one parameter. in their

investigation, e.9. tlie injectiorr late, and performed a limited number of expeliments to

support theil claims (3 to 5 experiments was typical; see Table 2.1). There is no evidence

in the literature to demonstrate that changes to the absolute permeability, 11, aflects the

relative permeabilities. The current wolk provides a comprehensive data set that is delived

from perfolming experiments rvith rvell-sorted and sufficiently characterized sald-packs and

glass-beâd packs; and several experirnental par.ameters are investigated that include the

permeability of tlie medium, the viscosity of the oil, and the pressule drop across the

polous medium.
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Table 2.1. Literature investigating the efleci of experirnental på,rameteÌs
on the JBN relative per.meabilities.

Auihor'(s)

Number of Efrect of Effect of Florv Rate

Experiments Viscosity R¿tio or Pr.essure Gradient

Croes and Sclirvarz (1955)

Johnson eú al. (1959)

Delclaud (1972)

Lefebvre du Prey (1973)

Singlral eá al. (1976)

Sufi eú al. (1982)

Islam and Bentsen (1986)

Peters and Khataniar (1987)

Qadeer ef al. (1988)

Mohanty and Miller' (1991)

Clrang eú al. (7997)

NOt (Æ¡ rârio)

NO

YES

YES (,kr ratio)

YES

6

4

t)

t0

4

8

I
J

3

2

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

t used Buckìey-Leverett theory.

Although observation of intelfacial tension effects on relative permeabilities rvas not

part of the scope of the current experimental carnpaign, it is rvortli noting that Arnaef¡le

and Handy (1982) did see an increase in the ¡elative permeabilities rvith decreases in the

interfacial tension (3 experiments were conducted). Lefebvre du Prey (1g73) and Singhal

et al. (1976) also reported seeing an effect of ihe wettability of the porous medium on the

relative permeability curves.
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Section 3

Development and Analysis of the

Tube Bundle Models

Tlre first majol component of tliis resealch consisted of a theoretical study of trvo-phase florv

in porous rnedia. An understanding of the fundamental nature of the cumulative effects of

florv in polous media rvas made possible by studying ideal deter.ministic systems, wìrere

ihe fluid mechanics of two-phase fluid motion can be calculated locally and ther analyzed

macloscopically. The macroscopic flow quantities such as grouped flow rates and pressur.es,

specific to each fluid phase, can be readily obtained and used to compare the directly-

calculated quantities with the theoretically interpreted quantities rvhich ale the basis fo¡

contemporary predictions of multiphase flow in porous rnedia. By trading off the complexity

of attempting to numerically reptesent a real, or. natulal, for.rn of porous medium tvith the

simplicity of a iubelike porous medium, one can gain full knowledge of all interface motions,

local pressures and florv rates.

A solid cylindi-ical mass can be consider.ed a por.ous rnedium ifone sirnply creates a hole

ofa certain diameter through the centre ofthe mass (Fig. 3.1). Ifone considers florv thlough

the centre bole-hole in the rnass, it is then like consideling flow in a tube. On an elementary

level then, this is flow in a porous medium. If one notv creates multiple holes in the solid,

along the cylindrical axis of the rnass, and stipulates that the diameter of each hole be of a

different size, then flow in such a system is made a little rnore complicated by the various-

diameter holes. The florv in such a porous mediurn can then be conceptually represented as

flow tlrrough a bundle of parallel capillary tubes, with each tube having a diameter that is



Figure 3.1: A cylindlical solid mass rvith a hole.

different from all of the others. consider now the situation of two-phase florv in the tubes;

that is, considel the tubes to be initially filled rvith oil and then injecied with rvater from

one end to immiscibly displace the oil fron the opposite end of tlie bundle of capillary

tubes (refer io Fig. 3.3). As oil is dispìaced from any given tube, the viscous resistance

to flow cllanges; moÌeover, a capillaly plessure drop exists across the rvater/oil interface in

each tube and the value of this pressuÌe drop is a direct function of the diameter of the

tube. What appeared from the beginning as a simplisiic case of flow in polous media is

actually quite involved at the tube ìevel, and becomes rapidly more complex as one develops

the equations describing a bundle of such tubes. The fir'st part of this lesearch consisted of

developing the closed-form analytical expressions that ale required for calculating two-phase

flow in a tube, and then exte.ding the equations to include ân array of tubes of diffe¡ent

sizes.

A slightly more complicated form of an idealized porous medium is a variation of the

bundle of parallel tubes where the diarneter of each tube now changes at regularly spaced

Iocations along a tube's axis (refer to Fig. 3.5). If the tube diameiers are assigned randomly

frorn some known probability density function then one creates rvhat is te¡med a bundle

or seri'al tubes. The fluid dynamics in this scen¿rio is rnore cornplicated because of the

randomly valying tube diameters that the water/oil interfaces plogress through. Both the

viscous resistance to florv and the capillary pressure change frequently as the water/oil

interfaces progress through each seriaì tube. The equations describing trvo-phase florv in a
given serial tube (one tube whose diameter changes at regular intervals) can be derived in
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closed forr¡. A closed-form solution is noi possible, horvever, for a bund,le of such tubes;

instead one rnust numerically sum up all ofthe individual flow rates and pressur.es (pressure

is avelaged) in each selial tube in order to obtain macroscopic, or bulk, values of these

quantiiies.

The lelative permeabilities of water and oil are then additional rnacroscopic flow quan-

tities thai can be obtained fi'om the solution of the equatiotìs of florv in the tube bundles.

The concept of relative permeability originated fi.om the phase-specific for.m of Darcy,s Law

for flow in porous media. With the tube bundle models, one can obtain the relative per-

meabilities from directly calculâted quantities, or one can treat the flow in such models as

virtual experiments, and the production and flow rate data obtained from the computations

fol such rnodels, as virtual expelimental data. The data can then be utilized by apptying

a standald analytical intelpretation technique to produce tlte relative permeabilities by

approximation methods.

3.1 The Equations of Two-Phase Flow in a Capillary Tube

In o¡der to develop the capillary tube rnodels, the equations of trvo-phase immiscible flow

must be developed. For the purposes of obtaining closed-form expressions, we rvill assume

fully-developed laminar flow in a tube, commonly known as Poiseuille flow. We will furiher

assume that tlte flow remains fully developed, as the interface between tlie two fluid phases

travelses, even though the boundary ìayer ofthe displaced fluid and the tube wall is assumed

to be continuously leplaced by the boundary layer ofthe invading fluid. These assumptions

ale reasonâble in the pÌesent context of flow in porous media because florvs of this type

generally occur very slowly, i.e., they a.r'e Stokes flows, or cr.eeping flows.

Consider an inclined capillary tube as shown in Fig. 3.2, and take note of the fluid

interface between the water and oil phases. Note that the notation rvater (rv) and oil (o)

are used in the analytical development below; however, any fluid pair can be used if the

fluid properties are known. For general completeness, gravity is included in the following

development; however, the tube bundle models developed in this work do not include gravity

effects, as they are oriented horizontally. Also, capillary pressure terms are showt in the

equations below but the first development of the tube bundle models, in $ 3.2.1, rviìl ignore

the local capillarv pressrues in the tubes.
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Figure 3.2: An inclined capillar.y tube.

If the hydraulic grade at a point in the flow is calculated as z + p/(p g), rvhere z is the

elevâtion of a point in the florv (White, i986), then the flow rate of water can be expr.essed

(3.1)

rvhere p¿- is the pressure in the water phase just before the interface, 6 is the diameter of

the tube, and z1 is the elevation of the tube inlet centreline. similarl¡ the flo.rv rate of oil

can be expressed as

'.: #,TlQ, . *) - (",*,*.i'" + 2r-)] 
,

": #'#[(^ *t- "in, + ry) - (^* " """ * *)],

^. _ polo(Pn * p" - p,I.g sin a) + ¡t.l-(P¡ I polog sin a)
p"l. + þ,", L,,

(3.2)

where p¿-¡ is the pressure in the oil phase just after the irterface. Multiplying the pg term

through in each equation and then equating the two expressions (the flow rate of rvater and

oil is equivalent) gives

P, -^ -^ul.gsina:?P@,*-p¡-pogtosina). (3.3)vt- t'ú.u ¿ ----* 
llolon,-

Defining tlre capillary pressure ac¡oss the interface as pc : pi.+ - p¿_, and adding and

subtracting p¿1 from the left side of Eq.(3.3) yields an explicit expression for p¿a:
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By subtlacting and adding p¿- to the right side of Eq.(3.3), a similar expression can

derived for p¡-. Substituting Eq.(3.4) into Eq.(3.2) yields the equation for flow rate

either oil or rvater) as

^ , r 64 ¡ P¡ - Pt -f p" - g sin a fp- r¡ + p" (L - x¡)ll't-:2B\WÌ (óð)

Note that l, has been replaced with ø¿, the u-location of the interface, and lo .rvith _L - ø¡.

In this rvork rve will model the capillary pressure drop acloss the fluid interface using the

Young-Laplace equation (Washbuln, 1921),

4o cos0
Pc : 

-î-,
(3.6)

which is cornmonly accepted as providing a value for the capillary pressure drop in static

situations (Calvo, ef al., 1991), and is assumed here to also give a reasonable estimate of

the capillaly pressute rurder dynamic flow conditions in a tube of diarneter ô.

Retulrring to Eq.(3.1) and letting p¿- : pu" and,lt¿ : ¿ gives an equation for the flow

late at location z as

be

(of

^ _ r64 [Pn - (p."g sina*p¡,")]
"*- nB p*- " '

(3.7)

and equating this with Eq.(3.5) yields an expression for the pressure in tlie water phase at

anylocationz<z¿:

pw,: pn - p*x g sin a _ r*r{(Pn - Pt) +p"- g sinr,.þ*x¡! p"(L - r¡)l}. lg.s)puÍi+l,IolL-Ii)

Similarly, letting p¿a : po. and. lo = L - ø in Eq.(3.2) and setting the ¡esult equal to

Eq.(3.5) gives an expression for the pressure in the oil phase at any location ø ) z¡:

po, : Pt-r po g (L- x) sin a-t p 
" 

(L - ù {(P¡ - k + p" - g si" 
" lp-' " 

i t. p' (L - " 
¡)l} .,t.t,p.x¡*¡,tolL-r¡)

Finally, other important relations to note are the pressure gradients in the watel and

oil phases at any location z; these are derived by simply taking the de¡ivatives of Eqs.(8.8)

and (3.9) rvith respect to r to give

dp.. 1(Pn-Pù+p.-gsinatp.r¿+p"(L-x¿)l} 
13.10)¿, : _pug srrd _ lr¿u:_____ pr-_"i+t""@_r)

and

dpo. {(Pn - Pt) + p" - g sinolp, r¡ + p" (L - r¡)l}. 13.11)tu:_pos srna_Ëofiffir,1



Also, it is possible to derive expressions for the tirne required for an interface to travel a

specific disiance, or conversely, the location of the interface as a function of time. Either of

these equations can be delived by equating Eq.(3.5) rvith the florv rate expressed in tetms

of the instantaneous speed of the intelface:

î ô' dTi
Y_

4 dÎ.

doing so plovides a first-oldel nonliuear differential equation for z¿(f) to solve. If the initial

conditiolr is thal, r¡ :0 rvhen ú = 0, then an explicit relaiion for.ú(z¡) ca¡ be ábtained, but

not fol r¿(f). If on the othel hand, the initial condition is x¿: ¡ro when ú : ú,, an explicit

relation for z¿(ú) is still not possible, but an iterative equation is obtained in terms of ø¿,

riq t, ãnd úo, where rio à:nà to are the inter.face position and tirne from the previous time

step, and a time-malching solution is required for advancing the interface. This method of

soluiion is stated here for completeness, as it was par.t of the early explorator.y work for. the

current research; it does r.rot bea¡ on the further developrnent that follows.

For the pulposes of this lesearch we will restrict ourselves to the case of [orizontal florv,

rvhele gravity effects can be neglected. Tliis rest¡iction will in no way limit the findings of

this research, because lelative permeâ,bility studies ale frequently calried out in ìro¡izontal

olientations. If gravity is ignored, then the equations descr.ibing two-phase florv in a tube

become (by setting d : 0) the following:

r6ol (Pn-Pt)+p" I
't= .zBLp-"t+p-ø-ù)'

_ t (p¡-p¿)+p. I
Pw' = r¡ - P*r Li,rt + rr.Ø= r)l'

po,:pt+p.(L-ùlr _A],
I @n-4)+p. I= -u' lr.rt¡ r.1t - fi)'
I (Pn-Pt)*p"

= -lt" Lp, rt + lt" (L - r)
Setting Eq.(3.i2) equal to Eq.(3.13) gives the differential equai ion to solve for z¿(t),

d:r¡ 6'I AP+pc I
dt - n ln;;:+ p;@ -;Jl

wlrere ÂP : Pn - h, and separating vali¿bles gives the differential equation,

fp,xr¿-t po(L -:r¿)ldr¿: fi@e + ù at.

(3.12)

tIP..
d,r

dPo,

dr

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.i6)

(3.17)

(3.18)



Integrating this equation by applying the initial condition that r¡ : 0 when f : 0, and

rnaking use of the quadratic fonnula, gives the result,

(3.ie)

The corlect sign to use pleceding the square root terrn is ,-' if [tu 1 ltoi otherwise, if

þw )> uo then the collect sign to use is '*'. For the special case rvher.e the viscosities are

equal (p, : p,), the solution for the interface position is

",:-!tL- +l1f+t,( ,' \'---! -êr*rò,' 
uo - þu 2 U \po - tt-/ 4(po - p.)'-- ' '

__62(Lp+p"),"'- 32 ttL "
(3.20)

By setting r¿ -- L, lhe time required for. the inter.face io ¡each the end of the tube can

be cornputed, for unequal viscosities, as

Another important solution of Eq.(3.1S) to note is that for the initial condition of

iÊ¿ : îio when f : úo, rvhere r¿o ê.nd to are previous values fo¡ interface position and the

corresponding time. The soluüion one obtains, for the case of unequal viscosities, is

. t6L2fu"+ p.),L: 62(Lp+p") ,

and, fol equal viscosities, using

. 32 L2 P
6z (L,P + n),

FoL
I'O I'U

and for the case of equal viscosities, we get

62 (LP + n^\

",: nT(t-t)tr¡o.

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

The equations developed so far apply to two-phase florv in a single capillar.y tube ofuni-

form diameter. collectively they provide the so-called pore-scale informatiou (considering

a tube as a pore space) on flow in a tube, such as the local flow rate and pressure in each

fluid phase due to a given pressure drop and capillary pressure. The above equations can

be used to forrnulate expressions for describing the macroscopic (ove'all) florv in a bundle

of N capillary tubes.
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3.2 The Bundle of Parallel T\rbes Model with p" - Q

3.2.1 Development of the Model Equations

In this section, the value of consideling icìeal forms of por.ous media such as the bundle

of parallel tubes will be appalent as closed-for.m expressions for florv rates, pressures and

saturations are developed that describe flow in the entire model. Because the saturations

and pore volumes of fluid injecied (or produced) are dimensionless quantities, it is more

convenie¡rt to develop the model equations in dimensionless folrn. This also facilitates tlte

integlatiols that rvill be performed later. The general layout of the bundle of parallel tubes

model is shorvn belorv in Fig. 3.3.

vr'ater I oil 
.l 

ô I

capillary interface -----/
Ph_-Þ water oil

PI

-l>

lxÌl
l.=--------------l

Figure 3.3: The bundle of parallel tubes model rvith p" = Q.

The follorving equation development applies to cases of zero capillary pressure in the

br.rndle of palallel capillary tubes model. The resuìis from this section rvere used to perform

a JBN analysis (described later) of the tube bundle because this method applies to cases

rvhere the local capillary pressures are zeto. tr\rrthennore, it should be kept in mind that

the location of analysis, for ihe JBN method, is at the outlet face of the tube bundle, at

r:L.
Let us choose the following dimensionless valiables:

îri
L'

oilwater

(3.25)



B, - 
6?no, LP 

. ,
76 ¡t" I'z ''

.d
5- cI)tnar

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

and

whicli gives

ltw - þo

r:1-r,
I,L

where Ê : ¡t,of p,-, tbe viscosiiy raiio. We can non-dimensionalize tlÌe flow ¡ate q in a tube

rvith respect to the single-phase flow rate of oil in the lar.gest tube of diameter ó-o" as

. 728poL

" n6!,,"LP '
combining the equations above 1ve can express the dimensionless flow late in a tube as

¿4

' i.l+r'

and is shown belorv in Fig. 3.4. The uriforn probability density can also be made dimen-

sionless in terms of { as

ddÐ=,+d4, (3.85).\m

rvhere (- = 6^¡n/6^o,-

The total dimensionless florv rate through the tube bundle can be expressed as

Nd6d,plò): . -. ,
umaî

8,= [' --{:aaa,tc- 1f1¡ Sqzl,
(3.36)

and ihe equation for the dimensionless intelface position becomes

À

The equations above can be cornbined to give the simpler form,

For the bundle of parallel tubes model, we rvill assign a uniform probability distribution

for assigning the tube diarnete¡s. The uniform probability density is defined as

¡ll)
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Figure 3.4: The uniform plobability distr.ibution.

and utiliziug the uniforrn plobability distribution for the dimensionless tube diameters, we

obtain

(3.38)

rvhele

"t,- 
|

'þ:ñ, (33e)

The dimensionless total florv late, Q¿, rvill be consider.ed for three cases that each r.ep-

resent a specific stage during a displacernent pr.ocess.

Case(¿): Àd:0 (ze¡o time, or Ê = 1)

e,: , N- [' --\ae.t - \m rEm \fl + 
^e2er

Altelnaiively, by factoring À9r in ihe squai-e root) we can rvr.ite Q¿ as

ò.-N1-tl^
51-€,,,'

Case(b): every tube contains an inte¡face (befor.e break-through)

If the sign of ) is positive then p, ) po and

(3.37)

(3.40)

a, : , _-!E;tï (f*¡ - *\F; en) -



- +('F¡-e*{-ø'*ez)+.Y^(*ffi)l
If the sign of À is negative then ¡-r, ( po ald

a, : :e*l t(F- - €Lv@ - Êù -

- + (rfu-, - a,t@-- eN +

. + (,',-' å -.',,-' ?)]
Case(c): break-tlrrougli has occurred in some of the tubes

Break-tlrlough for any iube occurs rvhen î = f; i.e., rvhen z¿ : .L. The cor.r.esponding value

of dir¡ensionless tirne, á1, is
. 

^+2<i.

where (¿ is the dimensionless diameter of the tube rvhose intelface has just reac[ed ihe end

of the tube.

After bleak-thlough, the dimensionless florv rate of rvater through the tube bundle, as

seen at ¿ : tr, is given by a surnmation over. the dimetsionless tube diameter.s from {¿ to

1. Because we ale sumrning over the tubes containing only water, then À:0 in Eq.(3.82),

and the integral form is

^¡ 
¡18.:.", lenat,t - lm JÊt

; N (t -€?)
5 (1 -4-)

The remaining dimensionless flow r.ate ofoil can be expressed by integrating from {- to

{¿ in Eq. (3.38) as

a.=f*vlj'ffi,,,

(3.4i )

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

rvliicìl also has trvo solutions depending on the sign of ). If the sign of À is positive then

a, : J¿l! (ez,[t, .P" - €" {v-* tN -
- {(e"rø.e-e^tfi-'+eù+
*Y,(#Æ)l
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and conversely, if the sign of I is negative then

ô" : :t^l-!(ez'lva"- ( ytnl,z - rr) -
- { (e"1F4" - e^t[-l,' - ez) +

* tú. lr,,r.,{r _"i"_,full.s \""' ,þ ,1, ) )

Calculatioli of the dimellsionless total florv l'ate can be done bv summation as

8r: 8- + Q".

We have norv accounted for the dynamics of trvo-phase florv by displacernent, for. a bundle

of parallel tubes rvith a uniform distribution of iube diametels, fol scenarios both befole

and after bleak-through occuls.

The local satulation of oil can also be explessed. At the exit face of the tube bundle

(r: L), the areal satulation of oil at any time is given bv

(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.50)

(3.51)

- ,9o. The average

(3.52)

r&^I €'d'€
c -'(-"o- ¡lI e'¿€J¿-

¿3 ¿3c' _ SL - !m
1¿3f\m

The local saturation of rvater is then calculated by difference as ,9- : i
saturation of rvater in the iube bundle is given by

s,,,: I',",.(¡ot * I,'"e'oe
¡lI e'¿Ê

The first iniegral in the numerator of Eq.(3.52) rnay be evaluated using the expression for

í as given l¡v Eq.(3.32),

(3.53)

The integral above rnay be recast to express the variable ry'; io do this requires factoring of

the Àá1 terrn froln under the square root as

lr"to,: Ir'^*(-i-,-F)r,

l,'" {,*: -g# *: I,':/r'ør,1ffi **,,r^x"* (3.54)



Using tlie definition of ry' given by Eq.(3.39), and noting that boih 'ry' and À are constants

in the integration, rve obtain the form,

(3.55)

Perfolrning the remaining integration ploduces the following trvo for.ms, depending on the

sign of À. If the sign of À is positive then rve obtain

I,'^*or= 
q# .+l,':(t[,t', r"e øß,¿t

- {(e"t@ *" - e,"{,t" + tn) -

_K'"(#Æ)
and if the sign of À is negative then rve have

lj^ *'æ : -9# - 

^V",f*u* 
- e^,[w- ezf*

(3.56)

(3.58)

- #(.*-'l-"^-'T)]
60

rtr -^ È1 - t3

l,'^ *,0, : -qt' . fife,,frll . *¡ - e,{þr-. tÐ'] -

* {(t"r@4"-€,"{v -tN +

* # (.u'-'7 -,"-'7) (r 5z)

It then follows that the trvo solutions for the average saturation of rv ater arc, for ¡_t- ) po,

a _ À-{i()+r)+1fl,"'- xl -{*)--
. *trig' þ"r[r,r+ 17¡' - €^{þþ\ €h)' -

- Ç(,'P*-u{-*''*eN-
-9,,(#Æ)l

and for p, < po rve get

õ À-61(À+r)+6å", - - ¡(r_1Ð-
- qêÐrþ"r/tt-er -e,,1[ø'-e?,F -

- t G",[r-¿, - €^{,¡z -¡ù -
(3.5e)



3.2.2 JBN Evaluation of the Relative Permeabilities

Tlre metliod of Jolinson et al. (L959) for estirnating the relative pelrneability functions for.

each fluid requires specific infolrnation about the water'-flood. In particular, the volume of

watel injected into the porous rnedium (palticularly afiel bleak-tìrough occurs), in ter.ms of

the numbel of pore volumes of t'he polous rnediurn, is required. other information required

includes the total florv rates (oil and rvater) both at the stalt of flooding and tluoughout

ihe flooding process. Because the method relys on production infolrnatio¡ fiorn ühe outlet

of the porous medium, the lelative perrneability v¿lues rvele plotted against the local rvater

saturation at tlie outlet. The JBN method applies only if capillary pressur.es are zer.o or if
they can be neglected.

The volurne of watel produced fi-om a single tube after break-ihrough is given by

(3.61)

where d¿ corresponds to the tube diameter rvhose inteÌface has just reached the end of the

tube bundle, and ú6¿ is the time of first break-thlough. using the uniform tube diameter

density as defined by Eq.(3.34), 1ve obtain

rvhich follorvs frorn integrating Eq.(3.13), with zero capillary pressure ancl ø¿ :.L, over time

from ú¿ to ú. The voìume of water ploduced fi'om the entire tube bundle, since tl'e tirne

of first break-thlough, ú6¿, ca' be deter.r¡ined by su''ning Eq.(3.60) over. all of the tubes

rvhose intelfaces have reached the end of the tube bundle:

r6a LPv*: 
lzs u,J(t - t")'

,, r AP (t - tü) f 
õ"'", 

,sv*: -ñi- Jo,. 6" dP(6)'

* 16^""
Vp : +L I 6'zdp(6)+ J ö^¡_

NrL t6'""' ^t 6'd6.
4 (6^o, - 6^¡n) J ¿_,.

(3.60)

(3.62)

The total pore voìume ofthe tube bundle (the iotal volurne contained by all ofthe tubes) is

a straight-forwald integration over the complete range of tube diameter.s; using Eq.(8.34),

we have the integral,

6l

(3.63)



Evaluating the integral, rve get tlie r.esult,

A frequently used and convenient measure of fluid production is the mrr¡ber ofpole volumes

of fluid produced from the porous medium; in the case of rvater, it is just the ratio,

v.: (3.65)

and cornbining this rvith the average saturation, we get the nurnbel of pole volur¡es of rvater

injected into the polous medium since the start of flooding:

W =V. I S*. (3.66)

It is obvious that before break-ihlough, l{z is just the aver.age satutaLion 3,,, but the JBN

method lelys solely on infolmation post bleak-tluough.

For tlie boundary condition of constant overall pressure drop acloss tlie tube bundle,

the Johnson et al. (7959) (JBN) expression for calculating tlie relative permeability to oil

is

where Ç¿, is the total flow rate at the very staÌt of tlìe floodi g process (the initial total

flow rate). Using the value of k,.o calculated florn Eq.(3.67), the relative per.meability to

rvater is calculated frorn

-- NrL /-.,r: 
"rr^"-*¡; 

(¿i,, - ¿1,',) .

, -Q.F.,- -l-loF*,-"'* - e. Ã ^'o - r. rt" ""'

V-t
V,

(3.64)

(3.67)
o(#a)
,(#)

(3.68)

The quantities f. and fo a¡e the fractional florv rates of water and oil and they are the

ratios of the flow rate of each phase to the total flow late; they are evaluated at the outlet

face of tlie polous mediurn. Note that in ordel to use dimensional florv rates) the pr.eviously

derived dimensionless quantities must be converted to tìreir dimensional forms. It has been

stated that, in order to use the JBN rnethod, the capillary pressur.es must be zer.o; the

equations developed in this section for the bundle of parallel tubes are applicable for.a JBN

analysis.

The primary purpose and motivation for developing tube bundle rnodels tvas to obtain

detailed information about the fluid dynamics of flow through an idealized porous medium.
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Although the medium itselfis an ideal one, it is useful for compaling standald lnethods for

evaluating tlte relative permeabilities to a straight-forward application of the rnulti-phase

form of Darcy's Larv. Moreover, such ideal forms of polous media ser.ve as a testing gr.ormd

for theoretical models of florv through polous rnedia, as it is contended hele that any theory

fol porous lnedia in general should also be capable of âccounting for the fluicl dylamics in

simpler, less chaotic, systems.

3.2.3 Direct Evaluation of the Relative Permeabilities

The two-phase Darcy equations, negleciing gravity and inertial effects, are the follorving:

Q, k,.K / õ.\
A6 pw \ ¿")
Qo k,"K ( 6"\
A6 I1o \ a" )'

(3.6e)

(3.70)

whicli are just extensions of the single-phase empirical Darcy's Law, with the absolute

perrneability 1l leplaced with an effective perrneability k"¡ : kr¡K; and the flow rate,

viscosity and pressure gradient are notv phase specific. Again, note that the quantities in

the equations above are required to be in their dimensional forr¡s for calculation pur.poses.

With these equations we can compute the lelative permeabilities dilectly and plot them

against the local saturation of water, S.,, using Eq.(3.51) and the fact ihat .ga, : i - So.

3.3 Preface to the Analyses of the Tube Bundle Models

This section presents the results from interpleting the lelative permeabilities using the

JBN method and by direct calculation using the two-phase forrn of Darcy,s Larv. The

shortcomings of the tladitional assumptions regalding macroscopic plessule are discussed

in light of ühe evidence seen fi'om studying botli the bundle of palallel tubes model and t[e
bundìe of serial tubes ¡nodel.

After obtaining the constitutive equations for florv rate, Q, interface locations, ør, sat-

uration, ,9-, and pore volumes produced, V.,, an experimental plan rvas devised to analyze

the relative penneabilities for the parallel tube bundle and the serial tube burdle models.

The metlrod of Johnson et al. (1959) (the JBN method) for determining unsteady-state

relative permeabilities rvas applied to ihe fluid displacernent data that was calculated f¡o¡n
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the parallel tube model. The method of Jones a.d Roszelle (197s) (the JR method) for de-

termining the relative permeabilities rvas applied to the data calculated fi.om the serial tube

model; horvever both methods of analysis are nurnelically equivalent. A constant over.all

pÌessure drop rvas applied across each model. It should be noted ihai the methods of JBN

ol JR are applicable only to situations rvliere capillaly pressures can be neglected, such as

in high florv rate displacement expeliments. In the developrnent of the eq¡atio¡s for the

bundle of palallel tubes, the cases of a non-zero capillary pressure terrn and a zer.o capillary

plessure term lvere consideled in sepalate deÌivations. Wiih the serial tube bulldle model

holvever, the capillary plessure was set to zero altificiall¡ by setting the inter.facial tellsion

o to zeÍo in the model eqr:ations. studies of the tube bundle niodels that did not include

local capillaly pressures did not lequire minimization of capillary plessur.e effects, therefore

the magnitude of the overall pressure dlop was arbitralily set at 10 Pa. The investigatio¡

using the tube models consisted of studying the effects of valying the viscosity ratio of oil

to water, p,, where values both less than and greater than unity wele consideled. Implicit

in the tube bundle models is the assumption tliat the original oil containe<ì in the tubes is

completely displaced, leaving no lesidual fraction of oil in the tubes after b.eak-tlrrough of

the watel phase occurs at the end of ihe tube bundles.

The relative permeabilities calculated using the JBN method using the 
'umer.ical 

data

from the parallel tube modeì are discussed fi¡st. The application of the JR method to the

numerical data from the bundle of serial tubes, neglecting capillary pressures, is discussed

second. The data from the serial tube model is also used to dárectly calculate the relative

permeabilities, and these are compaled io the interpreted relative per.meabilities from t[e
JR method. Analysis of tlie data from both tube bundle models-including local capillary

pressures-is discussed in a later section in terms of the direct calculation of the reìative

permeabilities and capillary pÌessures. Moleover', a comparison of the traditional drainage

capillary pressure culve and the macroscopic capillary pressure curves (calculated from

averaged pressuÌe information) is discussed.

Please note that, regalding the notation, all of the variables and accompanying sub-

sclipts are listed and defined in the Nomenclature. The valiable p" denotes the local capil-

lary pressu'e in a given tube; the variable P" denotes the macroscopic, or averâ,ge, pressure

in a fluid acloss all of the tubes in a cross-sectional plane tlirough the tube bundle.
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3.4 Analysis of the Bundle of Parallel T\rbes Model with

Pc: 0

The location of interest in analyzing both the parallel and serial tube models is the exit face

of tlre tube bundle; i.e., al x : L. The quantities of flow rate and pore volurnes injected

rvere calculated as functions of time for a bundle of N : 1000 parallel tubes, .¿ : 0.0508

m (5.08 cni) long, and the tubes having a uniforrn diarnetlal probabiliiy distr.ibuiion with

6min:50 pm and d-o, :250 pm (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). The cliferentials in Eq.(3.62) rvere

calculated for every increment of change in the systern, as the interfaces sequentially leached

the end of the iube bundle. The relative permeabilities of oil and rvater, togetìter rvith the

satulation of water at the outlet of the sarnple, rver.e calculated using Eqs.(3.62), (3.63) and

(3.51). The viscosity ratio rvas var.ied from oil as the heavy phase (a lighi phase displacing

a heavy phase) to wateÌ as the heavy phase (a heavy phase displacing a light phase). That

is, the ratio of the oil viscosity to watel viscosity, p, was var.ied from p )) 1 to ¡_r ( 1. The

results of the JBN analysis are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.

The lesults from the calculatiols using the equations shown in $ 3.2.i and $ J.2.2

for the bundle of parallel tubes model were cornpared rvith calculated quantities fi.orn a

discrete model of flow in the tube bundle. That is, a computel program was w¡itien that

calculated trvo-phase florv in individual tubes and tlien summed the individual florv rates

and pressules to calculate bulk quantities. The quantities from these disclete calculations

were then compared to the results from the calculations done using the integr.al soìution

equations from $ 3.2.1 to verify the integral solutions.

The results ofcomputations using the equations shotvn in $ 3.2.2 are now discussed. The

profiles of the oil and water relative penneabilities are shown iogethel in each figure (Fig.

4.1 and 4.2). The oil relative perneâbility \Ã'as seen to originate at unity (S., :0) for the

case ofÊ : 1, and approach unity for þ < 7, at the break-thr.ough poilt of water (Fig. 4.2).

For cases ofp > 1, the relative permeability ofoil at break-through was seen to originate well

belorv unity, depending on the value of 1û (Fig. 4.1). At tlìe start of each experiment, lvith

full oil saturation ofthe tube bundle, the oil relative permeability was at unit¡ r-egardless of

the viscosity ratio. The existence of the different points of origin for the oil curves horvever

rvas due to changes in the oil's florv rate as v.¡atel invaded the tubes. The florv rate in a given

tube rvas not a constant: imbibition of the lighter phase and production of the heavier- phase
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caused the florv rates of both phases to increase as the inteÌface progressed along the tube.

The net effect rvas an increase in the total flow rate, Q¿, a quantity in Eq.(3.62), as flooding

proceeded. The greater the contrast in fluid viscosities, the greater was the overall change

in total flow rate, rvliich resulted in disparate points of or.igin on the relative per.meability

axis. The effect of viscosity ratio on the watel relative perrneability rvas seen to be less than

it was for oil (Fig. 4.1) fol p > 1. A limit rvas reached at which the viscosity ¡atio hacl little
effect on the r ater relative permeability profile. After break-tlirough of rvater. occurred at

the outlet face of the tube bundle, for a palticular tube, the norr-local effect of trvo-phase

viscosity rvas lost: the flow rate of water becarne constant. one would then have expected

one pÌofile to exist for the water relative permeability, because lvater appears only when

oil is fully displaced fi'om any given tube. However, the flow ¡ate of oil in tìre other tubes

still affected the calculated relative permeability of water tlirough ihe quantity eo in the

denominato' ofEq.(3.68). As the viscosity ratio increased, the flow rate of o e. decr.eased;

hence, a limit io the variation in the rvater relative permeabiliiy was obtained (Fig. 4.1).

For cases oI þ < I, the viscosity of the rvater dominated the florv (Fig. A,.2). The value of

Ç¿ decreased as rvater filled the tubes and the satulation of rvater increased. The quantity

Qo decreased during a watel-flood and Ç- remained small due to the heavier viscosity of
the rvater phase; therefore, disparity in the lelative permeability curves for both phases was

maintained through the disparate values of Q¿ and the inverse viscosity ratio, p-fpo.

3.5 The Bundle of Serial Tubes Model

3.5.1 Development of the Model Equations

Another fairly tractable idealization of porous media is the bundle of serial tubes model. In

tliis scenario, the diameter of the flow tube changes at regular intervals along its lengih, in a

similar manner a flow path through a porous medium would change, alihough less tortuous.

The micro-scale capillary pressure also changes in rnagnitude, due to its dependence on the

local tube diameter', thus altering the pressure driving force fol two-phase florv as an interface

progresses tlrrough a serial tube. Also, the viscous resistance to flow changes, not only due

to the motion of the two fluids, but also due to the changes in tube diameter; florv of a

heavy viscous fluid ihrough a narrow capillary will encounter more resistance than rvill a

lighter fluid, or flow through a larger capillary.
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Figure 3.5: The bundle of serial tubes model.

Consider the systern of serial tubes shown in Fig. 3.5. Notice that eacli serial tube is

composed of sub-tubes of various diameters. The flow tate q in a selial tube is the r¿tio of

the potential (pressure) drop across a fluid phase to the sum of the fluid resistances of the

sub-tubes. For Stokes flow, it is reasonable to assume fuìly developed laminar flow, despite

diarnetral variations in the direction of flow. considering the watel side of the two-phase

flow in a serial tube, the flow rate may be expressed as

(3.71)

rvhere 1 is an index for the tube diameters, N- refers to the tube upstleam of the tube

containing the interface, and r¿ is the local position of the interface in a given sub-tube of

diamete¡ á¿. sirnilarl¡ the flow late in a serial tube rnay be expressed conside.ing the oil

side of the two-phase floiv as

/\
n- n I Pn-P¡- 

|

' 128¡r, | -w- 
l¡ - ¿¡ | '

\z-r=t 6î ' 61 /

':å't+*)
\ dÍ 'zz¡=¡¡+

(3.72)

rvhere .lv+ refeÌs to the tube downstream of the tube containing the interface, lf"¿ refers to

the last sub-tube of tlie entire serial tube, and l¿ is the lengih of tlie sub-tube containing



Equation (3.73) can also be rvritten more compactly as

Pnp,oDz - p,*U>(p., - 4)
p,-Uy I poD2

Substituting Eq.(3.76) inio Eq.(3.71) and simplifying gives the trvo-pìrase florv r.ate equation,

the interface. Equating Eqs.(3.71) and (3.72) to isolate the variable p¿_ gives

- -( 
Po 

-l'",-Pr\ ( I - 1 \ t

\p,I/¡ lioDz ) \p"D> ' p.U>: )
rvhere

U¡:)+t+- ò.; 7=,ò,ì

Ì. -- Nu, l-Dr="-r*'+t+.
ui r=N+ ul

r / Pn- P¿ +p", \(l:-l' 128 \p,I/¡ + uoDD/'

( n62 dx¿\n: \ n * ),'
and equating this rviih Eq.(3.77) gives us the ordinary differential equation to solve:

i(*f)", - ØE+*,.,ä h*,"#).,-
(Àp + p..)- fft¿-¿N-):o'

(3.73)

(3.74)

(3.75)

(3.76)

(3.77)

This equation governs the instantaneous florv rate in a serial tube as the inter.face passes

from sub-tube to sub-tube; also, the local capillary pressure, p",, is calculated as

4o cos 0
P.t: - 6¡ ' (3.78)

Although capilla.r'y pressute is later set to zero for the JBN analysis, we will incìude cap-

illary pressure during the development of the serial tube model equations. The relative

perrneabilities will also be calculated directly and for that analysis the capillary pressur.es

will be non-zero.

'We can write the instantaneous flow rate in a serial tube ¿rs

32õ7fu*UÐ I poD>)d.r¿: (LP ¡ p",)d.t.

Substituting the expressions for [/¡ and D¡ and integrating with the iniiial condition that

Í¿=0rvhenú:ú¡v- gives

(3.7e)

(3.80)
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wlìeÌe ¡{- refeÌs to tlìe sub-tube upstteam of ihe sub-tube containing the interface, and

ú¡- is the curnulative tirne requiled for the interface to leach the end of the sub-tube that

is upstlearn of the sub-tube containing the interface. An expression for z¿ as a function of

time t rnay be found by using the quadr.atic fonnula; the result is

where

The sign pleceding the square rooi telrn in Eq.(3.82) is the physically correct interpretation,

regardless of the viscosities of each of the two phases. Alternatively, one could arrange

Eq.(3.81) to expless t-tN- : f¡-, which is the tirne step requiled for. an interface to

tr¿velse the entile length of the sub-tube that it is occupying:

rr:r.,i #*r",1_,.h*r"#

,,,: #oã1,l-tu*ìttl

(t - t.) : 

"if^l@o 
- ",¡n ;(-dt) þ? - "r)]

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

Another expression of r¿ as a function of I is r.equir.ed for those instances whe¡e the

position of the interface, :rr, does not originate at the beginning of a given sub-tube. In

suclr a case, the initial condition to be used in solving Eq.(3.80) would be tltat x¿ : aro

rvlren f : úo, rvhere x¡6 and t6 are the old (previous) interface location and time. Then

the corrstant of integration involves the variables r¿o arrd to, and again, using tìre quadr.atic

formula, we end up with the following expression for z¿(ú):

/at\

r; = ( o; lx{n-
\Ho- Pw/

(3.85)

tion as

(3.86)

With this equation we can compute the time step that is required for the inter.face in a
given sub-tube to travelse from its culrent position, ø¿o, to the end of that sub-tube; z',e.,

to x¡ = !n.
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Figule 3.6: The lognormal probability distribution.

With the equations for flow rate, interface position, and tirne step, that are given by

Eqs.(3.77), (3.82)-(3.86), along with Eqs.(3.74) and (3.75), we can now constr.ucr a seriaì

tube bundle model consisting of any number of serial tubes, each one containing ly's¿ sub-

tubes. A lognolmal probability distribution rvas specified for the tube diameters (Fig. 3.6):

it is mole representative of naturally occurring porous rnedia than the uniform probabil-

iiy disiribution, which was suitable for obtaining a closed-form solution governing florv in
parallel tubes. The lognormal probability density was calculated using the equation,

¿prÐ = L¿-' "*o f 
*(l'l¿; 

")'l , (3.87)' '/zrB ' L 2P' I'
where o and B are adjustable patameters.

unlike the parallel tube rnodel, closed-form expressions cannot be readily obtained for

the serial tube model, such as for the volume of fluids produced or the number of pore

volumes of rvateÌ injected. Instead, a FoRTRANTT computet program was wtitten to tì.ack

the interfaces in each serial tube and calculate the quantities for the tube bundle as a rvhole

rvith time, in addition to the plessure field and the total florv rates of the fluids. The flow

late of each fluid phase at a location r is simply the sum of ¿ll the micro-scale floiv rates in

the tubes that contain the respective fluid:

(3.88)



e":Dq,
rvhere N* is the number of serial tubes containing water, and À1", is the number. of serial

tubes containing oil.

It is shorvn in Fig. 3.5 that the ordering of the sub-tubes, within each ser.ial tube, was

ot systematic: the diameters of each sub-tube rvere assigned in a landom fashion by tlie

computer program, but it rvas done in such a way that the areal polosit¡ at any location r
along the tube bundle, rvas unifolm. The diarneters selected fi'om the lognormal pr.obabiliiy

distribution rvere restricted to tìte r.ange of 32 ¡nn 286 ¡rni.

3.5.2 JR Evaluation of the Relative Permeabilities

To calculate the relative permeabilities to wateì' a¡rd oil as a function of the saturation of

wa,teÌ seen at the outlet face of the serial tube bundle (at z : tr), the method of Jones and

Roszelle (1978) was used. This method is equivale't to that of Johnson ef al. (195g) and it
rvas used due its lelative ease of application; note that both methods r.equire that capillary

pressures be ze¡o. velificaiion tliat the JBN method is equivalent to the Jones and Roszelle

(JR) method rvas done by numerical comparisons of the results of both methods. The JR

rnethod consists of filst calculatirìg an average efrective viscosity. defined as

(3.8e)

\,¡-- *o(#&),
a point effective viscosit¡ defined by

Àr"=\-, -,H,
a¡rd lelative permeabilites calculated with the equations,

(3.e0)

(3.e1)

(3.e2)

(3.e3)

and

The flow rate Qo shorvn above is just the flow rate that is used in a single-phase florv to

obtain the value of absolute permeability }l. The quantity W has the same meaning as in

the parallel tube case: it is the number of pore volumes of rvater injected since the start of

flooding.
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3.5.3 Direct Evaluation of the Relative Permeabilities

Relative pelmeabilities were also computed directly using Eqs.(3.6g) and (3.20). The av-

erage plessure gradient in a fluid phase was computed by ar.ithrnetic averaging of the local

pressule gladients. The direct method of calculating the lelative permeabilities applies boih

to cases witlì zeÌo local capillary pressures, and to cases rvith non-zelo capillary pressur.es.

The local pÌessule gladients in each sub-tube rvere calculated using Eqs.(3.16) and (3.17),

except that ihe notation is changed to coincide with that of the serial tube model:

dp. f (p¡v- -put)-tp",f
d, - -t" LpJÆ p}"tl
dp" .. I @u- - p¡,t+) i p",1
E - -t'o lp"tt - 0"" ^ t ò"t)

(3.e4)

(3.e5)

Also, the equation,
dPu,o _ P¡v- -PN+
rl'r ¿¡ (3 96)

rvas used if thele was no interface plesent in a particular sub-tube. The subscripts -ðy'*

and -À/+ r'eplesent the nodal locations at the upstream and downstr.eam ends of the sub-

tube. Tlie pressure field throughout the tube bundle model is not lequired to the track t[e
interface posiiions tlrrough the ser.ial tubes because Eqs.(3.82) and (3.85) do not depend on

the nodal pressures betrveen the sub-tubes. The nodal pressures between the sub-tubes can

be computed horvever once the interface positions are knorvn. A set of pressure equations

fol each serial tube is formed based on the fact that the flow rate of either water or oil is

the same in every sub-tube making up a ser.ial tube (a line of sub-tubes; FiS. 3.2).

To form tlie set of nodal pressure equations, the flow rate equation for two-phase flow

in a sub-tube, based on Eq.(3.13), is set equal to the flow rate equation for single-phase

flow of wate¡ (upstream sub-tube) or single-phase florv of oil (downstrearn sub-tube). The

single-phase flow rate is similal to Eq.(3.13) except that there is no capillar.y pressure term

in the nurnerator, and the denominator has one fluid viscosity and sub-tube length. In
the present context, the pressrues in Eq.(3.13) are tlie nodal pressures between the sub-

tubes; these govern the ptessure drop across a given sub-tube r¿. For an interface that is
positioned in sub-tube n, the pressure at the junction between sub-tube r¿ - 1 and sub-tube

n, is designated as ?(¿-r)(n). Similarly, the pressure at the junction betrveen sub-tube n and

sub-tube z f 1 is designated as pçr,¡1rra1¡. Two equations can be derived linking ihe nodal

pressules upstream and dorynstream of sub-tube z, and they are
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Figule 3.7: A line of sub-tubes and nodal pressure points.

I á*-, ì- \,a"-t ¡'(n-2)(n-r) 
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-
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lu-'"- lotn+r)(n+2) 

= EJ;-T;;:n;ßJ¡ (3.e8)

wliting these two equations for each sub-tube in a serial tube, and incorporating the bound-

aly pressules P¿ and P¿ on the ends of tlie serial tube, produces a tr.i-diagonal set ofequations

in matrix form. The set of tri-diagonal equations can be solved directly using a standard

LU decomposition. Note that this solves the nodal plessures for one serial tube only; the

solution algolithm has to be applied to each serial tube making up the bundle of serial

tubes. Also, the pressures do not need to be solved for at each tirne inc¡ement during a

displacernent in the tube bundle; the pressures are only needed if info¡mation about the

pressure field is required, say åt set intervals of time or at certain intervals of the average

saturation. The average pressure in a fluid phase can be calculated by performing an arith-

metic average over all of the serial tubes that contain the phase, at a par.ticular ¿-location

along the tube bundle.

-oir\Pc)n
It"o ln * (tro - 1".)(r¿)"]



with munel'ical infolmation about tìre average pressure gladients of oil and rvater, and

the average pressures of oil and water., one can then obtain macro-scale capillary pres-

sure gÌadients and maclo-scale capillaÌy pressures. These quantities, rvhich are directly

calculated, can then be compared to a capillaly pressure curve obtained by a drainage sim-

ulaiion of the tube bundle, which is typically how a capillary plessure culve is obtained

rvith natulally-occurling por.ous rnedia (reservoir cores).

3.6 Analysis of the Serial Thbe Model with pc:0

With the selial tubes model, the dynamic nature of tìre flow rvas found to be more com-

plicated. The resistance offeled io the flow by the tubes changed as the interfaces passed

from sub-tube to sub-tube because of changes i. viscous resistance (one phase displacing

anothel phase with a different viscosity) and also due to diametral variations. The flow

rate in a serial tube at any given instant depended on the overall physical structure of the

selial tube (diametral variation and sub-tube length), in addition to the viscosities of the

two phases. In a leal physical system of coulse there is the added cornplication of capillary

pressuÌe, which varies from sub-tube to sub-tube; but undel the conditions irnposed by the

JBN and JR methods, capillary pressute eflects must be neglected.

To analyze relative permeability for a bundle of serial tubes, a FoRTRANZT computer

plogÌam rvas rvr-itten to cornpute tlie florvs based on several input pârameters (Table 3.1).

The flows proceeded fron full oil satur.ation to full water saturation, under an imposed

constant ovelall pressule drop. An interface-tracking rnethod was employed to precisely

account for the flow rates, pressuÌes, and production histor.y.

Table 3.1. Serial tube bundle

APLII 6^in 6^o, N"¿

10 Pa 0.0508 m 0.254 x 10*3 m 32 pn 286 pm 200 1/100 - 100

Using the output from the program, the differentials in Eq.(3.g1) were computed by finite

difference for determining the relative perrneabilities by ihe JR meihod. It was found-
mainly for the oil phase with large viscosity ratios-thât large fluctuations in the relative

permeabilities occurred in the computations ofthe differentials. To achieve smooth relative

permeability profiles, the output data rvere first culled to discar.d any repeated or overly
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similal data poinis. The lelative perrneabilities were then calculated and a best-fit curve

rvas produced thlough the daia set using a least-squares fitting routine and miniÙrizing

the ¡2 variances betryeen the dat¿ and an n-order polynomial cur.ve. Typicall¡ fifth- to

seventh-ordel polytrornial curves were found to besi-fit the relative per.meability data.

The cornputer pÌogtam fol. the bundle of selial tubes model was validated by assigning

tubes of unifo.m diameter (defining a palallel tube model) and cornparing the results of a

lelative pertneability analysis rvith tliose of the analytical model fol the bundle of parallel

tubes (comparison rvas justified because the JBN and JR rnethods ar.e equivalent analysis

teclìniques, and this too rvas checked). Excelleni agreemerìt rvas observed betrveen the

nurnelical and the analytical methods.

The sets of smoothed .elative pe'meability cu.ves (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) for the se¡ial

tube model, and for various viscosity ratios, depicted sirnilar ove¡all tlends to t[ose of the

parallel tube lnodel. Variation in the oil relative pelmeabiliüy curves was again observed

fol all viscosity latios, and the most variation in the rvater relative permeability curves was

observed for viscosity latios of less than unity. A nea.ly linear set of profiles was produced

for the case of þ = 7. This rvas expected because, in this case, the florv rate in every serial

tube rvas about the same, rvhich caused all of tlie interfaces to leach the break-through

point at apploximately the same time. It should be noted that a viscosity ratio of exactly

unity co'ld 'ot be modeled, .rvithout modifying Eqs.(3.81) tlrrough (S.86) for this special

case, as this rvould have caused division by zer.o in Eqs.(3.82) and (3.8b).

An increased deg'ee of valiation in the rvater relative permeabiìity curves w¿ui seen

for ¡i < 1 (Fig. A.a) ove¡ those for ¡i > 1 (Fig. 4.3). In this scenalio, a more viscous

fluid (rvater) displaced a less viscous fluid (oit) and consequently the flow lates decreased

as the interfaces proglessed along the serial tubes. The eflect on tìre total florv rate, e¿,

subsequently affecied the values of k., and also caused the curves to change to concave-up,

instead of concave-dorvn as they rvere for 1l > 1.

The ratio of relative permeabilities, kr-/kro, was plotted against the saturation of water

(Fig. .{.5). The study by Singhal et at. (1976), rvhich used mixtures of Teflon powder

and glass beads as a porous medium, also included a plot of the relative permeability

ratio versus saturation. Inspection of the relative permeability ratio figures from the two

studies revealed that similar trends in the curves exist, showing similar variation due to

the viscosity ratio. Agreement between the results of the bundle of serial tubes model and
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those of the physical expelirnents of Singhal et al. was observed in ter.ms of the range of

lelative pelmeabiliiy latio lepresented, ald in the consistent linear portion of the profiles in

the mid-saturation region, 0.1 < .9., < 0.9. It should be noted that, due to the omission of

capillary pressure in tlie tube bundle rnodels, the effects of rvettability rvere not accounted

for'; horvever, Singhal eú ¿1. observed wettability clìanges to have a relatively minor eflect

on the relative permeabiliiy latio curves.

3.7 Non-Local Viscosity Effects During Immiscible Displace-

ment

Calculations perforrned for the tube bundle rnodels revealed that changes in viscous resis-

tânce, upstream or dorvnstream, during imrniscible displacement, significantly affected tlte

aver.age plessllres sensed at a palticulaÌ location. DuÌing displacernent experiments rvith

the selial tube bundle model, the averaged ptessuÌe gr.adients in each phase near the end of

the t'ube bundle rvele monitored. The control volume rvidth used to calculate tlìe averâge

plessure gradient in each phase consisted of the length of the last sub-tube in the tube-

bundle model. The method of volume averaging for determining the average pressures and

pressìrre gradients was investigated. In a side investigation of single-phase flow through a

sirnple netrvolk of just thlee serial tubes, each consisting of three sub-tubes, the volume-

averaged pressute and pressure gradient acr.oss each column of sub-tubes were compared

with arithmetically avelaged values. The alithmetically averaged pressure gradients rvere

found to be identical io ihe global pressule gradient over the whole tube bundle, rvhereas

tlre volume-averaged pressure gradients were calculated to be only abort 2TTo of the global

value. F\rtherrnore, disparity betrveen the volume-averaged pressures and those determined

by arithrnetic avelaging rvas also seen; the alithmetically averaged pressures delineated the

expected linear pressure profile, which lnatched the global pressure trend. This makes intu-

itive sense rvhen vierved in the light of expelirnental methods. A tap that senses pressure in

a number of tubes does not "iveiglrt" the resulting pressure rvith volume but simply detects

a mean plessure. Therefore, the method of arithrnetic averaging rvas adopted in the present

analysis for calculating average phase pressutes and pressure gradients due to the accuracy

of the method ovel volume-averaging for the present application.

With the absence of capillaly pressure effects, the observed trends in ¡elative permeabil-
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ity, as seen in the figures, rver.e due soleìy to viscosity diferences betrveen the trvo phases,

ivhich influenced the pressule Êeld. The centlal critelion oftlie lelative permeability analysis

metìlods of JBN and JR is that diflerences betrveen the phase plessures can be neglected in

the governing differential equations, an assumption originally proposed by Lever.eti (1g41)

and Buckley and Levelett (1942). They cortended that, subtracti.g the trvo-phase Darcy

equations, a folrn fol the gradient of the capilìary pressure can be expressed. That is,

subtlacting the two equations,

and

one obtains the form,

Q. lt,

rlP" _ Q- l.t* _ Qo l-t.
dr A6 lc,*K At k,oK'

whe,-e dP"f d,r : a'p"¡ar - 6-/¿". It can be seen that if d,p"/dr is neglected, then an

equation expressing the latio of the relative pelrneabilities dilectly in teuns of exper.imental

quantities is obtained. If the term rlP"f dr is a quantity involving only micr.o-level capillary

pressures, then neglecting it unde¡ certain conditions (high florv rates) is justifiable.

Although pole-level capillary pressures can be overcome (rendered insignificant) by a

lalge overall pressure drop across the rnodel, the pseudo-capillary pressur.e that arises due to

the viscosity diffelences is not diniinished. schernatically, the situation may be appreciated

by consideling trvo-phase flow in a single capillary tube (Fig. 3.8).

In the upper profile in Fig. 3.8, pressure versus distance along a tube is shown. There

is a pressure lise acloss the fluid interface (the micro-scale capillary pressure), and different

pressule gradients also exist between each phase. In the bottom plot ofpressure distribution,

it is noticed that even with zero capillary pressure, distinct pressure graclients per.sist due to

unequai viscosities between the phases. In either scenar.io lhett., dp"f d,r = d,p.ldr-dp.ld,x *
0. Tlrelefore, negleclirtg d,p"f dx in the governing equations offlow may not reflect the reality

ofthe flow phenomena accurately and may mislepresent trends in the relative permeabilities

duling imrniscible displacement. In the context of the tube bundle models then, the validiiy

of the assumptions behind ihe JBN/JR methods appear dubious. It should be noted that,

in laboratory practise, when obtaini.g relative perrneability data fi.om cole samples using

the analysis methods of JBN or JR, viscosity ratios of around 20 are commonly used in

,Ip.
dt

_tlpo _ Qo l"o
dr A6 lc¡6K

A6 kr.I{ (3.es)

(3.100)

(3.101)
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Figure 3.8: Trvo-phase pr.essule pr.ofiles in a capillary tube.

order to achieve eally break-through of rvater and ilius provide arnple data for. the analysis.

Howevel, accolding to the findings in the pleselìt study ofthe tube models, non-local viscous

effects are not accounted for. by ihe JBN and JR methods.

3.8 Criticisms of the Tube Bundle Models

The serial tube model rvas a significant improvement ovel the parallel tube model in that it
accounted for dialnetral variations in the dilection of florv, and plescribed sirnilar. overall flow

resistance through each serial tube. Both of the models predicted a cornplete displacement

process, rvith no residual ol trapped oil rernaining in the tubes. Also, clìanges in wettabiìity,

and contact angle hysteresis tvere not accounted for in the pr.esent models.

Perhaps tlie rnost serious cliticism of the tube bundle models horvever is that they do

not allow for the possibility of cross-flow between the iubes (rvhich rvould allow for trapping

of the oil). such cross-florv, one could algue, rvould serve to equalize the pressure between

adjacent flow channels, and hence reduce the non-local viscosity effect. To precisely rnodel

cross-florv between the tubes lequiles intensive computational efort, and it is proposed that

the added complication may not produce a significant depar.ture frorn the results obselved

rvith the present non-interconnecting tube models. To achieve cross-flol, there must be a

pressure gÌadient a priori betwee]r. the florv channels to drive the florv. If perfect pressure

equalization betrveen flow channels occurred thele rvould then be no cross-flow taking place

because there would be no pressure gradient to drive it. In this case one wouìd then obtain
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a flow as modeled by the ser.ial tubes. Including ihe possibiliiy of cross-flow rvould not

seÌve to equalize pressules completely, and some degr.ee of cross-florv rvould take place. In

such a scenario, the selial tube rnodel rvould again be applicable because, as in natural

porous media, fluid particles follow unique pathways (as tìrough in a se¡ial tube, although

more tortuous). A serial tube just calries a higher propoltion of the totâl number of fluid

particles through prescribed florv channels. It is contended ihat, by uiilizing a log-nor.mal

probability dist.ibution and a reasonably large numbel of serial tubes (florv channels), the

serial tube model captures the essential fluid dynarnics oftrvo-phase imrniscible displacement

in a network of tubes that does per.mit cross-florv.

3.9 Direct Calculation of Relative Permeabilities for the

Serial Tube Model with pc: 0

The relative perrneabilities, as defined by Eqs.(3.6g) and (3.70), were also plotted using

the averaged ptessure gradients knorvn from the nurnerical cotnputations rvith the serial

tube model. The relative pelrneability profiles rvele lelatively invariant for the viscosity

raiios investigated (Figs. 4.6 and 4.7); no var.iance in concavity was seen betrveen p > 1

and p < 1. Marginal dispality was seen in the oil relative perrneability profiles for.p > 1

(Fig. 4.6), but in general the non-local viscosity effects were normalized by the r.atio offlow

Ìate to pressure gradient. The noise in the data fol the largest viscosity ratio rvas due to

greater disparity in the flow rates and pressure gradients of oil among the selial tubes. such

dispaliiy also contributes to the phenomenon of viscous fingering, where irregularity in the

position of the displacernent fiont across the porous medium is often observed. It is cleal

from the general unifolmiiy of the figures that, having fuìl knowledge of the micr.o-scale

florv rates and pressule gradients, the non-local viscous effects in tlie serial tube bundle

were accounted for by Eqs.(3.69) and (3.70).

3.L0 Conclusions for the T\rbe Bundle Models with p" - 0

l The parallel tube and serial tube bundle models dernonstrated that the viscosity

ratio of the displaced (oil) and displacing (water) phases affects the behavior of the

conventional relative permeability curves for these idealized porous media. A unique
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set of relative pe.meability p.ofiles for eiiher tube model was not obtained using the

JBN and JR ¡rethods.

2. Relative perrneabilities calculated wiih ihe actual mean pressure gradients of eaclr

phase delineated trends that lvele seerì to be relaiively invaliant for all viscosity r.atios

examined (0.01 < /ì < 100), for the bundle of selial tubes model.

3 The obvious disparity betrveen lesults obtained using the JBN/JR nieiliods and those

obtained by dilect calculation using the trvo-phase fonn of Darcy's law, Eqs.(3.69) and

(3.70), indicaied that the conventional analysis rnethods ar.e unable to accommodate

non-local viscous eflects. This contention is lestricted to the tube bundle models

studied in this work and its validity for othe. for'rs of porous media r.enains an open

question.

4 The non-local eflect of the viscosity ratio on the fluid plessures indicated that neglect-

ing the average plessute gradienis in the two-phase Darcy equatiors is noi justified

rvhen atternpting to theoretically rnodel inmiscible florv, unless the viscosities of tþe

phases ale the same and the micro-scale capillar.y plessute is legligible.

3.1-1 Development of the Bundle of Parallel T\rbes Model

wit}r p.l 0

3.11,1 Interface Position in a T\rbe, Including Capillary pressure

In this section please refer to Fig. 3.9, rvhich is a schematic diagrarn of the parallel tube

model containing curved capillary intelfaces that exist due to the interfacial tension be-

tween the fluid phases, and hence pressule drops (pressule discontinuities) exist across the

intelfaces. Beginning rvith ühe interface positiol equation, Eq.(3.19), and dividing through

by Z, rve obtain the dimensionless inter.face position, î: x¡/L, as

(3.102)

Integrations rvill need to be performed over å range of tube diameters, so we rvould like

to simplify the terms in the squale root as products of dimensionless diameter and time.
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Sepalatiug the AP and pc terms and multiplying and dividing them by d1 and g2 gives

i: - 
po +!,l¿ ( p. \2 + 62 LPt 01 - Ã2Ao(.os?\t. â-

"- - 11,- p"- t \" \r,-r, ) + 4E(t.-- p.)d+ AîET1,,-ñî, (3'103)

Let us choose the following dimensionless valiables (sonie of these rvere shorvn in $ J.2.1):

^ 
67,,., LP

v7 : 
=-;------=; 'L,
IO llo 1,"

6 _ 6^o"o cos? ,', - --i;J2 o,

.ô
\- c

omar

and

rvhich gives

which simplifies to

^11
\t . (i)'

: rno

lJw - lf,o

1\- 1

I,r

(3.104)

(3.105)

(3.106)

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.10e)

(3.110)

(3.111)

rvhere p : ¡tof ¡t., the viscosity latio. Using the above definitions, j becornes

(r + .1á, 1, + .l az 1),

Note that the sign preceding the square root term is norv always positive: the factored )
carries the sign, depending on the viscosity ratio, and eliminates the plus/minus var.iation

that was seen in the previous equations.

For tìie special case ofpo : ¡;,,, a dimensionless forrn ofr¿ can also be derived, beginning

î -1+ \F. 
^erU ^An-^

rvitlt Eq.(3.20) and dividing by Z to give

î = , 6' 
,,= /o" * 4ø cosg\

= nlP \^'* ¿ / ''
and incorporating á1 and á2, we get the r.esult,

8l

(3.112)
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Figure 3.9: The bundle of parallel tubes model rvith p" I 0.

3,tl.2 Critical Times During Displacement

For a given pressure drop across the tube bundle, AP, rve rleed to know the times at which

the intelfaces leach a certain ø-location along the bundle, and when they reach the end of

tlre tube bundle (water out). Let us call the desired ¿-location of inter.est â,whereû: nf L.

Norv set í: â to give
t^^

^ _^ _-I+\f7+^02€,+^0tt3, (3.113)
À

where (' is tlte dilnensionless tube diameter rvhose interface is at ihe location of inter-

esü. Using the definitions for á1 and dz, which contain the time var.iable, and rearranging

Eq.(3.113) to isolate f gives

^ 
î,2 +2î.

€"(W)+€z(ffi)' (3.114)

where f" nolv represents the time (in seconds) required for the intelface to reach the ¿-

location of interest. Note that if the time to break-through is required (interface reaches

the end ofa tube), ilÌen i : 1 and we call this time f¿ and the corresponding tube diameter.

Again, fol the case of equal fluid viscosities, we can Ìearrange the corresponding equation

for I (nq.13.itZ)), which we set equal to å, and isolate the time variable as done above to
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obtain

t,(W#)+Êz(W) (3.115)

Similarly, if the time to break-through is desired, sirnply set â : l, as stated above.

3.11.3 Flow Rate in a T\rbe

We can non-dirnensionalize the flow rate q in a tube rvith respect to the single-phase florv

rate of oil in the largest tube of diameter ô-o" as

,ã

^ I28 ¡,to Lq: 
" 6I-, LP'q' (3.116)

(3.117)

(3.118)

(3.11e)

(3. i20)

(3.121)

Substituiing the explession for q as given by Eq.(3.13) and expanding the ter.ms gives

,. _ Êo ttoL , {a p,"L(Ao cos0/6) 0B

't - tt,q + p.(L - rù r EPfu,rt + u,(L- rJ' il'
wlrele d3 is a new dimensionless valiable defined as

"AP
"t - 4" 

"o" 
0 /6^"r'

and this serves to further nolm¿Ìize the last term in rf. Using the definition ofá3, Eq.(J.112)

becomes
¿4 ¿3¡- s , ç

l¡¡r+t-î %(îlp+1-Ð'
and since 

^: 
tlî, - 1, f can be written cornpactly as

n- tn * €'
' i¡+1 'á3(iÀ+1)

Substituting the expression for I derived earlier, Eq.(3.110), we finally obtain the form for

the dimensionless flow rate in a tube,

^: 
€4 -- {3"- ¡.*ie,{1ffi-ê,Ññã

Note that for the special case of equaì fluid viscosities, then À : 0 and Eq.(3.120) is

independent of l; in this case f becomes just

¿3

4:14 + !.
03

(3.122)

In addition, if a tube contains just o'e fluid (single-phase florv), then capillary pressure is

not present and the second telm in Eq.(3,117) does not exist; in that case f reduces to one

term and Eq.(3.122) becomes
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3.17.4 Single-Phase Flow in a T\¡t¡e Bundle

Darcy's law for single-phase florv through a porous mediul¡ can be applied to the bu'dìe of

parallel capillary tubes. In ordel to apply Dalcy's law, rve leed to evaluate the toial flow l.ate

through the bundle of tubes. Before proceeding we must decide on a distlibuiion function for

the tube diameters: in r¡ost theoreiical studies of florv in polous media, the size of the por.es

is often described in terms of a probability density function such as a lognormal or even just

a uniforrn distribution. For the parallel tube bundle rve rvill assume a uniform pr.obability

distribution; this type of disiribution allorvs for lelatively stlaight-folrvard integrations of

the flow rate and pressule equations and will then yield the closed-form expressions for flo.w

rates, pressures and saturations. The unifor.rn probability density is defined as

d.p(6) =
N (16

(3.124)
ð^o, - 6^in'

and was shorvn previously in Fig. 3.4. Tlie uniforrn plobability density can also be made

dimensionless in terms of { as

¿ptt¡ = t!- ¿e,
r-qm

wlrere {- :6^¿n/6^o".

The total dimensionless flow rate through the tube bu'dle can now be expr.essecl as a

surnmation of the flow rates (Eq. (3.123)) in the individual capillary tubes, from the smallest

diameter tube to the lalgesi:

rvhich yields upon integration

8= [.' enaotJ,

and using Eq.(3.125) for the probability density function rve get

a=r+ [.' {ae,f sm JÈ,,

ô: N (i-1å)
" 1-(- 5

O=a'"6ho'LP.
I28 p. L

(3.125)

(3.126)

(3.r27)

(3.128)

Norv, Darcy's law basically stâtes that ilie bulk speed of florv tlrrough a por.ous rnedium

is proportional to the overall pressure gr.adient across the medium:

Q KAP
A6p'L (3.12e)

To evaluate the proportionality constant, the absoluie permeability K, rve need to dimen-

sionalize the florv rate back using Eq.(3.116) to give
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rvhere in this case the¡e is no distinction made betrveen fluid viscosiiies (po : ¡r). combining

this equation with Darcy's law, Eq.(3.129), yields the expression for. per.rneability:

,, _ On 6îno.
-- - 1,28 At '

which will be required later to evaluate the relative per-neabiliiies.

3.11.5 Pressure Gradient in a T\rbe

The florv raie fol eithel phase can be expressed as

(3.131)

(3.132)

the subsc.ipts for oil o'water are not shown because it applies to either phase. Equating

this expression with Eq.(3.13) gives the pÌessure gradient as

,f64 I / dD\q= mn \-à)'

t/ dp\ AP
n \- d") = ¡,*r, + r.1t - r¡-

Let us define a dimensionless pÌessule gradient as

dp dp -L
d, 

: d"' Lp'

and making use of the definition of tî3 (nq.lf.ffA)) yietas

4o cos0f6

Lrutx¡l trroØ - c¿)'
(3.133)

(3. i 34)

(3.136)

(3.135)

Substituting the expression for I (Eq.(3,110)) and r.earranging knowing that À : tlp - 1 :
fu. - t"ò I p" gives us the result,

îp_ t - 1 I
dr 3*^;*î'l+tu-Ieî €ù

3.11.6 Pressure Gradient for a Bundle of Tubes

The procedure for calculating a representative macloscopic pressure gradient in a fluid

phase, for a bundle of tubes, is similar to what was done for the single-phase flow rate. We

will need to iniegrate the pressure gradient equation, Eq.(3.136), over the tube diameter

distribution. For the pressure and pressure gradient, t]ne ar'itl¿metic average over all of the

tubes containing the fluid phase rvill be assumed to provide a rneaningful collective measure
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of tlìese quantities. This assumptior lias at least some partial justification. working rvith

a simple bundle of three selial tubes, each serial tube containing tlìree sub-tubes (this was

also discussed earìier in S 3.7), it was seen that alithrnetic averages of fluid pr.essures and

pressule gradients, fol single phase flow, provided quantities that rvele consistent rvith the

overall pressule distribution and pressule gradient in the tube bundle. That is, the average

of the fluid ptessures at aly interrnediate location along tlie tube bundle agreed with the

pressrìÌe value corresponding to the position on the overall pressure distribution. Similarl¡

the average of the plessure gradients at any intelmediate location along the tube bundle

agreed with the ovelall ptessure gradient acr.oss the tube bundle.

For the integrations that follow in this and in the subsequent sections, tlnee general

cases will be presented tìrat ar.e disiinguished by the value of the viscosity ratio, p. Case 1

'rvill correspond to the condition ofp: i (l = 0), Case 2 to the condition of ¡ì > 1 (À < 0),

and Case 3 to the condition of ¡i < 1 (À > 0).

Case 1: p, : l-¿o (À : 0)

Tlie general integral for the average pressure gradient in the water phase (Eq.(J.136)), for

equal fluid viscosities, is

(3.137)
ã., t reo/ r \
n : m ¿. l'* lil oaa,

and using Eq.(3.125) for the tube diameter distribution we get

api_ 1 / M \ r€àl l\
d, : N. (, _ã/ ¿" (,'* lù o€

The tilde syrnbol over the plessure gradient signifies that it is an average quantity: we are

dividing the integral by the number of tubes containing rvater. at ø to provide an âverage

value. The limits of integration are kept as general values, {o and (6, for the time being; rve

rvill discuss their values after the integration:

(3.138)

(3.13e)* : +,(å) irn 
-*'r +w + fi' (*)]

The quantity tril accounts for the fluid interfaces that have reached the end of their respective

tubes; it assumes diferent values before and after break-tlrough of the displacing phase

occurs. The telm Û is obtained by integrating Eq.(3.135) for the case of single-phase florv,



over the range of dimensionless tube diarnetels from {¿ to 1. Before break-through occurs,

I'7:0, and €a : €¿ and €¿: 1, whele (" is the smallest dimensionless tube diameter for

rvhich an inierface has just reached or passed the z-location along the tube bundle. Àll
interfaces in larger diameter tubes have ah'eady passed the ø-location and subsequently

contain the rvater phase as seen ât r. when some tubes have rvatered out (break-thr.ough),

then {6 : {¡ a:nd fA : 1 - €u lvhere {¿ represents the srnallest tube whose interface has

reached the end of the tube bundle. As the displacement of oil proceeds, the value of {"
decleases until the interface in the smallest diametel tube reaches the z-location. in wìrich

case {ø : €m.

The result for the ave.age p'essure gradient in the oil phase is of the same form except

that we average with respect to the number of tubes containing oil, Nr, and the limits of

integration change to refer io the tubes containing oil. Also in ihis aver.age, if it is non-zero,

two phases are ahvays present, in rvhich case oo IÎz t"ttr.t appears, and it takes the form,

(3.140)

In this equation, €o : €?¿ and {¿ : 1 if all of the tubes contai¡ oil, as seen at an r-location;

othelwise, {ò : (, if some rvater is present in the larger tubes at r.

Case 2: Lr- < p,o (À < 0)

We will now consider the first case for non-zero À. In integral form, the average pressuÌe

gradient in the water phase is

* : +;(.ä) lo, 
-,.. å," (*)]

:=<dp. 1

dx N,,,

and substituting Eq.(3.125) for the tube diameter distr.ibution gives

:=<
dP-
dx

1

N.

¡t¿

J,"

/ N r lrç dr(-çl"1/,"tffi.
(3.r42)

Performing the inteç'ations rvith the symbolic limits of {o and €ö produces the equation,

d{l
þât€\F+tlrq+>,Ortrl

ã" 1 / N \f I | -,( z¡,',€,+Àá, \d" : N.\r_€_/ \;æ['"' \ffiffi/ -



_ sin-, ( ,)!p:tlz\1- s,n \F;æ))*,,*
, lc, þ\¡;;e,t"+te,tz+.ró,q"+z)'l l

_I _ t- I \ / ¡ Ii'ù 
le" (zfi tøe,+ n t, + ser4 -r)IJ

Before bleak-through occuls, €o : (,, €¡ : 1, and I4l : 0. After break-tlrrough occurs, {o
t'etnairrs unchanged, {å = (¿, and W : I - tt.

sirniìarly, the result for the average pressure g'adie't in the oil phase ca' be derived by

averaging (integrating Eq.(3.136)) over the tubes containing oil, No, ancl again, no û terrn

appears for oil, resulting in the expression,

(3.143)

(3.144)

(3.145)

Before break-through occurs, €o : €", €¿ = 1, and IÎ¡ = 0. After break-through occurs, {o
remains unclranged, {à : {¿, and W = 7 - €t .

sin_(ffih)].
* I n le' 

(ztF. ¡e,t". ¡e,cZ. >,øt".2)l\-il"1@ll

+ w + r,,, ie, 
(rr/t*^øc"*^q#*^ere.*Ðl Iuù 

le, (z tf + tùi + ta, c', + 
^02tb. 

r) lJ

In this equation, €": t^ and (6: 1 if all the tubes contain oil as seen at an ¿-location:

othelrvise, €à : {c if some water is present in the larger. tubes at ø.

Case 3: /,¿., > po (À > 0)

The second case for non-zero À proceeds in the same rnanner as that done for case 2. The

integral expression fol the average pressure çadient in the water phase is Ðq.(3.141), which

becomes Eq.(3.1a2) after substituting the tube diameter distribution. For.À > 0, the result

for the first inüeglation is diferent than that for Case 2; here rve get

ã, 1,( N\f t .lzt6o,o+¡ertu+¡ern+2À0rEu¡¡þrld,: N. \r-{-/ltF'"I )*
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The average ptessure gradient for the oil phase follorvs as in Case 2, except that the

result for the first integral differs; for À > 0 rve arrive at tlte final equation,

:=:
dlro

dr

+ (3.146)

The limits of integration are {o : (- and {¿ : 1 if all the tubes contain oil as seen ât an

ø-location; otherwise, (ó : 4ø if some rvater is pr.esent in the larger tubes at r.

3.L1.7 Pressure in a T\¡be

Beginning with Eqs.(3.i4) and (3.15), which relate the local pressure in a tube to the

position of interest, r, we can non-dimensionalize the pressule rvith respect to the over.all

pressuÌe drop, AP, across the tube to get

1

N.

1

0s

^ P¡ þut î
LP ¡t* x¡ 1- po (L - x¡)

4o cos0f6

lt,n ri + tto (L - :xi)
þur
AP (3.147)

(3.148)

(3.14e)

(3.150)

(3.151)

(3.152)

and

By dividing the numerator and denominator in the last two terms of Eq.(3.142) by p- and

-L, we get for the water phase

^ _ P, , p.(L - x) , p,(L - x) 4o cos0f6
A'P ¡L*r¡ * ¡to(L - r¡) ' LP pu:xi + tto(L - r)'

^ _ Pn ã 4o cos0f6 î)
P., : TÞ - T+ þo-j-- --ZÞ- T+ þf4'

rvhich can be further reduced using the definition of á3 io get

.h :Ph _ â: _ i 1.

LP i+p1t-D î+pL(l-ù âre

^ _ n îtG - ã) , 4o cos0f6 û,(r - î)uo" - LP- î+ þ11j - - ^p E¡:t'

* _ n t"O-î) pG-â) 1to.- 6p -Ia ¡:T-î+lG_î Ae

Similall¡ by dividing the numerator and denominator in the last two terms of Eq.(3.i48)

by p., and -L, lve get for the oil phase

et (z {t + n t, + mA + 
^02€. 

+ 2
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Note that in the equations above, â : ü/L. 'Ihe í appearing in the denominators of

Eqs.(3.150) and (3.152) can be factor.ed to give

rvhe.e p in ihe oil equatiorì has been divided through in the numelator .and denominator.

Norv, rvith 
^ 

: 1 I î, - 1 and substituting the expression for. I given by Eq. (3.110), we arlive

at the following dimensionless pressure equations:

^ PL 7-h I-ã 1

t)r 1ft+>,êrq+^gt€2 1ft+xêrq+Àrrç fu1

:- t ¡lufpn ¿\þ*.: N* /r. l*-1 
_*-u*)o^n'

and substituting the tube diameter distribution (Eq.(3.125)), we get

î;:+($) Ë(#-,-u¿)*

(3.153)

(3.154)

(3.155)

(3.156)

(3.157)

3.11.8 Pressure in a Bundle of T\rbes

The average pressure in a fluid phase, at aly location r along the tube bundle, can be

expÌessed by integrating the above pressure equations over the tube diameter. disir.ibution

and avelaging with respect to the number of tubes containing the fluid.

Case 1: p, : po (À :0)

For the water phase, Eq.(3.155) reduces substantially for the case of equal fluid viscosities.

The integral forrn for pressure in the tube bundle becomes

(3.158)

The equation for the oil phase, Eq.(3.156), can also be expressed for this case, and it
takes the form,

1;:+(å) Ël*,+(1-â)+(1-â) d¡] ,e (3.15e)



Pelforrning the integrations rve arrive at the equations,

1/ ^/ \[P/"- " "-*1.9)*ø1, (3.160)þ," = n* (_ çJ [or-: 
(e, - t") - â:(4 - €à - fu \(o./ J

rvliere I7 : eh/LP - ¿) (r - {¿) for those tubes rvhose interfaces have r.eached the end of

the iube bundle, and

7 / ¡ú t I o-r., 
-.i \-Llr - ã\tç.-.r.(1 -¿) '- 1(¡\l to ja1'þ'. = *. (,, _l;, [or-1rq,-1")+ 

(] -¿)(€¿-€,) * 
-Í 

* 
[ä,1] 

. (4.16r)

The limits of iniegratior.r, {" and {¿, assume the values shown previously for the average

pressure gradient equations.

Case 2: /¿, < ,¿¿o () < 0)

For À < 0, Eqs.(3.155) and (3.156) are put into integral for.m, making use of the tube

diarnetel distribution (Eq.(3.i25)), to give

7* 1/ N \ P(&*_ãp*" = N.l,_.-)l," (lr ;G;ññã
¿ r\

- 
;[ñ.ñ î*)*'

and for the oil phase rve have

(3.162)

(3.163)

Pelforming the integrations we obtain the result for the water phase as

_sin_(ffi)]

1,-i 1 \ r.
1+^êrt+^ât€' tte)-''

(3.164)



rvith IÎl : ehlLP - â) (1 - {¿). This last ter.m repr.esents the portion of tubes watered

out and it is derived florn Eq.(3.147) rvith ø¿ : Z and setting p" : 0, and then integrating

over the lange frorn {¿ to 1. For the oil phase we obtain

)

rr -ô) ltt (z{t + t ar*+ terez+Àdr{" +z)'l I
-r- ' 'lrrl \ /llos 

lt" (zrfi;øer. >,e,et+ *,a+z)))

t ,. lzll>,e1 0 + 
^02€b+ 

¡ât¡ç3) +z¡r,r$+ À021

utlsê' lzll>'âr0 + 
^02€' 

+ Àdr €"2) +zserç + >.erl

î l€o þfi^ùi+Ã,*+Àá,i" +2)l I+-rnl l+wl, (r.166)ttos lu (zrfi + n-l+;a,t, + ^02€b.r)) J'
wlrere Ifr =(Ph/LP-î])(1-(¿),and{,and4öareasbefo¡e. Folthe oil phase, we similarly

arlive at the forrn,

- 
1 / N \ lP,þ* : *, (=ç/ {¡þ{4a-{,) +

2À (st À02

(3.165)

Case 3: p., > po () > 0)

For I ) 0, tlie integratio's of Eqs.(3.155) and (3.156) proceed in the sarne manner as that

shorvn above and become

1- I / N \(P¡,-it,., = _t_u*' - N* \l-1-/[oataa-<')-

It should be noted that, regarding the computing of the pressure gradients and pressures

in the fluids, the equations listed in tlie previous sections are valid only if ihe phase in



question is present at a given ø-location. Thai is, i > â rnust be tme in at least one tube

fol the rvater equations io apply, and i < â must be tlue in at least one tube for the oil

equations to apply.

3.11.9 Flow Rate in the Bundle of Tubes

The florv rate of a single fluid phase through a bundle of tubes rvas delived in the previous

section, $ 3.11.4. For trvo-phase immiscible florv, the florv rates of rvater and oil can be

explessed in closed foìn by integrating the florv late equatiol for florv in a tube, Eq.(3.121),

ovel' the tube diarnetel distribution. The follorving equations pertain to either fluid phase

because the florv late in any given tube is the same for either. rvater or. oil; a distinction

beiween the fluids is made in the integlal limiis as some tubes may contain rvater and ot¡ers

contain oil at a palticular. r-location.

Case 1: (À:0)

The first case is that for.equal fluid viscosities; rve can integr.ate Eq.(3.122) as follows:

a: l:'(.'. fi) øro,

a::¿li'G,. Ë) *

(3.168)

(3.16e)

(3.170)

Integrating the equation above gives the result,

a::.;lå f,r- €r)+w.*1 (e;-*)]

If one fluid phase is p'esent at an z-location, and befo'e break-thr.ough occurs, the limit
values are €.: t*, €¡ : I and W : O. lt water and oil ar.e both pt.esent at an c-location,

then {o : {" and {¿ : 1 for rvater, and {o = {- and {¿ : €" for oil. After break-tlrrough

occurs, the lirnits for the rvater phase change to {a : €s, {ò : €¿ and W = l/b(l - €5L).

The lirnit {, corresponds to the value of the dimensionless tube diameter whose interface is

at the ølocation of inierest; the ]imit {¿ refers to the tube rvhose interface has just reached

the end of the tube bundle. These limits apply also to the follorving cases for unequal fluid

viscosities.
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Ca^se 2,3: p, I po (À * 0)

For unequal viscosities, rve integrate the entire florv ¡ate equation, Eq.(3.121), over the tube

diametel distlibution as

, ,t, / t4tt- I l_____:_ ,

'('\/1 +^02t+^ot€2 ) 
*n''

fu;ft+târ¿+^ot€2
(3.171)

In pelfoluring the integrations shorvn above, each of the trvo main integ¡als ar.e evaluated

in terms of integrals of lower-order rìumerâ,tors. Tìre final result is telescopic in form and it
becomes, afier expressing the sub-integrals as five sub-components of Q,

(3.173)

A, : ;ã (tl tl, *a,e'. n,en - 4\¡;tøt,+ t e,eN -
70" ^ 3 ^- -íQs- --QtEh 4 À0t

^1^Qz : )Qs,
03

e,= 14-lâzta-5oZ- 21.t. 

-
L3^d, tffi* tñ- tøilF)lt+sêzto+^ù€î -

_ 1$ _;ozt, _ boT __2 l.n-
L3)d, rffi,* r^æ- 

"wl 
t/t+ te'e'+ ¡et* +

/ ze, 5ál \. (æ - 
"ã0,) 

u'' (3176)

^ ( r, 3á"\ r ^ - *
Qq : (ttÃ- ffi,) t'+^o2eb+^ê,€3 -

(# #,) \F+tøt.+t,,ez.('W) u' (stTT)

Now, Qs is the only term that takes different forms, depending on the sign of À, If ) < 0

(Case 2) then Q5 is

a,:tr{.'''lffil
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(3. i75)

2Àfi{61- À02
(3.178)



If À > 0 (Case 3) then Q5 becomes

^ 
1 , lzrl ser0 + 

^02€b+ ^ùtÐ 
+2^01 €b+ 

^02
I se, lz 1l t,e, 0 + 

^02e^+ ^qeZ) 
+2Àh{s" + ¡e,

(3.179)

Fo' the portio' of tlie tube bu'dle that is rvatered out, the i7 term to add to the sum

of tlre dimensionless water flow late in Eq.(3.123) ¡s W = p(l - t5L)/5, which follows

from integrating Eq.(3.117) wiih the co'dition of no local capillary pr.essu.e (last term in

Eq.(3.i17) is dropped) antd:r¡: -L. The dimensional form of the florv raie, Q* or Q,, can

ihen be easily calculated using the definition of f, as given by Eq.(3.116). It should be

noted that tìre total florv rates of water and oil are disiinguished by ilie limit values of {o
and {ó âs described fol Case 1 of ihis sub-section.

3.11.10 Saturations

At any cross-section of tlÌe tube bundle, located at a position r, the local satur.ation of

a fluid phase is calculated as the ratio of the alea of tubes occupied by the fluid to the

aÌea of all the tubes acÌoss the bundle. The respective aLeas ale computed by integrating

the square of the dimettsionless tube dialneter over the diameter distribution and using the

applicable lange of tube diameters. For the local satur.ation of rvater, rve have

S-= (3.180)

or, with Eq.(3.125), rve then have

" l¿'€"1¿
"* - 

1,,,€, a1

This expression evaluates to the forrn,

" _ 1-{g
ou- 1 ¿3,

(3.181)

(3.182)

where {" is the dimensionless tube diameter whose intelface is just passing the n-location

of intelest; and interfaces in tubes lalger than {" have already passed ø. Noie that if the

satulation at the exit face of the tube bundle is desired, then {" becomes {¿. We can also

ÌearÌange Eq.(3.182) to calculate rvhat {" should be for a desired satur.ation interval:

e" : [t - (t - e,'") 
",,]å
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In the same rnanner, the saturation of oil can be computed by changilg the limits of

integration in the nurnelatol integral as follorvs:

" _ [f:^€, ae 4.: - 1å" E-€''1€ - r_€t

. _ t1l - e'*) + ? GL- til). (+)
*-. (?l

(3.184)

Another satuÌation of interest is the average, or- global, saturation of rvater for the

eniire tube bundle. It is tlie t atio of the volume of rvater in the tube bundle to the total.

or maximum, volume of tlie tube bunclle. The volume of rvater. in one tube is simply the

cross-sectional area of the tube rnultiplied by the length of the rvater. phase in the tube. In

terlns of dimensionless valiables, recall that ihe dimensionless length of the rvater phase is

given by l; if the rvatel phase occupies the entire volur¡e of the tube, then this dimensionless

length becornes uniiy. We knorv tliat intelfaces ir tubes of large diarneters progress faster

than rvhat those in small iubes do, fol a constant pressure dlop boundary condition. with
€¿ lepresenting the dimensionless tube diameter rvhose intelface has reached or surpassed

tlie end of the tube bundle (at tr), the expression for ihe average satur.ation of rvater is

" _ û1í e2îd€+ I¿Lt2 de---T,,tue 
'

(3.185)

the second and bottom tetms can be r.eadily integrated to yield

É:e'îdt.l+)<ì'\_/"'----T+r (3.186)

Three cases that are distinguished by the value of À ale considered below:

Case 1: /¿, : po (À:0)

For this case, the appropriate expression for I is given by Eq.(3.112); substituting this

expression in Eq.(3.186) and integrating gives

(3.187)

Cases 2,3: p- I p,o (À I 0)

For unequal viscosities, rve perfonn the integration in Eq.(3.186) with the full expression
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for l, Eq.(3.110), as

rtL -^I t,t,tt.
J ¿,,,,

: [r',, f-r+\¡+Àár(+rá'{,1 d- /e,,,t \ ^ )

r [¡ . - ({i €Í')l . /t-el\
õ - 

r[u¡' 
-J 

-\--l
-_____L'J-

3

_ i [r s,,, - ({?, - €å)] + (r - €i)
1_{1"

-l /r?-¡-3-\ 1 rlL ^ - ^ ^: T (.-î' )* t Jr^ t" 1lt+ t'e"E+ 
^01€2de' 

(318s)

The remaining integral above is evaluated in terms of sub-integr.als, as done for the flow

rate, and the lesult produces a ielescopic folm fol the average saturation in ter.r¡s of three

sub-components. The full expression for lhe average saturation then is

where,g-.r represents the integÌal from the Ìight-hand side of Eq.(3.188) and ii is evaluated

AS

(3.18e)

(3.1e1)

if À < 0 (Case 2) then F-3

E _ (, sáz\ (r + 
^02t1+ ^üt2L) 

\f*^æ;+^â,€,"
^.'-\ odr, 4À0t

('^ z';)

a,tâ, - (ss,\2
+-#5",''

8 À0t

The term ,S-.¡ h* diflerent forms, depending on the sign of )
is

l
2^q€L + 

^02
{-4^â,+Aæ

L + 
^02 

€^ + 
^il 

e?,") 1f t + t e, ç + 
^q 

tk

(3.1e2)



If À > 0 (Case 3) then 5,3 becomes

']--_-õ r,_lzlltAt0+^e2ÊL+Àprt?) +2Àây1r¡¡þrf

í ¡ê, lz 1ls,er 0 + 
^e2q,, 

+ 
^0t 

€2^) + 2 ¡ot €^ + sorlj
(3.1e3)

3.L2 Relative Permeabilities for the T\rbe Bundle Models

wit}r p" I 0

The lesults of computing the lelative pelmeabilities of rvater and oil as functio¡s of rvater

satulation ale presented for botli the bundle of palallel tubes and the bundle of serial tubes.

Once tlie florv rates and averaged pressures and plessure gladients rvele calculated for the

seriaì tubes, it was possible to dilectly obtain the lelative per.meabilities using Eqs.(a.6g)

and (3.70).

Due to the fact that local capillary pÌessules ale included in the two-phase florv calcula-

tions, the dynamics of tlie intelface motiors are iufluenced by the magnitude of the overall

pÌessure drop acloss the tube bundles. Therefore, r'esults are plesented at three different

pressure ìevels: at 1, 100, and 1000 Pa fol tlie parallel tube rnodel, and at I and i000 pa for

tìre selial tube model. The plessure level of 1 Pa corr.esponds to capillary-driven imbibiiion;

the level of 100 Pa falls within the range of the local capillar.y pressules; and the highest

level, 1000 Pa, produces a dominant forced imbibition process. F\r.therrnore, two locations

along each tube bundle rnodel were analyzed: at:t: L12, which is ìralf-way along the tube

bundle, and at r: L, the outlet face of the tube bundle.

3.12.1 The Bundle of Parallel Tubes

In tlre present analysis of the bundle of parallel tubes, witli p. # 0, tlte parameters that

rvere assigned to the tube bundle model rvere ô-¡n :50 /¿m, ô*^* : 250 pm, ,L:0.050g
m (5.08 crn) ard N : 400 iubes; interface pr.operties t¡sed we¡e o : 10 dynes/crn and

d = 30". Figures B.1, 8.2 and 8.3 show the r.elative per.meabilities at x : L that were

calculated using Eqs.(3.69) and (3.70); the viscosity ratio was varied from p : 1 to ¡¿ : i00

and the pressule drop varied from aP: 1 Pa to aP: 1ggg pa. Relative per.meabilities

for ¡û < 1 a'e shown in Figs. 8.4, El.5 and 8.6; these results show horv an invading fluid

that is mole viscous than the displaced fluid affects the ¡elative permeabilities. The results

i' Figs.8.1 through 8.6 indicate that the relative permeability for rvater is unaffected by
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eitlier the viscosity råtio or the dliving plessuì'e, at z : .L. This is due to the fact that at the

outflorv face, where break-thlough of interfaces occuls, no non-local (upsir.ea,.) viscous or

capillary pressure eflects are active in the rvatel phase. The oil ¡elative pelneability cur.ves

exhibit a strong dependence on both the viscosity latio and pÌessure, rvhich incr.eases in

rnagnitude with these paramet€r's. Trvo factors account fol the variation in the oil curves;

the effects of the viscosity latio (a light phase displacing a heavier phase, or. a relatively

Iteavier phase displacing a liglrter phase), and capillaly pressures, both of these effects acting

upstream of the location ø = .L. Considering tlie oil cur.ves for Ê : 1, it is noticed that the

plofile is rvell belorv unity; only capillary pressules can cause this, as tlie fluid viscosities

are the same. The local capillaly pressures increased the rnagnitude of the average pressure

gradient in Eq.(3.70), thus lowering ihe efective pe''reability in comparison to the single-

phase permeability, I{. The splead in the oil curves seen in the figures is due to the increases

in oil viscosity (Figs. 8.1, E}.2, 8.3) creating a g'eate. diversiiy ir ihe flow .ates among all

of ilìe tubes. The flow rate is relatively greater in magnitude in larger diamete¡ tubes and

less in magnitude in the smaller diameter tubes, rvhere viscous resistance to flow is more

pronounced. The oil relaiive permeabilities sulpass unity in the lorv saturation range in

Figs. 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 (Ê ) l); this is due to increases in the flow rate in the tubes as

rvater displaces oil from the tubes. Just after break-thlough occurs, the cumulative flow

rate of oil is much greater tlìan at tlìe start of flooding when the effect of the oil viscosity

is greatest (the flow rate is lorver at the start of flooding). A spread in the oil relative

permeability curves is also seen for the case of iû < I where valiation in the viscosity of

rvâter was speciûed (Figs. E}.4, 8.5 and 8.6). The oil curves are well belou unity in these

figures; this is due to the relatively heaviel invading phase lorveling the florv r.ate during

displacement of the liglrter oil phase.

It is rvorth noting that the relative permeability culves of this section differ frorn tþose

discussed earlier in g 3.4 using the JBN method (Figs. 4.1 and A,.2). Although capillary

pressure rvas not zero in obtaining the present results, even the cur.ves for the highest

pressure level (Figs. 8.3 and 8.6) markedly differ frorn those of the JBN method. Fyom

this compalison, the JBN method does not appeâr capable of capturing all of tlie essential

Êuid dynamics that are implicit in the generalized Dalcy's larv, at least for the bundle of
parallel tubes rnodel.

At location x : L/2, solne sulplising cliaracteristics ale observed in the water relative
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permeability curves (see Figs.8.7 ihrough 8.12). Filst ofall, note that the spread in the oil

relative permeability culves is tighter as compared to those at z: Z; ihis is to be expected

because a greater quantity of the oil pliase is plesent in ihe tube bundle rv[e¡ consideri¡g

local satulation changes at z : L/2. That is, the effect ofthe oil viscosity is not irnrnediately

lost rvhen the interfaces cross the location z : L12: ihe oil remains florving dorvnstream

until break-thlough occurs. The r¡ain distinguishirg featule of the rvate¡ curves is their

sudden departure from an otherrvise gladual progression torvard a lelative pelmeability value

of unity. This feature is due to break-thlough of tlie rvater'/oil interfaces downstr.eam at

x: L. In the low plessure cases (Fig. E}.7 and Fig. B.l0), it is seen that the poini of break-

through occurs at greater saturation values compaled to the liigher pressure cases (Figs.

B.8' B 9 and Figs. 8 11 and 8.12). There is less dispersion of the interfaces ¿closs the tube

bundle at a lorvel plessule; rnore intelfaces pass the location r : L/2 beforc break-through

of some of the inteÌfaces occuls. With decreasing viscosity ratio, the relative permeability

curves of water also exhibit a relatively later break-through point with saturation: again,

across the tube bundle, mole interfacès are able to pass ¿: L f 2 beforc some begin to r.each

break-tlrrough at x : L. Thus, the suclden drop in water relative pe.rneability occurs due

to a loss in driving plessuÌe, post bleak-through, equal to the value of the local capillary

pressure; this effect translates to a reduced florv rate. An irnportant note horvever is that

the water relative permeabilities always terminate at a value of unity at the completion of

the rvaterflood, corlesponding to single-phase flow of water. (The relative permeabilities

of water in the figules near 5., : 1 are below k.., : 1 because the sâturation is not

exactly unity. A few data points exist essentially on the axis progressing up to a terminal

value of unit¡ as satulation reaches exactly uniiy.) with increases to the applied pressure

^P, 
ilìe watel relative permeabilities change to an incr.easing profile with saturation, post

break-th'ough (Figs. E}.7, E}.8 and 8.9). The inc.ease in applied pressuîe counters the loss

of capillaly pressure after break-through, but the spread in the rvatel relative perrneability

curves persists due to non-local viscous effects on the pressure gradients. As water displaces

a more viscous oil, iis flow rate increases, and after.passing z : LIZ the pressure gradient

is furtlrer aided by the local capillary pressure until break-through. However, tlte auerage

pressrue gradient is much less for the rvater phase as compaled to that of the oil phase at

higher oil viscosities; this tlanslates to an increase in the water relative permeability for

the cases p ) 1. Increases to the applied pressur.e AP also have an effect on the water
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relative permeabilities for 1û < 1 (Figs. 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12) but here the values of relative

permeability ahvays remail less than unity (for saturations less than unity); ihis is due to

the fact that the invading rvater phase was set ariificially to be more viscous than the oil

phase and thelefore the rvater's effective pelmeability rvas not affected by the lighier oil.

The drop in the water curves is due to the conbilled effects of viscosity and the loss in

capillary pressuÌe after break-thr.ough occurs.

In a qualitative sense, the general obser.vation, for. all viscosity ratios, that ihe lelative

permeability curves for rvater at r : Ll2 differ fron those at ¿ : .L is confirmation of

a similar finding repolied by Nicholls and Heaviside (lgss). An impoltant featule of the

bundle of parallel tubes model is that it is analogous to heter.ogeneous, or layered, forms

of naiural porous media, where flow paths down one region of the t,be bundle clo not

see equivalent resistance to flow as compared with adjaceni florv paths. This stluctural or-

geometlical feature affects the obselved fluid dynamics and is thelefore paltly respo¡sible

for the unusual chalacter seen in the relative permeability pr.ofiles.

3.L2.2 The Bundle of Serial T\¡bes

The physical parameters tìrat were specified for the bundle of serial tubes nodel included

tube diameters selected from a lognormal probability distribution in the range from d,,,'¡,, :
32 pm to ô-o : 286 pm, and -L = 0.0508 m (5.08 cm); 1000 ser.ial tubes composed the entire

model and eacli serial tube consisted of 200 sub-tubes aligned end-to-end along a straiglrt

axis. Due to the fact that sub-tubes of small diameter contain high local capillar.y pressures

(through the Young-Laplace definition of capillary pressure), the average p¡essrrre gradients

that were calculated during tlie florv changed drarnaticall¡ and theleby affected the relative

permeabilities. Evidence of this can be seen in the plots of the relative per.meabilities at

the outlet face (Fig. E}.13), where sharp spikes in ihe oil profiles are seen. In the case of

a lorv pressure drop (AP : 1 Pa) the flow is prirnarily capillary dr.ive', resulti'g in the

noisy relative permeability profiles for the oil phase. The rvater lelative permeabilities are

srnoother, due to a loss in both the non-local capillary pressrues a¡rd viscous effects at the

Iocation ø : z. Increasing the pressure drop to 1000 Pa eliminated some of the noise in the

oil relative permeabilities (Fig. B.1a), rvhich was that due to the locâl capillary pressure

effects. However, irregularity in the oil curve for the viscosity ratio of p = 100 r.ernained

(Fig. 8.14); this ilregularity was due to the diverse range of ìocal florv rates and pÌessure
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gradients among the vaì'ious sub-tubes, caused by the lelatively high oil viscosity. Also

note that the oil relative perlneabilities in the lorv saturation region increased in rnaglitude

slightly with the viscosity ratio. This effect rvas due to the fact tìrat, during imbibition, an

oil of high viscosity florvs at a greater rate than it would otherrvise if the tr¡bes upstÌeâm

rvere completely filled witli oil. with the presence of water upstream, the binar.y fluicl

conductivity increased; this translated to an effect of temporarily increasing the effective

oil perrneability at the higher viscosity ratios.

The relative permeabilities rvele also calculated for thlee cases of ¡ì ( 1 and at pÌessuÌe

levels of aP: 1 Pa (Fig. 8.15) and aP : 1000 Pa (Fig. 8.16). In borh of rhese figures

it is noticed that large fluctuations in the oil relative permeability culves rver.e obtained.

This feature can be attributed to the plesence of interfaces in the last sub-tubes in t}1e tube

bundle, rvhich cause transients to occul in the average pressrue gr.adient of the oil phase.

with watel as the heavier phase, the pressure dlop occurs alrnost entireìy acloss the rvater

phase; when interfaces occupy the last sub-tubes, an aveÌage positive plessur.e gr.adient can

occur in the oil phase thereby creating a transient response in ühe relative perrneability. A

few negative plessure gladient transients also occurled that created several positive spikes

in the relative pelmeability of oiì. The presence of interfaces in the last sub-tubes can cause

pressure gradients to remain negative but become smaller in magnitude (closer to zero). (It
is worih noting that the relative pelmeabilities at tlie highest pressure level (Figs. 8.14 and

8.16) do not agree with those that were pr.oduced by the JBN/JR method (Figs. A.3 and

-A..4); ihis observation was noted earlier for the bundle of par.allel tubes model.)

An interesting feature of the relative permeability profiles is their consistent X-like

character. This X-like feature is aìso seen in the relative permeabilities computed at t¡e
middle of the tube bundle (z : L/2) over the range of viscosity ratios fi.orn Ê : 1.01 to

p : 100, and for iwo applied pressure drops of AP : 1 Pa and Äp: 1000 pa (Figs. B.1Z

8.20). sharp spikes in the oil relative permeabilities were again due to local capillar.y

pressures, and the proximity of interfaces, influencing the average plessure gr.adients. The

dependence of the 
'elative 

permeabilities on the pressure drop rvas found to be var.ied;

disparity was seen at the higher viscosity ratios of 100 and 5, and primarily in the water

relative permeability curves (Figs. 8.17 and 8.18). This disparity in the results between

pressure levels is due to the influence of a relatively more viscous oil phase (cornpared to

that of rvater) affecting upstream pressuÌe gladients in the rvatel phase. (Recall that a
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similar phenomenon was seen in the bundle of parallel tubes model.) The rnigration of the

fluid interfaces changes when the viscosity of the oil phase is increased or. rvhen the pr.essuÌe

drop is alteled to change the florv from a capilla.ry-dliven motion to a folced imbibition.

Despite some variation due to pressule at the higher viscosity latios, the basic trencl of

fairly uniform X-like relative pelmeabilities was seen overall at tþe centre location of the

tube bundle.

Tìte theoretical extension of the observations made tlius far for the ser.ial tube bundle is

to conclude that, in gene'al, the Da'cian relative per¡reabilities as calculated by Eqs. (3.6g)

and (3.70) are essentially proportional to each phase's saturation. In co¡tr.ast to the bundle

of parallel tubes, the serial tube model is analogous to a hornogeneo,s porous medium,

where each flow path sees essentially the sarne overall resistance to florv. As each phase

crosses the z-location of interest, a pÌoportional and equal amount of fluid coÙductivity is

added to o. subtracted from each phase's surn and this forms the effective permeability.

Primarily for the sake of interest, the relative permeability curves for a steady-stâte type

of trvo-phase flow thr.ough the tube bundle models were also plotted (Figs. C.1 and C.2).

Physically, such ¡elative permeabilities correspond to the simultaneous injection of fixed

ratios of trvo phases until steady-state conditions prevail in the medium. The flow r.atio is

then systematically varied to delineate the relative permeability profiles versus saturation.

For the palallel tube bundle (Fig. c.1), the steady-state relative permeabilities correspond

to the dynamically-calculated case of p : 1, with ÄP lalge in magnitude, or when local

capillaly pressures are assumed to be zero. The steady-state relative per.meability curves for

the serial tube model (Fig. c.2) agree reasonably rvell, in the mean, rvith the dynamically

calculated ones discussed above.

3.L3 Capillary Pressure as a Fbnction of Saturation

Another interesting and important application of the tube bundle models is the siudy of
their macroscopic capillary pressure characteristics. conventionaì Buckley and Leverett

(1942) iheory contends that, under the condition of a high florv rate through a porous

medium, the theoretical terrn incorporating the capillary pressure gr.adient can be set to

zero. In the relative permeability analyses that neglected the microscopic capillary pressures

($ 3,4 and $ 3,6), it v¡as shown that a significant macroscopic (pseudo) capillary pressure
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grâdient reÌnaired between the fluid phases, which rvas due to the viscosity diffelence be-

trveen the two fluids ($ 3.7). If capillary p.essuÌe effects are to be included in either a

numerical simulation of trvo-phase florv or a semlanalytical solution of the two-phase Darcy

equatiolls, then a functional form of the capillary pressrrre velsus rvetting-phase satur.ation

is generally assumed (Dake, 1978; Kaasschieter, 1999). Typically, this is a drainage cur.ve

that is ploduced experimentally by injecting a non-wetting fluid at a constant pressuÌe

until a steady-state saturation Ìras been achieved. The injection pressure is then increased

step-wise, allowing for steady-state satulations to be established betrveen pressure incr.eases,

until no fulther drailrage of the rvetting fluid occurs. This process delineates the common

capillary pressure velsus satulation profile. common fluids used in this process ar.e melcury

(non-wetting) displacing vacuum or air (weiiing), and oil (non-rvetting) displacing water

(wetiing). This drainage concept wâs also applied io the tube bundle models and the r.esults

of the virtual experiments are shown in Fig. C.3 for.the parallel tube model, and Fig. C.4 for

the serial tube model. The main feature of these curves is the inclease in capillar.y pressule

(the pressure applied to the invading f id) 
'ea. the minimum wetting phase saturation,

rvliich physicalìy corresponds to the non-wetting fluid aitempiing to access the srnaller pore

spaces of the medium, and requiring greater applied pressutes to do so.

The steady-state capillary pressure curves discussed above were compared to a calcula-

tion of the dynamic macroscopic capillary pressure that is given by the equation,

P"=p*-f;; (3.1e4)

The quantity P" was plotted versus the local saturation of rvater, S-, at x : L/2. The

dynamic capilla'y pressure may also be referred to as a pseudo-capillary pressure, because

it differs from the standard definition that is based on pore size and the pressure required

for a non-wetting fluid to invade a pore space.

Figures D.1, D.2 and D.3 show the calculated pseudo-capillary pÌessure functions cor-

responding to dynamic displacement conditions lor the parallel tube model at x : L/Z and

for p > 1. Figures D.4, D.5 and D.6 shorv the results for the cases ofp < i. Three diffe¡ent

pressu¡e levels rvere used in calculating the capillar.y pressure curves: Àp : 1, 100 and

1000 Pa. It can be seen that the pseudo-capillary pressure is an increasing function with

satu¡ation (for iû > 1) and exhibits some variation rvith viscosity ratio, especially at higher

pressure levels. At the highest pressure drop (Fig. D.3), the pseudo-capillar.y pressure is
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actuâlly rìegative in value over part of the sâturation range, meaning thai the average pres-

sure of rvater phase, þ[, is greater. ihan thai of the oil phase, þ[, for ¡_r > 5. With increases

in the viscosity latio, the average plessuÌe of the wate¡ phase becarne gr.eater. than that of
the oil phase because most of the pressure dlop occullecl across the oil phase to maintai¡

the same florv rate in both fluids. Note that negative values of pseudo-capillar.y pressure

are also seen for iû < 1 at ihe highest pressule level (Fig. D.6). when the ovelall pressuÌe

drop rvas presclibed a low value (aP : 1 Pa), viscous effects rvere minimal for the cases of
p > 1 (Fig. D 1), and capillary pressure effects rvere dor¡inant. with increases in the vis-

cosity of oil, the average pressure in the oil and water phases increased. At higher irnposed

pressuÌe levels (Figs. D.2 and D.3) the average pressure in the oil and wate¡ continued to

show increases with the viscosity latio but the spread among pressure values between the

difelent viscosities incleased with incleases in the applied pressure level. This trend can be

explained by the dispersion (spread oflocations) of interfaces among the various tubes alo¡g

the tube buldle when both the viscosity ofoil and the imposed pressure dr.op are increased.

A diferent trend is seen for p < 1 (Figs. D.4, D.5 and D.6); the viscosity ratio afects the

pseudo-capillary ptessure culves about the same at all three pressure levels. In this scenario

the pressure drop occurs mostly across the water phase, as its viscosity is gr.eater than that

of the oil phase. Tlie average pressuÌe in the oil and rvater phases decreased with increases

in the viscosity of water (decreasing viscosity latio). The average pressur.e values increased

at higher imposed pressure levels but the main disparity due to the viscosity ratio remained.

At lorv pressure levels, the pressure drop tlrrough tìre water phase is controlled by capillary

pressures and the viscosity of the water; at higher imposed pressures, the viscosity efect

through the irnbibing water phase dominates.

The pseudo-capillary pressure profiìes for the serial tube bundle rvere also cornputed

for the viscosity ratios of Ê : 1.01, 2, 5, and 100, and for two ovelall pressure levels of
AP = 1 Pa ¿nd ÄP: i000 Pa (refer to Figs. D.Z, D.B, D.9 and D.10). It is seen in the

figures that, at the low plessure level of ÀP = 1 Pa, the mac'oscopic capillary pressrìre

remained at an essentially constant level of - 180 Pa for Ê: 100 (increasing slightly with

saturation), and at - 220 Pa for þ : 1.01 and ¡ì : 2, regardless of the saturation. (In
an investigation by Dahle and celia (i999), the capilla'y pressure computed using volume-

averaged pressures in a thlee-dirnensional network model was fairìy constant in value during

primary drairage.) several factors contributed to the ¡esults shown in the figures. Aü a
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low pressure level, a displacement is capillary-driven, where the local capillary pressures

provide ihe main driving potential for the flow. when the interfaces traverse from sub-tube

to sub-tube, the variation in local capillary pressures on average across the tube bundle-
remâin constant. Also, the local capillary pressures are not a function of the viscosity ratio,

therefore the pseudo-capillary plessure profiles showed negligible change due to viscosity

differences. At the increased pressure level of ÂP : 1000 Pa, the pseudo-capillar.y pressure

profiles rvere seen to be influenced to a g¡eater extent by tlie viscosity ratio. In these cases,

the average pressure in the water phase increased to compensate for the incr.eased plessure

drop occurring across the oil phase, especially in the lorv .water. saturation region of the

curves ln the higher w¿ter saturation region of the figures, the average pressur.e in the

water phase decreased due to break-through of interfaces dorvnstream, and the average

pressuÌe in the oil phase incÌeased. The net result rvas an incleasing tr.end in the pseudo-

capillary plessure versus saturation curves. This trend was markecl at the hig[er viscosity

ratios of ¿ì : 5 and Ê : 100 (Figs. D.7 and D.8).

conventional thought maintains that a capillary pressure profile for a po'ous medium is

a decreasing function with increasing rvetting-phase saturation, as posiulated by Lever.ett

(1941). Figures c.3 and c.4 show the typical capillary pressure cur.ves that are delineated

rvhen virtual steady-state drainage experiments are performed rvith each ofthe tube bundle

models. comparing these profiles with those discussed above (Figs. D.i - D.10), it is clear

that the cornbined effects of the viscosity ratio and pressure drop, as seen i' the pseudo-

capillary pressure curves, are not captured by the conventional steady-state method of
delineating capillary pressure curves. The greatest anoma,ly in fact appears to be when the

dynarnic pseudo-capillary pressures are seen to be essentially constant, or even increasing,

functions of wetting-phase saturation.

3,t4 Conclusions for the T\¡be Bundle Models witln p"l0
1. The relative permeabilities calculated for the bundle of parallel tubes model showed

a strong dependence on viscosity ratio, location of analysis (r), and appìied pressure

drop. The varied conductivity of the tubes, a feature of the parallel tube rnodel,

contlibuted to the dependence of the relative permeabilities o' the parameters men-

tionerì.
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2. From examining the relative permeability profiles of the ser-ial tube model, ii can be

concluded that the directly-calculated reìative permeabilities are approximately equal

to each phase's saturation, r'egardless of position ø along the tube-bundle axis. This,

horvever, is not a gene.al conclusion for all porous media of a homoge'eous nature;

the tlends seen in the current study apply stricily to the bundle of serial tubes.

3. The conventio'al semi-stable, or static, d.ainage capillary pr€ssure curves wer.e delin-

eated for both of the tube bundle models. The expectecl trend of a mini'rum tlueshold

pressuÌe at the sialt of drainage, corresponding to the lowest capillary plessure re_

quired for entry of the 
'o'-rvetting 

fluid, followed by an increase in magnitude of the

pressure as the rvetting-phase satur.ation decreased, was seen. Disparity between the

drainage capillary pÌessure curves and those computed fi.om a dynamic calculaiion

of macroscopic pseudo-capillary pressures rva.rJ seen. The pseudo-capillary pressure

curves were, except for the serial tube model at lorv AP, found to be increasing func-

tions of rvetting-phase satu'ation. The pseudo-capillary pressur.es were also seen to

be dependent on the viscosity ratio and strong functions of the pressur.e dr.op across

each of the tube bundle ¡nodels.
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Section 4

Design and Methods for the

Water-Flood Experiments

The othe¡ major component of the current research involved conducting oil displacement

experirnents i' cylindrical column-packings of silica s¿nd and glass beads. The p,rpose

of these experiments was to deterrnine from an extensive set of data if tlie r.elative per.

meabilities of rvater and oil, as obtained by the Johnson ef øt. (1g59) method (JBN) for

unsteady-state displacement experiments, show any statistically significant dependence on

the expelirnental pararneters of applied pressure drop across the test column, the viscos-

ity ratio of oil to water, or the permeability of the porous medium in which immiscible

trvo-phase florv is conducted. It rvas zoú the intent of this research to attempt to re-cteate

a natulal oil ¡eservoir scenalio consisting of brine and a crude oil, with the sand glains

irritially wetted with the blile phase before introducing the oleic phase into the pore space.

This type of an approach is often take' in modern experimental studies of multiphase florv

in porous media (e.9., Chang eú al., IggT; Sargent eú al., Lggg) but other chemical phe-

nomenâ, that al.e genelalìy not controlled, may occur when using brine and cornplex oils in

an experiment. To asceltain which parameter in a given experiment contributes to rel¿tive

perrneability, one has to isolate each florv variable from other possible interactions in the

flow' The objective of this experimental work r as to vary one experimental variable at a

time on a system consisting of as few elements as possible and to use commo'ly available

refined fluids.
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4.I Materials and Design of the Apparatus

Pule fluids were used as the imbibing phase and the displaced phase. Distilled Ìvater \rras

used as the injected wetting phase and clear rnineral oils were used as the non-rvetting

displaced phase. The water rvas also degassed in small batches (- 8 L) using a desiccator

and a motorized vacuum pump. Properties of the thlee mineral oils that were used are

shorvn below in T¿ble 4.1:

Table 4,1, Mineral oil properties.

Oil Bland Saybolt Univeral Dynamic Viscosity Density

(.) (kg/(m.s)) (kg/m3)

Interfacial Tension

(dyne/crn)

VWR Scieniific 156

Mallinckrodt 285

Fisher Scientific 877

0.02916

0.05426

0.1.714

842.8

861.3

870.3

23.0

27.3

lvleasurements wete all taken aI 22"C-

Note that the kinematic viscosities were measu.ed with a sayboli universal viscome-

ter, rnanufactured by Precision scientiûc co. of chicago, Illinois. The dynamic viscosities

were then calculated after measuÌing the speciûc gravity of the oils with a hydrometer set

(FisherBrand), and hence obtaining the density of each oil. Interfacial tensions between

the oils and distilled watel were measured using tlie pendant drop method as described

in Adamson and Gast (1997) and the pendant drop shape factors calculated by staufier

(1965), The physical properties used for water rvere ts¡¿ : 0.001 kg/(m.s) and p- : 99g

kg/-'.
The porous media used in the experiments included Glass Beads from cataphote Inc. of

Jackson, MS and Silica Sand (40-60 and 60-100 Mesh) from Unimin Corp. of New Cannan,

cr; all of the media rvere purchased locally. The glass beads were used as supplied but

caÌe was taken to ra¡rdomize the batch by repeatedly rotating it before extracting a small

supply of the beads for the experiments. The beads range in diameter from - 300/¿m

to - 900pm' with an average size of - 600¡-rm. References to tlìe glass beads in this

work are abbreviated as GB. The 40-60 Mesh size of the silica sand was sieved through a

250 ¡rm screen to remove some of the finer grain sizes. A sieved batch of the 40-60 sand

rvas obtained by measuring landom samples of 200 g of the sand scooped from the supplied

batch. Each ofthe 200 g samples rvas then sieved through a 250 ¡;m screen in stages to leave
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186 g of the o.iginal sample; the .emaining 14 g of fine' grains rve.e then discarded. This

plocess was repeated sevelal tirnes to provide a large batch of sieved silica sand grains for

use in the experiments. In a side investigation of absolute permeabilit¡ it was cletermined

tìlat ihis sieving procedure produced a desirable permeability for the experiments; it was

also verified thai this permeability could be consistently leproduced. The samples of silica

sand range in grain size from - 200pm to - 600pm in diameier, with an aver.age size of

- 400/¿m. References to tìie 40-60 silica sand in this rvork ar.e abbrevi¿ted as SM, i.e.,

silica Mediur' (mediurn-sized grains). The finest grain-size silica sand, the 60-100 Mesh,

rvas used as supplied by scooping random samples from the batch as they rvere needed. The

g.ains of this sand range in size fiom - 100 pm to - 400 pm diarneter, with an average size

of - 200pm. Refelences io the 60-100 silica sand in this work are abbreviated as SF, i.e.,

silica Fine (fine-sized grains). It should be noied that the glass beads are approximately

spherical in shape and that the silica sand grains possess rvell-rounded exterior.s tvhe¡ vierved

undel a microscope.

Please refer io the schernatic diagram of the appar.atus, Fig. 4.1. All of the flow compo_

nents, except for the rvater head tank, the flexible connecting tubing, the plastic hose-barbs,

metallic needle valves and Ìrardrvare, were manufactured by an on-site glass-blower. The

rvater head tank (cornponeni 1) has a holding capacity of approximately g0 L rvith inside

dimensions of 0.42 m diameter and 0.70 m iaìI. A 10 L pail, sitting on a non-sealing cover

for the head tank, acted as a refilling reservoir, and a second pail collected the overflow from

a small port opening in the side of the head tank. The rate that replenishing water was

allorved into the head tank was governed by a needle valve and iubing ihai was installed

on the side of the refilling pail. A second port opening, about half-way up the head tank,

provided constant head levels for the low pressure experiments (this pori was plugged when

the higher overflorv port was used). For the highest pressure setting, the head tank itself

was raised io a higheÌ elevation on a wooden support box. A spigot was installed near the

bottom of the head tank to act as a main shut-off valve for florv frorn the tank. plastic

tubing (- I m long; line 2) connecting the rvater supply from the head tank to the bottom

of the test column, and from the side-outlet port (line 5) to the atmospheric outlet cup,

was 6.35 x 10-3 m (1/4 in) inside diameter. Trvo supplies of this iubing were used; one

was manufactured by Nalgene and the othe¡ by Tlgon. The plasiic flexible tubing was also

used as the fluid plessure lines for the oil accumulator and water accumulator cylinders.
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Anothel section of flexible tubing rvas fastened to a hose-barb fitting at the bottom of ihe

head tank; this section of tubing was used to transmit the head level to a point directly

above the atrnospheric ouilet cup, whe¡e the diffelence in elevation between poi¡ts A and

E rvas measuled (not shorvn in the schematic).

The bottorn of the glass apparatus consisted of a 3- rvay valve rvith two hose-barbs

(for conneciing tubing) and a 0.026 m taper.ed gr.ound-glass connection (0.01g m i.d.) for.

inser-tilg the glass test colurnn. The 3-rvay valve and test column rvere suppolted vertically

rviih clamps fastened to a vertical rod and support base. The test column (component 3) is

rvhere the porous media was contained for the experiments; it has dimensions of 0.0163 m

i d. and is 0.275 m long with tapered grou'd-glass connecting ends. Into the top of the test

colurnn, a fluids-riser piece was inselied. The main function of this piece (component 4)

rvas to collect the fluids (oil and water') as they wele ploduced from the porous medium at

the top of the test colum' a'd ca'ry them up through a small-bore (0.004 m dia. to 0.002

rn dia.) tube. The small bole size rvas lequiled to form oil droplets.rvhich then rose thlough

the surrounding water and up into the oil collection tube, component 6. If the oil drops

were too big, they rvould hang up on the wall of the collector tube and foul the pressur.e

reading, rvhicli rvas required for tracking the volume of oil ploduced during an experiment.

TIre overall length of tlie .iser piece rvas 0.142 m rvith iwo tapered gr.ound-glass mating

portions. The riser piece contained a 0.107 m long, 0.004 m diameter bore iube (length

C to DA in schernatic diagram), which then r.educed to a 0.002 m diameter bore tube

(length DA io DB) for the remaining 0.035 m length. The tip of the smallest bore tube was

cìramfered to cause the oil drops to snap off once they grew large enough in size. The final

major component ofthe florv apparatus is the oil collection tube (component 6) that mates

with the fluids-r'iser tube. The oil collector was a small diameter (- 0.01 m) pipette with

sufficient volurne (- 45 ml) io collect all of the oil from the por.ous medium plus any that

started out in tlie liser piece. The lower end of the collector comporent rvas large enough

in diarneter (- 0.02t m, and 0.10 m long) to slip over the outlet tube of the fluids-riser and

allow rvater io flow in the reverse direction to that of the oil during an exper.iment. The oil

collector tube was sealed from atmospheric pressure during an experiment (after being filled

part-rvay with oil and the rernaining volurne with lvater) by a fitted stopcock valve inserted

at the top end of the collector tube. This valve, when in the open position, allowed the oil

pressure to be tlansmitted through the flexible tubing (filled with oil) to the lorv-pressure



side of a diflerential pl..essule tt'ansducer. Two polts were c¡eated at the lorver. encl of the oil
collecto¡ comporìent; tìre upper side-port transmitted the pr.essure in the rvater.phase ¡ear

tìre bottom of the oil collectol thlough flexible tubing (filled rvitli rvater) that connected

the po't to the high pÌessu'e side of the pressuÌe transducer. The lorver side-port on the

oil collector conìponent was rlanufactured rvith a stopcock and hose-barb for co¡nection to

flexible tubing, line 5 (filled wiih rvater'). when the valve rvas in the open position, flow of

rvater occurled out of the oil collectol, component 6 (produced oil displaces an equal volume

of rvater), through the flexible iubing (- 1 m long; line 5) to the atmospher.ic outlet cup

at elevation point E. Note tlìat rvhen oil and rvater are together. being produced from the

porous medium, the ffow of rvater thÌough line 5 is the cor¡bined volume of the two fluids,

the total volurne.

The outlet c.p rvas held by a clamp connected to a vertical rod and suppor.ting base;

this enabled the elevation of the cup to be valied according to the r.equir.ements of the

expelimelt. Tlie diameter of the outlet cup was - 0.035 m and contained a section of glass

tubing (0.004 m dia. bole) tlirough the centle of the cup. The flexible tubing fi.om the oil

collector-, line 5, rvas connected to a hose-barb on the glass tubing on the bottom of the cup,

rvhich callied rvater up through the centre of the cup and vented it to atmospheric pressure

in ¿ vertical direction (height of ihe cup was - 0.05 rn). Dur.ing an exper.iment, the water

spilled over the outlet of the centle glass tube in the cup and collected in the bottom of the

cup; tìre cup also included a side polt fiiied with a ìrose-bar.b for connecting flexible tubing

to it. The overflorv from the outlet cup was then car.r.ied away tlrrough the flexible tubing

and deposited into one of the graduated cylinders positioned well belorv the outlet cup; the

cylinders collected the total production of fluids (measured in volume of water) during an

experirnent.

There rvere thlee different graduated cylinders used for collecting tlie rvatel during an

experirnent, a 250 ml, a 500 ml, and a 1000 ml standing burette. The smaller trvo cylinders

remained fixed to the apparatus (held by clarnps) and were each fitted rvith glass hose-

barbs on the bottom end. Each one of the burettes was filled rvith a small amount of
watel at the start of every experiment to plovide an initial head as reference. Flexible

tubing, rvhich rvas filled with water, transmitted the static head of water in the cylinders

to a pressrue t'ansducer. The graduaied cylinder to be monitored during an experiment

was seìected using a 3-way valve. Flexible tubing from the valve was therr connected to tlie
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high-plessure side of the transducer; the lorv plessule side remained open to atmospher.ic

pressuÌe.

Please lefer to the schematic diagram ofthe data acquisitio' system, Fig. 4.2. Each of

the pressule transducers was a Rosemount Model 305i, (Eden prair.ie, Minnesota) cliffer-

ential transducer. once the lange of pressule rvas set, each tr.ansducer sent an electrical

current signal of betrveen 4 mA and 20 rnA, rvhich rvas propoÌtional to the pr.essure sensed.

The tlansducers each lequired a porver supply of up to 40 vDc maximu'r. Trvo 2z vDC
uniloc Model 515 (hvine, califo.nia) porve. supplies were used for this pur.pose. one 250

Ohm lesistol rvas lequired on each electrical cilcuit to convelt the 4-20 mA curr.ent signal to

a 1-5 VDC voltage signal. The positive and negative leads from each electr.ical circuit.lvere

tied into a standard channel boald. The signal from the channel board rvas then connected

to an i'ter¡ral Analog-to-Digital ca'd (o'rega DAS-16G Analog I/o boar.d) inside an AT

computer. The voltage signals fi'oIn each of the tlansducers rvere monitoled and recorded

in cornputer menory) du.ing each expe'irne't, using software called unkelscope (@ M.I.T.,

1e82).

4,2 Design of the Experimental Approach

To conduct a fundamental study of lelative permeabitity using unconsolidated porous me-

dia, one of three expe.ime'tal variables were altered ai a time, a'd a minirnum of three

experirnents rvere perfolrned with each set of experimental conditions. The experiments

weÌe conducted using pur'g liquids, clean rnedi¿ with strong rvater-wet pr.operties, no initial
connate rv¿ter saturâtion, and rvith a constant pÌessur.e dr.op boundary condition.

The tlrree experimental variables chosen for examination wer.e: (1) permeability of the

polous rnedium, Ìf, (2) the pressure level applied during a water-flood, LZ (LZ : ZA -
Zø :0.25,0.5 and 1.0 m), (3) and the viscosity of the oil to be displaced from the porous

medium, po. To satisfy the second objective of the study, each exper.imental condition was

conducted once and repeated at least twice to give a total of tlree experinental runs. (A new

packing of the porous medium was done betrveen each run using fresh materials.) producing

all of the data for these scenarios required performing 3a : 81 separate experiments. rn

addition, plior to conducting any of the water-floods, a good estimate of the absolute

permeability If of each medium was needed. To obtain this data, at least tluee packings
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of eaclt medium rvele doue, and the single-phase florv rate of rvater rvas measurecl thr.ough

each packing.

The efect of each of the expelimental valiables on the lelative perrneability cur.ves of

oil and rvater, as ploduced by the JBN rnethod, rvas ascer.tained by staiistical analysis of
the culves. The relaiive perrneability curves coÌresponding to each exper.imental condition

were averaged and then cornpared rvith those corresponding to a diffelent experimental

condition. Two sets of averaged Ìelative permeabiìity cur.ves were cornpar.ed at a time by

siatistical means. (Fulther deiails of the siatistical method used is given in $ 6.1.) Another

objective ofthe experirlental proglarn rvas to exarnine the uninterpr.eted data: e.g., end-

point satulation of rvater (dimensionless oil production), end-point capillary number, end-

point lelative permeability of rvater, capillary numbers and saturations at break-through,

tirne-scaling of the daia, and shorving lepeatabiliiy of ihe data rvith each exper.imental

setup.

4.3 Procedure for Measuring Absolute Permeability

After rnany trials rvith diflelent packing methocls, it rvas determined that the most consistent

and tightest packing of the porous mediurn could be obtained by setting a funnel on the

top of the test column and spoon-filling the column rvith srnall random samples of the sand

or glass beads. As the gr.ains fell into place in the coh:mn, a gentle finger-tapping ol the

side of the glass column was done to settle tlie glains into a close packing. A key element

of tlre filling procedule rvas to spoon small and, razdom sarnpìes of the medium from the

batch of pre-randomized glains; this ensured that a uniforrn sampling of the gr.ains existed

tlroughout the test colurn', giving a hornoge.eo.s packi'g. The bottom and top ends

of the porous mediurn rve.e lined with a thin layer of tissue (one or trvo plys thick); this

prevented any grains fiom falling into the botton 3-way valve or from floating through the

riser tube that capped the test col'mn on the top end. The d.y mass of the assembl¡

consisting of the test column rvith media and the attached bottom 3-way valve and fluids

riser tube, was taken using a sartorius 83100s electronic balance. The dry mass with the

grains was requiled for deterrnining the polosiüy of the rnedium (discussed later). The

remaining components of the apparatus rvere then fitted into place (the oil collector tube

and the top valve); the mating ground-glass connections rvere sealed by applying a thin
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coating of a starìdard high-vacuun grease. The rvater ìine (line 2) flom the head tank rvas

attached to the bottom 3-way valve and tliis line rvas thell bled thr.ough into the 3-rvay

valve.

The ar-rangernent of the connections and extr-a corìtpolìents for.char.ging the porous

medium with rvater is shown il Fig. 4.3. A 40 cc plemrrn chambe¡ rvas used to contain the

rvater for filling the column of polous media. The entire apparatus, with tlie plenurn and

exira tubing, rvas evacuated of ail down to approximately 6b to 72 cmHg vacuum. It was

necessary to evacuate the ail frorn the porous meclium fir'st because air naturally wants to

remain adhered to the sand grairs and glass beacìs as liquid invades the pore space. To

Ìreasure the penneability accuÌately, one must ensuÌe that only the fluid to be measured

resides in the pole space. The sarne is lequiled fol relative perrneability expelirnents, except

that the oil phase sliould be the olly fluid that occupies the pore space at the start of water-

flooding. The pulpose for evacuating ail out of the plenurn rvas to allorv for a controlled

invasion ofthe fluid into the porous ¡nedium. The line connecting the top side ofthe plenum

chamber, aftel the needle control valve was closed, rvas sealed and disconnecterì so tliat the

inlet side of the contlol valve rvas at atnosphe.ic pressure. By gr.adually opening the needle

valve, the vacuum was slowly leleased in the plenum chambel and water rvas pushed into

the evacuated pore space in the test column. Once the test column a¡d fluids riser piece

rvere fully saturated rvith water', the appaÌatus was released of any rernaining vacuuìn.

The collector tube was then filled tvith water and the top valve set in place and pui

in the closed position. The side pÌessure port for watel rvas connected to sirnply seal this

port for permeability measurements (refel to Fig. a.a). The lorver side-port rvith valve rvas

connected rvith tubing, line 5, joining the main apparatus to the outlet cup. The line and

cup rvere filled with water and tìre port valve rvas placed in the open position. The differ.ence

in elevation betrveen the rvatel line in the head tank and ihe top of tìre tube in the outlet

cup was set to 0.5 m. This elevation rvas chosen because it rvas one of the elevations used

during the water'-flood experirnents; also, the absolute permeability does not depend on the

pressule gÌadient, unless the flow is "turbulent,, (high through-put), so any pressure level

is suitable' Note that the water line in the head tank rvas obselvable from a flexible line of

tubing comrected to the bottom of the head tank; ihis line was then posiiioned vertically

plumb over the outlet cr.rp so that a direct elevation measurement could be taken betrveen

the trvo points (a tape tneasure rvas used).
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To measure the florv late of water tìrrough the nedium, the rvater florving fr.om the or¡tlet

cup was collected on the electÌonic mass balance over'2 to 5 mi'ute inter.vals (Fig. a.a).

The flow was started and stopped by controlling the 3-rvay valve at the bottorn of the glass

apparatus. At least thlee Ìeadings wele taken of the mass of tvater collecied over ühe time

interval chosen, and the average of the readings was taken io obtain ihe siugle-phase floiv

rate (by dividing the mâss flow late by the density of water') thlough the rnedium. After the

florv rates rvele measuled, the apparatus was dismantled and the rvet mass of the satur.ated

test colurnn and media rvas measured and leco.ded. Then, knorving the dr.y rnass of the

glassrvale components, the mass of the previously dry and norv satulated porous mediurn

could be calculated. The diflerence betrveen tlie dly and wet masses then gave the mass of

rvater occupying the pore space of the rnediurn. Knorving the densiiv of rvater., the volume

of watel occupying the pore space, I/p, was calculatecl. Along rvith a rneasure of the bulk

volnrne of the test column, vt: Lø x -46, whele .L¡ is the lengtìr of the coh.rmn occupied by

the media and .4¿ the bulk cross-sectional alea of the column, the porosity of the medium

could be calculated: ó = Uplvt.

Follorving each r¡easurement of permeabilit¡ and evely rvater.-flood experirnent, the

glassware appaÌatus rvas dismantled and the rnedi¿ discarded. The glassrvare rvas then

cleaned using a comrnon detergent and tube brushes. After. rinsing rvith tap rvater, the

glassware was rinsed with distilled water and dried rvith a clean lint-free cloth. The 3-way

valve, test column and riser tube rvere subsequently cleaned with ethyl acetate to further

remove aDy oily residue on the internal surfaces of these components. The components were

then air'-dried.

The absolute permeabilit¡ K, was calculated using Dar.cy's larv. In order to do this,

however, the pressures at the inlet and outlet of the test section (bo¡ndaries of the porous

medium) rvere required. Also, the folmulation of Ðarcy's larv that includes the gravity

telm rvas used for the calculation. To determine the pressures at the ends of the column, a

set of equations describing lar¡ina¡ flow of rvater through a succession of various diameter

tubes and lengths rvas solved knowing the measuled experimental florv rate and the pressure

(atmospheric) at the apparatus inlet and outlet points.

The pressures at elevation points B and c (Fig. 4.4) can be calculated assurning poiseuille

flow in the tubing. A reìationship betrveen elevations A and B, and the plessure and flow
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rate foÌ line 2, can be der.ived (White, 1986) and it takes ihe forrn,

(4.1)

Equations describing the florv through the riser tube (component 4) through elevations c
to DA to DB, and through line 5 to the outlet cup å.t elevâ,tion point E ar.e given as

(e) nZ. (ry#) ez - t@,t - pn) + p.s (zA - zB)t:,

e^^ : #fr;þ,s (zc - zoa) + Pc - Pn¡:, (4.2)

and

- mll-
aaa : ur;;;lp*s (Zo¡ - zna) + Pn¡ - Poel, (4.3)

a" = #:kþ.s (zoe - zø) + Pos - Pøl (4.4)

Because the florv 
'ate 

through each section of tubing is the same, the subscripts on e can

be dropped, and Q is a measured qr.rantity. Re-arra'ging each of these eqr:atio's to iso-

late the pressuÌe valiables, and knowing Q, we can leadily calculate tlie thermodynamic

pÌessules at the lequiled elevation points. Solving for the pressures at points B and C cor-

responding to each of the florv rates that were obtained from the permeability experirnents,

the pe.meability of each medium rvas obtained using Darcy's law, incl'di'g ihe gravity

comporìent:

K: O P' Ls\:'¿ AbeB-Pc-sp.h)' (4'5)

The M.lT L,ts code used for these calculations is shorvn in Appendix 8.1 (per.rn.m).

4.4 Procedure for the ÏVater-Flood Experiments

The zero and range on the two plessure transducers rvere set to the desired values for mo¡-

itoring the change in the static head in both the oil collection tube and the water collectio¡r

burettes. A pressure range of - 40 mmHzo was used for the oil collecto. pressuÌe trans-

ducer, and a ra'ge of - 300 rnmH2o rvas used for the water collection pressure transducer.

The linear relationship between the pressure applied to the tlansducer and the cur.rent out-

put, and hence the voltage siglal, was determined by taking successive measur.ements at

increasing levels of pressure using a micro-manometer, and delineating tìre corresponding

response function. This relationship was then used to convelt voltages recorded by ihe

computer during an experiment to the associated changes in pressure head, and therefore,

the cumulative volumes of both oil and rvater.
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The procedure that rvas follorved for setting up tlÌe apparatus is identical to that de-

scribed above in the previous section fol determining the permeability. The one exception

was thât tlie plenuln chamber rvas filled rvith the desired mineral oil instead of rvater. The

porous mediutn and riser tube rvere satulated rvith the oil befole the vacuum rvas released

in the apparatus. With the oil brought riglrt to the top of the chamfer on the fluids riser

insert, rvater was then slowly poured into the oil collector tube, filling the entire tube and

side-ports with water (the water pressure line was connected to the upper side-port at ihis

time). With about 10 ml of water drained from the collector tube, it rvas then topped

up with mineral oil. The top stopcock valve rvas then inserted into the collecior tube and

the valve was bled thlough with the oil and fiited rvith the oil pressure line connecting the

glassrvare to tlle low side of the pressure transducer. The water line (5) connecting the valve

on the lorver side of the oil collector to the outlet cup was filled with rvater and fit onto the

hose-barb on the side-port valve (this line was connected prior to connecting the oil pressure

line because it was used for bleeding the oil thlough the top valve insert). The outlet cup

rvas mounted into the suppoÌiing clamp and its elevation was set relative io the water level

in the lread tank (z¡- zB). The rvater run-out line from the outlet cup was placed into tìre

water burette for rneasuring the total ploduction of fluids. The unkelscope plogr.am was

stalted for monitoring the change in the voltage signals from the tìvo pressrue transducers,

and the bottom 3-way valve was adjusted to start the flow of water fror¡ the head tank

(line 2) and begin the imbibition (water-flood) process. During a given experiment, the

smaller wate¡ burette was filled to capacity first, in which case the water run-out line was

then moved to the next (lalger) bureiie and the valve connecting the two burette rvater

lines to the pressure tlansducer rvas switched to monitor the corresponding static [ead. An

experirnent was deened completed when oil production from the porous medium becarne

very sparse and the time incrernents between successive oil accumulations became very long

according to the ovelall run time of the expeliment. Near the end of each experiment, the

oil droplets were vely small in size; the time span between dloplets was typically 5 minutes

for GB, 30 minutes for SM and 2 hours fo¡ SF.
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4.5 Method for Obtaining Relative Permeability Curves

The data file from eacìr experiment was stored and vierved in MS Excel. Tlie oil pr.oduction

rvas cor¡ected to discount the volume of oil originally in place in ilie fluids riser tube (1.3

ml). The colrected data for oil and water (total) ploduction rvas then fitted rviüh cubic

B-splines (Gerald and wheatle¡ i990) to delineate srnooth curves for the volume of water

and oil produced over time. smooth functions replesenting the daia were necessary in order

to obtain smooth first delivatives of the data, rvhich pr.ovide the corr.esponding florv r.ates

of each phase. Furthermole, the JBN analysis rnethod requires the second derivative of the

data because the method includes calculating the diflerential of the inver.se of the total flow

rate, shorvn in Eq.(a.6). It was found thai B-splines perforrned much beiter than high-order.

polynomials at providing smooth florv ¡ate curves that did not exhibii changes i¡ curvâture,

rvhich can be altifacts of the smoothing process. An example of a set of experilnental data

and ihe associated fitted B-splines is shorvn in Fig. 4.5 below. The data in the figur.e are

represented as points at regular intervals and the B-spliìes are solid curves (these data also

colrespond to those shown in Fig. I.i2).

The necessary equations for calculating the .elative pe.rneabilities and the local satu-

ration of water are those originally postulated by Johnson et at. (lgb9) and Welge (1g52).

A derivation of the leìative permeability equations is shown in Appendix F and is similar

to that found in Ruth (2000). To account for the efects of gravit¡ and to allorv for a

constant-pressure boundary condition, the necessary equations become the following:

, l. F. Lt d (t"t)
o't = K,4t ,@

*,":lH,- fh Ø.- t") nf-' ,

(4 6)

(4.7)

and for calculating the saturation of rvater at the outflow face of the column, welge provided

the relationship,

S.r:5.-Wfo (4.8)

In these equations, -L6 is the overall (bulk) length of the column of porous media, W is the

number of pore volumes of rvater njected (V.o¿ f Vr) since the star.t of the experiment, ÍI
is tlre hydraulic (or piezometric) pressure in the rvater: H : P -f p.g z. Also, S,, is the

average saturation of water in the medium; this is equivalent to the volume of oil produced

divided by the pore volume of the medinm, Vo¡fVr.
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The equations shown above contain knorvn and experimentally measured quantities, ex-

cept for the plessure diffelence acÌoss the colurnn of porous media, arr. To obtain tlìe

pressure difference, the same set of equations shown previously (Eqs.(4.1) - (4.4)), for cal-

culating the absolute permeability, rvele solved. This rvas done by pasting the instantaneous

total flow rate (Q¿) data from each experiment into an Excel file that rvas set up to calculate

the desired p¡essures. It was found that a change in the plessure at the outlet of the test

column occurred due to the increase in total flow tale, Q¡, and to a change in the static

head in the fluids-liser tube after break-through of the water phase. After break-through,

the ¡iser tube carried the florv of rvater and occasionally oil. The change in the fluid density

in the liser tube caused the thermodytramic pressure at elevation point C to drop by - fO%,

and tlre hydlaulic pressure difference, A-É1, to dlop by - 7%. Because AIJ was calculated

for each increment in tirne, the effect of any variation in ai1 is accounted for in the rel-

ative permeability analysis. Horvever, the JBN method requires data after break-ihrougli

occurs, and Â11 lemains essentially constant aftel bleak-through, so the effect of a change

in Àfr on the relative permeabilities will be negligible. The equations shorvn belorv were

used to calculate the insta taneous pressures at eacli time step; the properties of the oil
phase were used before break-through of water. After break-thr.ough, the water proper.ties

rvere substituted for po and po to account for the dominant presence of water in the porous

rnedium and the fluids-riser component. The equations used in the Excel file to calculate

the pressures were

and

^ I28p,Ls ^Pou : -iE- Qt - Pw9 (zoB - ze) ,

pDA : ry+l2 et - p.s (zo¡ - zpp) -t poa,

," : t"#!^* 
et - poe (zç - zp¿) | p¡,1,

pB: p*s(za- ze)- ( .,,,fuq,+V44\ qr,
\1t-d-2 1tdá /

LH : (p*s Za + Ps) - (p.s Zc -t Pc).

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.1.2)

(4.13)
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Section 5

Examination of the Data from the

Water-Flood Experiments

This section considels the experirnental daia itself befole the application of any analytical

interpretive methods; the production histories of water and oil are examined in addition to

the end-of-run (end-point) data for the data at tlie point ofbleak-tluough of the water phase.

The objectives of this component of the research included demonstr.ating repeatability of

the data rvith each experimental setup, comparing the end-point data, comparing the data

at break-tlrrough, and identifyi'g possible trends with pressure, viscosity, or media type.

In addition, scaling of the oil and total (water and oil) production histories by appropriate

factors rvas done in an atteÌnpt to group all of the data into ranges of similar rnagnitude.

5.1 Repeatability of the Data

It has been mentioned in the description ofthe methods, $ 4.2, ihat three experimental r.uns

rvere conducted corresponding to each set of experimental conditions: that is, for. a given

porous medium, and given oil viscosity and pressure level, the experirnent rvas done three

times, re-packing the apparatus rvith new media each time. In some cases, rnore than three

experiments were conducted because of complications encountered during a particular run.

The data for each set of conditions were plotted together in order to observe visually how

the data varied between successive runs. Plots of the dimensionless oil and total (rvater and

oil) production data versus a dimensionless time are shown in Appendix I. Three exarnples

of such experirnental data (results from three experimental runs within each exarnple) are
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slìo.vn in Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3; results a.e show' in the figures for Glass Beads, silica

Medium sand and silica Fine sand, all data produced from a liigli pressuÌe level. The oil

and total produciion values, I/, and 7¿ (cumulative volurnes), were divided by the pore

volume of the medium, 7o. oil production is shorvn plotted rvith respect to the left-hand

axis and the data are typically characterized by a sharp incr.ease in pr.oduction followed

by a g'adual approach to the maximum production value. The total f irìs (oil and rvater.)

ploductior.r is plotied rvith respect to the right-hand axis and the data are character.ized by

an incleasing trend in the production values. Experirnentâl time was non-dimensionalized

using a time constant representative of single-pliase flow of oil corresponding to each set

of expelimental conditions. The time constant is simply the time calculated for one pore

volume of oil, of the designated viscosity, to florv through the given porous medium at the

presc.ibed pressure drop; it rvas calculated as t* : Vp/eo. A M.lrL¡.s code rvas used to

calculate the time constants (see Appendix 8.2, flow.rn); essentially Dacry's law was used

to calculate the single-pliase florv rate of oil, Qo, through the rnedium and this value was

used to divide the pole volume, vp, of the medium b¡ and thus ative at a time constant

ú', appropriate for each experiment.

It is seen i' the figures that generally good reproducibility of the data was achieved

tlrroughout the entire expelimental campaign (Figs. 11 I2z). (Noie that the scaled rarv data

appeal last in the appendices, i.e., Appendix I. The two appendices preceding Appendix I
contain the relative perrneability curves rvith confidence intervals, shorvn in Appendix H,

and the mean cu'ves that were used for the statistical comparisons, shown in Appendix

G ) some variability occurred among the total production curves. variability was also

seen in the oil production curves with the time of water break-through; recall that break-

through is when rvater filst arrives at the outflow end oftlie porous medium and is produced

along with the oil. The sudden bend seen in the oil production cur.ves marks the point at

wliich break-thlough occurs and this chalacteristic in the data is typical of displacement

experirnents. Some degree of disparity in the total production curves wâs expected because

the volume of the fluids produced over time rvill tend to va.ry with small changes in the

absolute permeability of the media-rvhich governs the resistance to the flow of fluids-
betrveen successive packings. Therefore, variation in the rnedia permeability was considered

to be a likely source of error during the experimental campaign; a table of the measured

permeabiìities is shown along rvith the observed ranges in the permeability frorn successive
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pelrneabiìiiy tests (Tâble 5.1).

variations in the production hisiories (daia trends) did occur, particularly with ihe fine

silica sand at the lorvest pressure level (sFL plots). The experiments rvith the lighi viscosity

oil (sFL - Lighi viscosiiy oil) were relatively more consistent compared to the exper.irnents

with the mediurn and heavy oits (sFL - Medium Viscosity oil; sFL - Heavy viscosity

Oil). The incleased dispariiy among the experimental outcomes rvith t[e heavier. viscosity

oils and at low pressures can be expected because of viscous effects and local capillary

pressuÌe efects, which ale dor¡inant influences on the florv in tlie fine-grained silica sand.

Po'elevel capillary pressures inc.ease in magnitude due to the srnaller.pore spaces. At a

low dliving pressure, the efect of the local capillary pressuÌes becomes important to the

displacement process because it is contributing a significant part of the pressuÌe required

fol rvater to invade the pore spaces. The presence of ihe oil creates a str.ong resistance to

the displacernent mechanisms, external or capillaly, which is intensified as the oil viscosity

incleases. The interplay between capillary forces and viscous forces, along rvith possible

sr¡all variations in tlie permeability between each sand packing, increased the variability of
the data betrveeu experirnents.

Table 5.1. Measurements of absolute permeability and porosity.

Porous Medium Mean Il (pm2) Range (¡.r.m2) porosit¡ / Range in /
Glass Beads (GB)

Silica Mediurn (SM)

Silica Fine (SF)

i99.0

46.t

11.0

i88.6 - 210.6 0.320 0.317 - 0.325

44.6 - 46.7 0.292 0.291 - 0.293

10.3 - i2.0 0.296 0.292 - 0.300

A search for possible sources of er'or in the experirnental data was done. The pressure

dlop across the test coìurnn was identified as a souÌce of error. A sensitivity analysis of the

plessure drop across the test column rvas done by calculating the inlet and outlet pÌessutes

rvlren tlre head level in the supply tank, z¡, is 0.001 m lower or higher than expected.

such error in the p'essure drop can also result from the elevation of the outlet .,tp, zB,

being slighily higher o. lorver than desired. calculations revealed that the error in the

piezometric plessure drop across the test column, Â-F1, can be expected to be t10 pa due

to a 0.001 m e.ro'in the elevation difference between the supply head level and the outlet

clp, Z¡ - ZB. Tbis error corresponds to ât most *.0.4% of the pressure drop across the

porous medium. such error-, it is contended, is rvell within acceptable ìimits for the current
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study. Other soulces of e¡rol that rvere expected during the experiments were the accuracy

of tlre nreasulements of the cumulative voìumes of oil and rvater, vo and, v., collectecl over

the dulation ofan experiment. It is estimated, based on compa.risons done betrveen directly

observed accumulations of the fluids in each of the burettes and the data collected via the

pì'essure transducers, thât tlìe accuracy of the volume of oil measurements are to within

=t0 2 ml (+r.5% or the total measured amount), and the accuracy of the volume of water

measuÌements ale to rvithin *2 ml (at most f0.5% of the total measur.ed amount).

There were several expected behaviors in the data that should be mentioned. Due to the

fact that each packing of a given porous medium was not exactly the same as the previous

packing (thele rvould be random valiations in grain sizes and grain placement), then slight

diflelences in tlie absolute permeability of each packing were expected. with differences

in tìre perrneabilit¡ the flow rates of oil and water wele expected to vary slightly between

successive expeliraents conducted at the same pressrue level. Hence, the amounts of oil and

rvater collected during an expeÌiment were not expected to be exactly reproducible. with
increases in the level of the applied pressure-dlop thr.oughout tlìe expeÌimentâ,Ì campaign,

tlie flow rates of the produced fluids similarly increased as expected. Furthermore, at the

lolvest pressule level, the efects of local capillary pressures across the water/oil interfaces

rvere expected to have a contlolling influence on the florv; capillary pressures provide enough

driving potential to cause displacement of the oil phase and imbibiiion of the rvater phase.

The magnit'de of the capillary pressures increase as the size of the pore space decreases, so

the effect of the capillaly pressules on the flow rvas expected to be strongel with the fine-

grained silica sand as compaled to the Glass Beads. Also, a heavier viscosity oil offers more

resistance to the flow than a lighter viscosity oil does, and the level of resistance intensifies

as the channels through rvhich florv occur is leduced in size, such as with the fine-grained

siÌica sand. Thelefore, gleater disparity in the production data rvas expected to occur as

the permeability decreased and the viscosity of the oil increased.

5.2 Scaling of the Production Data

The dimensionless oil and rvater production curves show reasonable consistency with respect

to the range on each of the scaled axes thât the data occupy (Appendix I). scaled oil
production is always ìimited by the pore volume, so the maximum value of dimensionless
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oil production (v."/vr) obtanable is unity for unsteady-state displacement processes. The

experirnents rvele alrvays allowed to run until essentially no furtlter oil production occurred,

regaldless of the pressure gradient irnposed on the system. This rvas the criterion for

stopping a given experirnent, not the quantity of water collecied. Horvever, the number of
pore volurnes of rvater produced duÌing an expeÌiment ï¡as seen to vary with the applied

plessuÌe gradient; geneÌally mole rvater rvas collected as the pressure gradient increasecl.

The viscosity ofthe oil played a role in deterrnining the duration ofthe expeliments. The

data in the figures shorv that as the viscosity of tlie oil increased, the rumber of pore voìumes

ofrvater required to complete the water-floods also increased. This observation is reasonable

because oils of highel viscosity offe¡ more resistance to flow, and after break-through ofrvater

occurÌed, the movement of oil ganglia remaining in the porous medium requir.ed more time

to arrive at the outflorv end of the test column. while tìre oil ganglia wer.e navigating through

the polous medium, florv of rvater siill occulred through the medium until the experiment

rvas terminated. Another observation with the rvater production data rvas that relatively

less rvaterwas produced from the lower pelrneability media (sF) compared with the higher

perrneability media (GB). This ouicome in the data was expected because flow rates ar.e

higher, by definition, as permeability increases; after b¡eak-through of water occurs, a path

of comrnunication between the inlet end and the outlet end ofthe porous medium is created

for the rvatel phase to flow through.

scaling of the experiÌnental tirne ú caused all of ihe experimental data to fall within

a Ìange of dimensionless tirne, ú/ú*, of between 0 and - 5 to 6. One set of experiments

lasted to t/t* : 10 (SFL - Lighi Viscosity Oil), but those particular experiments were

allowed to run over-time to ensule that no furthe¡ production of oil occurred; a previous

set of experiments had been conducted that rvele termin¿ted too early. F\'om the figures

(Appendix I) it is noiiced that many of the Glass Bead experiments were completed at a

dir¡ensionless üime value of betweerr 2.5 and 3.5, which is significantly shorter tharr most

of the nurs for tlie silica Medium and silica Fine sands. one possible explanation for the

discrepancy is that some of the Glass Bead runs were terminated a bit ea,rly: some of the

data, such as GBL and GBH - Medium Viscosity Oil, and GBL to GBH - Heavy Viscosity

oil, appear to exhibit a positive slope at the end ofthe oil production curve. This indicates

that the oil production rvas probably not complete. Similar characteristics were noticed

rvith the sFL to sFH - Heavy viscosity oil experiments; oil production may not have been
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coìnplete and tlìe corresponding dimensionless time value obtained rvas - 3. F\.om these

obselvations with the data, it is recommended ihat a dimensionless time vaìue of about

5 be used in future experirnents of ihis kind to ple-determine the exper.imental run time

fol a cornplete rvater-flood. It is also possible that variations in the media permeability

contributed to earlier completion tirnes: the d¿ia fol GBM and GBH - Lighi viscosiiy oil,
and GBM - Medi.m viscosity oil, show that the experiments rvere complete and yet the

dimensionless time value was apploximately 3.5.

5.3 Examination of the End-Point Data

There are essentially two quantities f.orn the end-point of each experiment tliat carry im-

portant information about the natule of the displacement process; these quantities are the

volurne of oil produced, Vo", and the flow r.ate of water, Q.". Tlte volume of oil produced

caD be lecast as the end-poini saturation of rvateÌ in the porous medium because conser-

v¿tion of mass states that the oil produced is replaced by the rvater imbibed into the pore

spaces. Thelefole, the end-point satur.ation of water. is just S-. : Vo"/Vp. The value of this

satulation is a measure of the eflectiveness of the displacement; if the saturation is close

to unity, then most of the oil was forced out of the pore spâce and the displacement wâs

highly effective.

The flow rate of water at the end of an experirnent can be used in a number of ways to

reveal celtain characteristics about the experiments. It can be used to calculate a capillary

number, ca, which is discussed below. The flow late can also be used to calculate the

effectiue pertneability of the porous rnedium at the end of each exper.iment. Anothe¡ use of
the florv rate data is to provide a direct calculation of the end-point relafiue per.meability of
water, rvhich can be directly obtained because the pressure gradient across the test column

can be used directly in Darcy's law, in the same manner that it is done for the case of
single-plrase flow to obtain tbe absolute pelmeability. In fact, one does not requir.e Darcy's

law at all to calculate the end-point relative permeability of water because the pÌessure

gradients, bulk area, absolute permeabilit¡ and viscosities are the same as for single-phase

flow. one is 
'equired 

simply to divide the e'd-point flow rate of rvater by the single-phase

flow rate of water, Q."lQ*. The single-phase flow rates of water were calculated fo¡ each

porous mediurn for each of the three pressure levels used in the experiments using Darcy's
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law and the average meâsu'ed absoluie permeability val,es (Table 5.1); the si'gle-phase

florv rates are shorvl in Table 5.2.

The capillaly nurnber with end-point flory rate is defined as

^ Q*" lr,ua: --:----,
Q AbO

rvhele þ,4¡ is the closs-sectional area of the medium open to flow, and o is the inter.facial

tensiol betrveen oil and rvater. The capillary number is iypically stated as represeniing

a ratio of the viscous folces of the invading fluid to the capillar.y forces acting betrveen

oil and water (Dong, D'llien and Zhou, iggS). strictly speaking however, the numerator

wouìd need a chalacteristic length to be a force, and the denominator rvould also need a

chalactelistic measule of the pore tadius. Ifone assumes the character.istic length in t[e
nuùìeÌator is equal to the poÌe radius then fhe pore radii terms cancel and one arrives at

the form shorvn above. Tliis folm of capillaly nurnber rvas used in this rvor.k by plotting the

data as 5.," versus C¿.

Tat¡le 5.2. Calculated singìe-phase florv rate of water.

Porous Mediutr Pr.essure Level (m) Single-phase florv rate (rnl/s)

Glass Beads

(5.1)

Silica Medium

Silica Fine

0.25

0.50

1.00

0.25

0.50

1.00

0.25

0.50

1.00

0.3936

0.7877

1.573

0.09045

0.1809

0.3617

0.02080

0.04161

0.0832i

A plot of ühe end-point satuÌation of rvater (dimensionless oil pr.oduction) versus cap-

illa'y 
'umber 

is show' in Fig. 5.4. The end-point capillary nurnber rvas plotted on a

logalithmic scale because of the rvide diversity of magnitudes represented in the data. The

features in this figure require sorne explanation, rvhich also applies to the other colour plots

shorvn in this section. Tìre symbol colours refer to the levei of pressure that was applied

during the experiments: blue refers to low pressure, green refer.s to ¡nedium pressure, and
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red to lÌigh pressu.e. Furthelmore, tlie oil viscosity is distinguished by using empty symbols

for light viscosity oil, solid symbols fol medium viscosity oil, and larger.-sized symbols for the

heavy viscosity oil (except in Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10). Due to the fact that, rvhen plotted,

the data in Fig. 5.4 seemed to fall alound a straight line, a line of best fit rvas calculated

and it rvas found to have a corlelation coefficient of 0.85. (Please note that this line of fit is
for infolmation and is secondary to the plot of the data itself. Ii is not postulated here that

this line of fit can be applied to othel rvater-flooding scenarios; further.study would reveal

if sirnila' trends are observed rvith lalger test columns and different por.ous rnedia.) several

features of this plot suggesi discussion. First, notice that most of the squares (Glass Beads)

are located neal the top righi segrnent of the plot and that most of the circles (Silica Fine)

are located near the bottom left segment of tlie plot. This indicates that the water-ffood

process was mole eflective ai displacing oil from the pores in the Glass Beads medium than

it was from the finer'-grained silica sand. The data for ihe Silica Mecliurn sand are clustered

alorurd the mid-regior of the plot. The Glass Beads data rvere seen to fall mostly in the

range of ,5.," of 0.88 to 0.94, which indicated that incr.easing the applied pressute gr.adient

had litile eflect on the total recovery of oil for the Glass Beads. The effect of increasing the

pÌessure gladient was seen to be more pronounced rvith the Silica Fine and Silica Medium

porous rnedia; as pressure increased, the amount of oil displaced also tended to increase.

This is especially evident in the silica Fine data whele distinct regions of blue, gr.een, and

l ed circles are evident in tìre figr:re fol each viscosity. The highel degree of scatter in the

blue-circle data in the lowel region of the plot is indicative of ¿ greatel degr.ee of randomness

in the experimental outcome, which rvas probably due to sliglrt diferences in the perrneabil-

ity of each sand-packing, combined with tlie dominant capillary-pressure efrects on the flow

in tlie fine-grained sand. Figure 5.4 also shows the expected inclease in capillary number

rvith increases in applied plessule, rvith the red symbols falling generally to the right of

the gleen and blue symbols. with lespect to changes in the viscosity of oil used in the

experiments, it rvas noticed tliat, to some extent, the use of a lower viscosity oil tended to

increase the end-point capillary number and the satulation of rvater. In other rvords, using

a lighter viscosity oil tended to allow fol a greatel amount of oil recovery, aud. because less

oil rvas plesent in the pore spaces at the end of an experiment, water lvas able to flow rvith

less resistance (thelefole the end-point flow rate increased).

The end-point penneabilities of each media type were plotied separateìy (see Figs. 5.5,
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5.6 and 5.7), rvith avelage values shorvn at each pressure level and viscosiiy of oil used, and

the er¡or bals iudicating the ranges of the calculated permeabilities that rvere obtained.

The absolute per'reability of each media type is also stated on the figures to indicate how

the plesence of oil in the media leduced the permeability to water. The data for Glass

Beads in Fig. 5.5 do not show any discelnible differences in end-point per.meability between

the liglrt oil and the rnediurn oil (LV and MV). In general, changes to the pressure level

malginally affected the end-poini pelmeability. One exception to this rvas rvith the LV daia

between the lorv and medium plessule Ìevels. According to the trends seen in the data

rvith the other media (discussed belorv), increases in tlie end-point per.rneabilities wiih ihe

plessule level can be expected. The uncharacteristic tlends rviih the Glass Beads data are

thai the "LV-medium P" data appear high, as do the ,,MV-lorv p', data, rvhen taken in the

context of the trends seen rvith the remaining data. Tlie end-point per.meabilities for the

heavy viscosity oil (HV) in the Glass Beads did declease significaltly compared to tliose for

the lighter oils; this probably occurred due to a gleater. quantity of residual oil r.emaining

trapped rvithin the pore space of tlie Glass Beads at tlie end of each experiment. Note that

the end-point pelrneability for the HV data distinctly increased rvith the pressure level.

Effects on the e'd-poi't pe''reability for the silica Medium a'd silica Fine sands (Figs.

5.6 and 5.7), due to changes in the p'essure level a.d oil viscosiiy, rvere clearly evident.

In each scenario, the end-poini permeability increased as the pressure level increased; also,

as the oil viscosity rvas incleased, ihe permeability was seen to decrease systematically

at each pressure level examined. The one exception to this rvas the change in end-point

perrneabilitv of the silica Fine sand betrveen the data for the light (LV) and medium (MV)

viscosity oils at the lorv plessure level. In most of tlie lesults, the end-point permeability

was, at maximum, half the value of the measured absolute permeability repor.ted on each

fig.r'e. F\'om the end-point data discussed so far, it is cleal-and it is also evide't in Fig.

5.4-that mole oil was displaced fi'om the porous mediurn as the pressure drop across the

test column incleased. with more oil produced from a given medium, a clearer path for

the flow of rvatel was cr.eated, thus increasing its flow tâte.

The end-point relatiue penneability of lvater., wliich can be calculated as e_"f e_, was

plotted agai.st the corresponding end-point saturation of rvater, ,gr" (Figs. 5.g, 5.g and

5.10) The plots rvere grouped according to media type, and the data for all viscosities and

pÌessule leveìs are shorvn as indicated by the legend. The colorr blue corresponds to a lorv
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pressuÌe level, green refers to mediurn plessuÌe, and red refers to ihe high pr.essure level.

Examini'g the data for the Glass Beads (Fig. 5.8) it is seen that most of the end-point

saturations are of similal value, betrveen 0.88 and 0.g4, but there is a sliglrt increasing trend

in saturation rvith relative pelrneability. Comparing the high (red) and lorv (blue) pressuÌe

data points fol each viscosity it rvas noticed that the couesponding relative perrneabilities

at the high p-r..essure level rvere consistently gleater than those of the lower pressur.e level

(red data are to the right of the correspo'di'g blue data). There rve.e ro discernable

differences seen betrveen the rnedium and high pÌessure data (gr.een and r.erì squares) for.

the light viscosity oil (LV); also, no obselvable difelences can be reporterì between the low

and mediurn pressure level data (blue and green triangles) for. the mediurn viscosity oil
(MV). Greater clarity rvas seen in exarnini'g the clata for the heavy viscosity oil (HV), as

three distinct zones were evident in the data: saturation and relative per.rneability increased

in value rvith increases in tlie applied pressuÌe.

The end-point satulation and relative perrneability data for the Silica Mediur¡ sand were

seen to delineate a well-defined trend (refer to Fig. 5.9). For. each viscosiiy of oil, ther.e lvere

distinct incleases in the end-point saturations of rvatel behveen the lorv and rnediurn (blue

and green) pl'essure levels. Fulthermore, definite incleases in the relative permeabilities

rvere evident between all thlee pressure levels, for constart oil viscosity. The viscosity of
oil also affected ihe relative penneabilities and saturatiorrs: as viscosity decreased, the end-

point saturations tended to increase, as did the corresponding relative permeabilities. The

data for the silica Fine sand (Fig. 5.10) were seen to be similar.ly behaved. In general, the

data appear moÌe scattered than those for the silica Mediurn sand, which can be partiaìly

attributed to stronger capillaly pÌessure effects in the finer-grained sand combined rvith

slight diffelences in the perrneability of ihe sand-packs. over.all horvever, the trend of
ilcreasilg satulation and lelative pelmeability of rvater with incr.eases in applied press¡re,

and wiih lorver viscosity values, rvas evident in the plot of tlie data. It should be noted

that an inclease in end-point relative permeability due to increases in the rate of water

injection was reported by Maini et aI. (1990); therefore, obser.vations from the current set

of experiments confi¡m those frorn a previous study.

one finaì 
'ote about Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 is that tlie occ'pied ranges of the data

sets were seen to be different between media types (absolute pelmeability). In general, the

data for silica Fine sand occupied a lower region on the ¡elative perrneability axis, a'd a
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maÌginally lorver legion on the satulation axis, thau the rìata for the Silica Medium sand.

A largel corìtrast was seen in compalirg the regions occupied by tlie data for the silica

Medium sand and the Glass Beads; a failly substantial shift on the axis (torvarcl lower

values for silica Medium sand compaled to Glass Beads) was noticed for the end-point

relative permeability values, and a small shifi (lower for Silica Mecliuni sand) rvas also seen

in the end-point satulation values. These observatio¡rs indicate that the end-point r.elative

pelmeability of water rvas affected to a large degree by ihe absolute permeability of the

medium (type of rnediurn).

5.4 Examination of the Break-Through Data

TIie Rapopo.t and Leas (1953) crite.ion for a stabilized water.-flood rvas calculatecl using

tlre total flow rate, Q¿, at Lhe break-thlougli point during each exper.imelt and also at the

end-point of each experiment usi.g the end-point florv rate of rvater, e*". "llte cr.iterion,

defirred as Lu p,*, is sorneti¡nes used by researclìe's to estimate if the imposed florv r.ate,

Ç¿, during an expe.iment is high enougli to minirnize the capillar.y pr.essuÌe gradient in
comparison to the externally imposed pressrue gÌadient. Note that u has the meaning of
a bulk speed of flow of the injected pliase and it was calculated as e¿/A6. The criterion

Lu p'., whose value Rapopo.t and Leas suggested should be somewhere betrvee' unity and

10 cn2 cp/min for siabilized conditions, rvas calculated for all of the exper.ime¡ts in this

study. Rapopori and Leas plotted the satulation of rvater ai break-thro¡gh against t[eir
criterion group and observed a plateau to occur in the data at cliterion values of around

unity; hence they postulated that stabilized conditions prevailed in their experiments at

this point. The data for the satulation of water at break-through, fi.om the experirnents in
the present study, were plotted against the calculated Rapopor.t and Leas cr.iter.ion values

(refe. to Fig 5.11). Most of the data exceeded the criterion value of unity, except for the

experiments with silica Fine sand at the low pressule ìevel, and also at the middle pr.essure

level using the heavy viscosity oil. It is seen in the figure that, contrar.y to the data of

Rapoport and Leas, a plateau did not form in the data for cr.iterio' values gr.eater than

unity or 10; in faci the data are quite disperse.

Two othe¡ know' studies that also appìied the Rapoport and Leas cliterion to their

respective data were not able to obtain a plateau and a well-defined trend with the data.
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Jones-Parra et al. (7954) tried to achieve a general scaling of iheir displacernent data f¡om

experiments conducted using glass bead packs, but a colr.elation rvith the Rapoport and

Leas critelion was not seen. Maguss and Flock (1962) conducted experiments rvith sand-

packs and a limestone cole and plotied the oil recovery data against the Rapoport and Leas

criterion. The data of Maguss and Flock shorved decreased recovery rvith increases in the

florv late. Most of the change in oil recovely at b.eak-th.ough occurred for Lu ¡t, values of

less than about 5, and a plateau in ihe data, Iike ihat of Rapopor.t and Leas, was not seen.

Data fro¡n the current study co.respo'ding to ihe end, or eaclt exper.iment was also

plotted (.sing end-point florv rates and sat'ratio's); Fig. 5.12 shorvs this data, and an

overall tÌend similar to that of Rapopolt and Leas is seen. The data shorv an inclease i¡r

saturation values rvith increases in the clitelion, tìren a short plateau occurs at a cr.iterio¡

value of around 100. Theoleticall¡ a plateau in the data must eventually occur because

the trend is bounded by the maximum satulation of unit¡ but i¡rcleases in the cr.iterion

value (abscissa) may still occur thlough the bulk speed of flow, o. Alihough the trend in
the data appears sornervìrat similal to that of Rapoport and Leas, the plateau occurs at

a greater magnitude in the plesent study; also, tlie ploi (Fig. b.12) is of end-point data

and Rapoport and Leas plotted bleak-through data. The meaning of the cl.iter.ion values is

therefore uncertain in this context.

Another inte.pretation of the Rapopo.t and Leas criter.ion for stabilized rvater-flood

conditions was posiulated by Lake (1989). Lake included the variables fr.om the Rapopor.t

and Leas clite¡ion in a nerv dir¡ensionless number that included the geometrical parametels

of the porous mediurn. The dirnensionless nurnber of Lake is

(5 2)

rvhere u is the bulk speed of flow of watel injected into the porous mediurn, and k.r" is the

end-point relative permeabiìity of water. The Rapoport ancl Leas criterion value of - 2.5

cm2'cp/min, which can be taken as the point at which capillar.y pressures have no efect on

the recovery of oil at break-through (as postulated by Rapoport and Leas), was converted

by Lake to express the similar clitical value of the nerv dimensionless 
'umber, 

N¿, and

it becomes Nt x 3. In his calculation, Lake assumed a value for the term k,..o cosl;
therefore the N¿ value of3 should be used with caution. The dimensionless numbel of Lake

was applied to the break-through data from the present study and a plot of the saturation
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of lvatel at break-through versus Lake's dimensionless .umber. is shorvn in Fig. 5.13. Thele

is no evident trend or correlation of the data seen rvhetr plotted in this colttext. TIte

dimensionless numbel rvas also applied to the end-point data fiom the cur.rent study and

a sunìmaÌy of the values obtained is shorvn in Fig. 5.14. It is noticed that the values of
N¿ are' for the rnajority, less than - r.5 and that, as seer rviih the Rapoport ard Leas

criterion, an increasing trend in the data is evident rvith a plateau star.ting at N¿ = 1 to

1.5.

The dimensionless numbel of Lake seems to have general applicability in that it incor-

polates tlìe geometric pararìetets of a porous medium, but it is still uncertain at rvhat

value stabilized conditions can be assumed to exist for the data in the plesent study. The

RapopoÌt and Leas grorp, Lu p,., and the dirnensionless Lake nuurber, ¡y'¿, were originally

used rvitlr d'ala at break-tl¿rougñ conditions duling rvater'-flood experirnents, but application

of tliese groups to the data from the present siudy rvas not successful in duplicating the

kind of t¡ends seen by the mentioned author.s. In fact, at bleak-through co¡ditions, t¡e
data froln the present study shorvs a general scattelilg of the data rvith incr.eases i¡ the

value of the Rapoport and Leas criterion gIoup, and this obser.vation agr.ees rvith those of
Jones-Parla et al. (1954) and Maguss and Flock (1962). If one assurnes that tlie end-point

data can also be used to clieck for stabilized conditions, and that a plateau in ttre data is
indicative of stabilized conditions, then accor.ding to Figs. b.12 and 5.14 rnost of the exper-

iments with the Glass Beads were done undel stabilized conditions. The one exception in

the Glass Beads data rvas when tlie heavy viscosity oil rvas used at the low pressure level.

when water immiscibly displaces an oil of heavier viscosit¡ a phe'omenon knorvn as

viscous fingering generally occurs. It is characterized by small channels (fingers) of rvater

streaking through the polous medium rvell into the oil phase, and ahead of the main dis-

placement front, thereby tending to isolate srnall legions ofthe oil from t¡e main uninvaded

zone ofoil. It has been reported in the literatu¡e that viscous fingering happens wiih greater

frequency as the flow rate ofrvate' e'tering tìre porous rnedium increases (stokes eú al., 1gg6;

sigrnund eú al , i988). In an atternpt to predict the onset of the finger.ing phenomenon,

chuoke ef a/. (1959) mathematically rnodeled velocity perturbations on a displacement front

in a planar trvo-dimensional porous mediurn. Their theory was later extended by peters

and Flock (1981) and a new dimensionless 
'urnber 

rvas obtained that predicted rvhen a

perturbed macroscopic rvater/oil interface rvould grorv a¡rd become a viscous finger. The
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dimensionless stabiliiy number derived by Peters and Flock is

rvhere

and

The number Iv" is called ihe stability number anrl values of -ly'" ( 13.56 ar.e said to be

stable and values of Ns > 13.56 are said to be unstable. In the context of the siability

number', 'stable' means that extensive viscous fingels do not form, or.they becorne clamped

out duling the florv, and 'unstable' means that viscous fingering occurs and that the fingels

continue to glorv and plopagate thlough the porous medium duling a displacernent. In the

equations above, o. is a characteristic velocit¡ M is the mobility ralio, K,u. is the end-

point perrneability of water, 1lo is the single-phase permeability of oil (sarne as absolute

permeability ifthere is no initial water saturation), and a is the angle ofthe porous ¡nedium

from the vertical axis. Also, d is the diameter of the porous rnediurn test section and iy'., is

a wettability nur¡ber that takes the value of 4.44 for expelirnents conducted rvith no intial
water saturation (Peters and Khataniar, 1g87). The peter.s and Flock stability nurnber

was applied to the break-through data of tlìe culrent study and, although a celtain degr.ee

of scatter exists in the plot of tlie data (Fig. 5.15), an overall decr.easing trend in break-

tlrrough satr.rration of water with increasing stability number is evident. This obser.vation

concurs rvitìr the finding reported by Peters and Flock (1981) where they reported a marked

decrease in break-thror.rgh recovery as irstability increased. All of the calculated N, values

rvere substantially gleater than the criterion of 13.56 rvhich therefore indicates tliat all of the

experiments rvere unstable (viscous fingering occurred). The deglee of instabiliiy intensified

as the viscosity of the oil increased (large-size symbols are to the far righi in Fig. 5.15). Ii is

interesting to note tltat the data in the plot point torvard highel break-tlrrough saturations

as iy', decreases; this trend rnakes physical sense because as displacements become more

stable (.11" -l 13.56) less viscous fingeling takes place and hence more oil is pr.oduced befor.e

break-through of water occurs. For compa.iso' rvith Figs. 5.12 and 5.14, a pìoi of the

end-point saturation of rvater ve¡sus the stability number rvas made (r.efer io Fig. 5.16).

(5 3)

(5.4)

(5 5)
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Scattering of the data is seen to be quite extensive compaled io Figs. 5.12 and 5.14. The

applicability of the stability mrmber to the end-poinü data horvevel is questionable because

fingering does not happen at the end of an experiment; most of the finger.ing phenomenon

takes place betrveen the time rvhen the rvater-flood is initiated ancl rvhen break-tltrough of

water occrìr's.

The capillary number, Ca, based on the combined (total) florv rates of rvater and oil,

8¿, was calculated for the time of break-thlough of the rvater phase for each experiment

conducted. The average saturation of water of the porous medium rvas also calculated; the

equation used to calculate Ca is Eq.(5.1) of $ 5.3 but rvith lespect to Q¿ in place of Q.,".

The volume ofoil produced up to tlÌe point of bleak-through rvas used in tlìe calculation of

saturation (dimensionless volume of oil: V.lVr) A plot of the calculated saturations and

capillary numbers is shown in Fig. 5.i7. The symbol size and colour scheme for this figure

is identical to that described earliel in $ 5.3 and it is also stâted in the figure legend.

With lespect to changes in the viscosity of oil it rvas noticed ihat, in genelal, satur.ations

decreased with inc¡eases in the viscosity. In addition, values of the capillaly nurnber also

decreased, due to increases in the viscosity of oil, rvhen compar.ing data for the same pressuÌe

level. These trends in the data ale evident at all three pressure levels. The observation of

a decrease in saturation (oil recovery) due to incleases in oil viscosity rvas also reported by

Everett eú al. (1950), Engelbelts and Klinkenbulg (1951), Jones-Parra, Stahl and Calhoun

(1954), and Croes and Scliwalz (1955). The decrease in capillaly number can be attr.ibuted

to increases in the viscous tesistance in the flow as the viscosity of the oil increased. It
is postulated tìrat the saturation at break-through also decreased rvith increases in the

viscosity of oil because of extensive viscous fingering.

Flom studying Fig. 5.17 it is noticed that the data for the Glass Beads are spread over

a very rvide range of saturation (0.1 to 0.8) compared to the data for the less permeable

media, tlie Silica Medium and Silica Fine sands. Likewise, the data for the Silica Medium

sand occupies a wider range of saturation than do those for the Silica Fine sand. The

permeability of the porous medium, or the pore size, contributed to the variability in the

saturations evident in Fig. 5.17. It is known that viscous fingering rvas prevalent during

the experiments, as numerical evidence of this rvas shown earlier rvith the calculations of

tìre Peters and Flock stability number, ly'r. Tltere is experimental evidence, as reported

by Siokes et al. (1986), that shorvs ihat the rvidth of individual viscous fingers (rvater
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fingers) decr-eases with increases in the rate of flow and also rvith decleases in the size of the

pores. Therefore, in the pr-esent study, viscous fingers in the Silica Fine sand rvould have

been smaller in rvidth (normal to the direction of flow) cornpared to those in the larger'-grain

sized media of tlie Silica Medium sand and Glass Beads. Also, as the pressur.e level incr.eased

between subsequent experimental condiiions, we can expect that the viscous fingers rvould

have developed with smaller rvidth dimensions. Trvo additional tvorks, Pavone (1gg2) and

Sigmund eú al. (1988), mention obselving the growth of smaller-rvidth viscous fingers at

higher displacement rates compaÌed to those seen during lower florv rate exper.imelts. For

analysis of the current experimental data, it can be inferred frorn tìre conservation of mass

that experinients that produced lalge-sized viscous fingels are characterized by Iiigh values

of satulation at break-through; conversel¡ experiments that produced smaller-sized finger.s

are ch¿racterized by lorvel values of satulation at break-through.

Examining the Glass Beads data in Fig. 5.i7 it is noticed that shar.p decreases in the

saturation values coincide with increases in the plessure level, but a r.regligible clìange itì

the capillary number is seen. This indicates that the total florv rate at break-through rvas

essentially the sarne among the Glass Beads experiments, r'egardless of the plessule level that

was applied. It is postulated that, as the pressure incr.eased, smaller-sized viscous finger.s

rvele formed that lowered the effective perrneability of the watel florving into the por.ous

mediurn-compaled to water flowing in ìarge-sized viscous fingers-and hence also lorvered

the florv rate at the outlet, which is reflected in the similar values of C¿ (florv rate decreased

relative to the expected increase with a higher pressure gr.adieni). The data for the Silica

Medium sand shorv a slightly diflerent trend; changes in saturation occur with increases in

the pressure level, although the spread in the data is not as great as that of the Glass Beads

data, and more disparity in the capillary number values is seen. Considering the data for.the

Siìica Fine saud, it is noticed that there is considerable variation in C¿ and only a rnar.ginal

decrease il saturation with increases in the pressure level. This trend suggests that there

rn¿y not have been much diference in the number or rvidth of the viscous fingers, for the

Silica Fine sand, with increases in the pressure level. If the saturation at break-thlough is a

function of the size of the viscous fingers, then the variation in the tr.ends seen in the data

between the three media types irnplies that viscous fingering is affected by the perrneability

of the porous medium. The rvolk of Stokes eú al. showed that the permeability aflected the

rvidth of the viscous fingels, but they did not report on the flow rate having any less of
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aÌì efect on the size of the viscous fingers in theil lorvest per.meability case. The range of

permeability that they used in their experiments rvas 20 pm2 io 4000 pm2 and they used a

viscosiiy latio of 100. It may be specr.rlated that the pelmeabilities of Stokes eú ¿1. rver.e not

low enough to obselve a ìolver limit in ihe rvidth of the viscous fingers and an insensitivity to

changes in the flotv rate. Furtlìetmote, Stokes ef al. employed coustant florv rate conditions

rvhich may produce different outcomes in the experimental dâta, compared to the use of

a constant pressure boundary condition. Il a constant pressule exper.iment, the total florv

rate is at its minimum at the beginning of the experiment and then it incr.eases over. time

as the more viscous oil is displaced from the por.ous medium.

Tliere may also be a boundary effect on the flow that influences the size and ¡rumber

of sustainable viscous fingers. The plesent set of experiments were conducted in a fixed

diameter cylindrical test section. Based on an avelàge glain size of 600 prn for the Glass

Beads, 400 pm for the Silica Medium sand, and 200 prn for ttre Silica Fine sard, the number-

of grains tlìat fit across the diameter of the test section aÌ.e 27 of the Glass Beads, 41 of

the Silica Mediurn grains, and 81 of the Silica Fine grains. In the sarne or.der, the nurnber

of grains that potentially occupy the length of the column are 433, 650 and 1300. It is not

known rvhat effect the variation in the physical number of glains occupying the tesi section

has on the viscous fingering phenomelon, although it has been observed that the largest

viscous fingel is limited by the dimensions of the test section (Stokes eú al.).

With respect to the changes in satulation seen in the current data, earlier works have also

reported observing decreases in saturation (oil recovery) at break-through with increases

in the florv rates using constant rate experiments; these include rvorks by Engelberts and

Klinkenburg (1951), Jones-Parra, Stahl and Calhoun (1954), and Peters and Flock (1981).

Jones-Palra eú al. repolted observing increases in saturation with florv rate, but these data

were shorvn to be limited to viscosity ratios that wete close to unity (< 3). Rapoport and

Leas (1953) also claimed to have seen saturation to be an increasing function of the injection

rate, but the porous medium used lvas an oil-wet Alundum core and the viscosity ratio was

close to unity (- 1,5).
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5.5 Conclusions from the Experimental Data

i. Good to excellent repeatabilily of the experimental data rvas seen, rvhich is impor-

tant for obtaining quality statistical representations fol each flow condition. The

repeatability of the experimental daia ¡vas assumed to be contr.olled pr.imarily by the

consistency of the packings of the porous media between successive exper.iments. Pro-

ducing consistent packings of the media betrveen experiments is essential fol acliieving

absolute pelrneabilities that are also similar between experiments (good precisiou).

2. The end-point relative pelrneability of water wâs seen to increase, as did the end-

point saturation of rvater' (production of oil), ivith incr.eases in tìre pressure level.

Data from the Silica Medium sand and Silica Fine sand expelirnents showed increases

in the relative permeability of water', and its saturation, with decreases in the viscosity

of the oil. The relative permeability of water and saturation also showed sensitivity to

the media type: decleases in the perrneability of ihe porous medium tended to cause

a shift torvard lower values of relative permeability and satur.ation.

3. Application of the Rapopolt and Leas (1953) criter.ion for a stabilized water-flood to

the data at bleak-through did not show any trend to suggest when capillary pressrue

effects can be neglected. The data from the curlent str.rdy conculs rvith previous works

that reported an increase in the dispariiy of the data with inc¡eases in the Rapoport

and Leas criterion (Jones-Parra, et al-, 1954; Maguss and Flock, 1962). No impr.ove-

ment in using the criterion was seen rvhen cast in dimensionless form as suggested

by Lake (1989). Application of the Peters and Flock (1981) stability cr.iterion to the

break-through data revealed that all of the experiments in tlìe current study rvere

unstabìe; that is, viscous fingering rvas prevalent in the experiments, particularly with

the heaviesü viscosity oil.

4. In general the saturation of water' (volume of oil pr.oduced) at break-through decreased

rvith increases in the applied pÌessule drop acr.oss each medium; and the decr.ease in

saturation was marked for tlie Gìass Beads data. The Silica Fine sand data shorved

substantial increases in the capillary number with increases in the pressure level and

less change in the saturation. Tltese effects can be attributed to the phenomenon of

viscous fingering. Also at break-through, the saturation of v,,¡ater decreased with in-
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creases in the oil viscosity. Overall, the data suppor.t tlie findings of many of the ear.lier

siudies that investigated unsteady-state oil displacements (Engelberts and l(linken-

burg, 1951; Jones-Parra et al., 1954).



Section 6

Relative Permeabilities Interpreted

from the Experimental Data

Tlie lelative pelrneabilities of water and oil rvere obtained by the JBN method descr.ibed

in Section 4.5. The JBN meihod relys on information obtained from each exper.irnent after

break-ihrough of the water phase occurs. The smoothing procedure that was used (B-

splines) on the data allorvs for the filst derivatives of the oil and rvater productions rvith

lespect to time to be taken; these derivatives ar.e required by the JBN method. In rnost

cases, the calculated flow rates of oil and water with tespect to time rver.e similar in profile

shape among the expeliments. After break-through, the florv rate of oil sieadily decreased

and asyrnptotically approached a value vely near zer.o at the end of the expeliment. The

total flow rate (the cornbined flow rate of oil and water) tended to increase after break-

through and then reach a maximum value at a point in time well into the experiment. The

total florv rate then gradually decreased until the exper.iment was stopped; in some cases

tlie flow rate established a steady value before the end of the exper.iment. It is contended

that this fall-off of the total florv rate near the end of an experirnent was due to oil ganglia,

still present in the column of porous media, redistributing thernselves and accumulating

near the top (outlei) of the test column. This accumulation of oil ganglia then choked the

florv of water passing through the medium and thus reduced the obser.ved total florv rate.

It was found that the JBN method was quite sensitive to fluctuations in the smoothed

curves that delineated tlie cumulative volumes of oil and water over time. Just after the

point of maximum total flow rate, the flow rate curves generally fluctuated from concave-
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dorvn to concave-up; ihis inflection in the curves caused a singularity to occur in the ratio of

the derivaiives that are required in the JBN method (refer to Eq.(a.6)). This pr.oblem was

avoided in the present analysis by considering data up to the point of maximum total flow

rate. The constant-pressure data examples that are shown by Jones and Roszelle (lg78)

rvele done considering an ahvays increasing toial florv tate with time. As mentioned above,

the declease in florv rate during the later part of the experiments has been attributed to

ganglia redistlibution, whicli is a phenomenon that is not.accounted for by the JBN method.

It rvas deemed reasonable therefore not to consider the data after the point of rnaximum

total flow late.

6.1- Statistics Applied to the Relative Permeabilities

Averaging of the relative pelmeability curves (separately for oil and water), pertaining

to each experimental condition, was done arithmetically to obtain a Ìnean curve that was

replesentative ofthe luns perforrned witli a given set ofexperimental conditions. Three ¡uns

rvere typically averaged, although up to six runs weÌe averaged in a ferv cases. At regulally-

spaced intervals of saturation, the reìative permeability curves lvete averaged according to

the equation,

E, =>)-!!,n

and tlie sarnple standard deviation was calculated using tlte equation,

In tlrese equations, ,b, is the relative permeability value (k', or kro) and rz is the number

of values to average (number of runs). For relatively small sample sizes (J to 6 runs), the

ú-statistic can be used fol statistical analysis of the data, assuming that the data are part of

a normal sarnpling population (Miller, F\.eund and Johnson, 1g90). Using the sample mean,

Ç, and standard deviation, s, a confidence interval for tlìe true mean can be obtained.

A confidence inte¡val of 95% was chosen and the interval limits were calculated ûom the

expression,

E, +t"p.|, (6.3), \/n
rvhere a : 0.05 probability level of significance and Í is the statistic value corresponding

to n - 7 degrees of freedom (a tabulated value). A FoRTRANTT cornputer. program was

(6.1)

(6.2)
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written to average the relative petmeâbility curves and output the mean curves along rvith

the sample standald deviations at regularly spaced satruation intelvals of 0.01, along with

lhe 95Vo confidence limits calculated with Eq.(6.3). (The relative permeability curves re-

felred to in this section and in $ 6.2 are those for bottr oil and water; the rvater curves

generally increase with incleases in the saturation of Ìvatet, and the oil curves dec¡ease as

the saturation of water increases.) The output Ìvas then plotted to shorv the mean relative

perrneability curves and the 95% confidence limits; the region between the confidence lim-

its is tlre conficlence intelval (please refer. to Figs. Hl H.27 for. the cornplete set of mean

curves and their associated confidence intervals). A sample of selecied rnean relative per-

meability curves and confidence intervals is shown in Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Note that

lhe 95% confidence interval is quite small in some regions of the curves (generally in the

rnid-satulation region) and very wide in other regions. This disparity reflects how rvell the

individual lelative permeability curves aglee rviih one another.: if there is a rvide range of

relative penneability values among the experiments, at â pariiculat saturation, then the

calculated standald deviation is large in value and the¡efore increases the calculated value

of the conûdence limit. The opposite is true if the relative pelmeability values among the

experiments are very close.

In order to compare the lelative penneabilities betrveen differing exper.imental condi-

tions, a two-sample ú test was per.formed usilg the averaged relative permeability curves

and their corresponding standard deviations. In essence, inferences concerning two sam-

ple means (t\'/o at a time) rvere deduced by iesting the null hypothesis that the two sample

r¡eans are T,he same based on a chosen level of significance of a : 0.05. To see if the nulÌ hy-

pothesis can or cannot be rejected, a calculated ú-statistic rvas compared against tabulated

values for t'lte n1 I n2 - 2 degrees of freedom, at each saturation intervaì. If the calculated

I value exceeded the tabulated to¡2 valte then the null hypothesis was rejected and this

sliorved that there rvas a significant difference betrveen the two sample means of r.elative

pelrneabilit¡ at a given saturation and level of significance of a : 0.05. The f-statistic

based on the sample means and the sample standard deviations rvas calculated using the

expression,

(6.4)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 each lefeÌ to an averaged relative permeability data set. plois

(n1 - l)sf + (nz - I)s2,
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of tlìe averaged relative perìneability culves that were used for the statistical compar.ative

analysis are shorvn in Appendix G (Figs. G.1-G.27) for reference. A sample of the rnean

Ìelative pelmeability culves that rvere organized for statistical comparison ale shown þere

(Figs. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6), rvhich illustrates the three main modes of comparison: changes in

absolute pelmeability, lf, changes in the viscosity of oil, po, and changes to ihe applied

plessure dlop across the test section, AI1, all among separate and repeated experiments.

A three-rvay comparative study rvas done to ascertain whether or not the. experimental

palameteÌs contribuied significant effects to the ¡elative perrneability cutves, as interpr.eted

by the JBN meihod. The experimental parameters investigated rvere the porous medium

absolute permeability K, the viscosity of the oil po, and pressure drop across the test col-

umn AIJ. Null hypothesis testing was conducted over the common satulation ranges of

trvo mean relative pelmeability curves at a time. For example, at a given pressure level

and rvith the same oil viscosities, the relative perraeabilities of both oil and water were

conpared betrveen those of the highest pelrneability rnedium (GB) and those of the middle

pellneability rnedium (SM). Then comparison Ìvas done betrveen the relative permeabilities

of ihe middle perneability medium (SM) and the lowest perrneability medium (SF), and

then finally betrveen the relative pelrneabilities of the highesi pelmeability medium (GB)

and the lorvest permeability medium (SF). Comparisons of this type rvere done at each of

the three pressule levels and fo. all thlee oil viscosities. Sinilarly, null hypothesis testing

was done to compare the relative permeabilities for difering oil viscosities (with the per-

rneability and pressure drop kept the same), and then for difrering pressure levels (with the

permeability and oil viscosities kept the same).

The results for all null hypothesis testing are shown in tabular form in Tables 6.1 through

6.6. Saturation ranges ovel which the null hypothesis test fai,ted are shown: these indicate

wherc signif'cant differences betrveen the compared relative perrneabilities rvere found, based

on the statistics at the a : 0.05 significance level. In most of the table entries, two ranges

of numbels are shown, one range outside parentheses and a second range inside parentheses.

The first range of values indicates the sâturation vâ,lues where significant diffelences occurred

in tlre comparative statistical analysis, and the range insir\e the parentheses is t[e complete

range over which the statistical comparison rvas done. Separate tables are shown for the

rvater and oil relative perrneabilities and for each mode of comparison. The symbol NC
indicates that a cornmon range ofsaturation did not exist for comparison purposes, therefore
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no comparison tvas possible for that particulal case. The syrnbol NSD indicates that no

significant difference was seen betrveen the relative permeabilities cornpared. In some of the

table entries, single values of saturation are shorvn: this means that at only the indicated

value of saturation did a significant diflerence between the compaled reìative pelmeabilities

exist.

6.2 Results of the Comparative Study

Exaniining all of the siatistical comparison iables, it is seen that in genelal the perrneability

of the niedia (the rnedia type) affecied the relative perrneability curves most significantly.

The ranges of saturation shorvn in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, which are seen to be quite wide at the

mediuln and high plessule levels, indicate that the relative perrneabilities differ significantly

betrveen the media types cornpared. At ihe low pressure level, minimal significant eflects

were found rvith the media type comparisons, and in quite a few cases no compar.ison was

possible because of the absence of common regions of relative permeability. with increases

in the pressule level, the range of saturation ovel which significant differences in relative

permeability occurred also increased. This trend lvas due to the fact that increases in the

expelirnental pressur..e level tended to produce more complete relative permeability profiles

that extended over a wider range of saturation, and that the profiles shorved agreement

among repeated experiments. The standard deviations in the relative permeabilities there-

fole tended to be smaller in value rvith pressule increases, allorving for a rvider lange of

disparity to be evident between the cases considered. It is also evident f¡om Tables 6.1

and 6.2 that the media permeability affected the relative permeabilities about equally for

the rvater phase and the oil phase. when cornparing the mean relative permeability curves

during the siatistical analysis, it rvas noticed that decleases in the media permeability,

GB-+SM-+SF, tended to shift the water relative pelmeability curves lotver on the relative

permeability scale and torvard sliglrtly higher values on the saturation axis (Figs. G.3, G.6,

G.9). This ovelall shift in the cur.ves rvas noticed most in comparing the Glass Beads to the

silica Medium sand. Noie that the tlend of a decrease in the relative permeability of water

aglees rvith observations that were seen with the end-point relative permeability of water

discussed previously in $ 5.3. The relative permeability curves of the oil phase tended to

sliift torvard lorver values of relative petmeability as the media permeability decreased.
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GB -- SM NC
GB -- SF NC
sM -- sF 0.s6 -- 0.61 (0.56 -- 0.61)

GB -- SM 0.62 -- 0.67 (0.62 -- 0.67)
GB -- SF 0.47 - 0.63 (0.47 -- 0.63)
sM -- sF NSD (0.62 - 0.63)

GB -- SM NC
GB -- SF NC
sM -- sF 0.46 -- 0.s4 (0.46 - 0.s4)

-l

Heavy

ificant Effect of Media Permea

0.67 -- 0.78 (0.67 -- 0.78)
0.67 -- 0.69 (0.67 -- 0.69)
0.57 -- 0.69 (0.57 -- 0.69)

0.50 -- 0.7s (0.47 -- 0.75)
o.44 -- 0.72 (O.44 -- O.72)
0.47 -- 0.69 (O.47 -- O.72)

0.44 -- 0.55 (0.44 -- 0.ss)
0.46 -- 0.55 (0.46 -- 0.55)
0.46 -- 0.63 (0.46 -- 0.6s)

GB -. SM NC
GB -- SF NC
sM -- sF 0.s6 -- 0.61 (0.s6 -- 0.61)

GB -- SM 0.62 -- 0.67 (0.62 -- 0.67)
GB -- SF 0.60 -- 0.63 (0.47 -- 0.63)
sM -- sF NSD (0.62 -- 0.63)

GB -- SM NC
GB -- SF NC
sM -- sF 0.46 -- 0.54 (0.46 -- 0.54)

Heavy

on Relative Permea

0_39 -- 0_80

0.44 -- 0.78
0.44 -- 0.76

0.33 -- 0.78
0.36 -- 0.75
0.39 -- 0.66

0.33 -- 0.69
0.40 -- 0.66
0.40 -- 0.66

(0.38 -- 0.80)
(0.44 -- 0.78)
(0.44 -- 0.78)

(0.33 -- 0.78)
(0.36 -- 0.75)
(0.36 -- 0.7s)

(0.33 -- 0.69)
(0.40 -- 0.66)
(0.40 -- 0.66)

0.67 -- 0.78 (0.67 -- 0.78)
0.67 -- 0.6e (0.67 -- 0.69)
0.59 -- 0.69 (0.57 -- 0.69)

0.s1 -- 0.75 (0.47 -- 0.75)
0.50 -- 0.72 (o.44 - O.72)
0.51, 0.s5 (0.47 --0.72)

NSD (0.44 -- 0.s5)
0.s1 -- 0.s5 (0.46 -- 0.s5)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.65)

0.38,0.39: 0.49 -- 0.80 (0.38 -- 0.80)
0.44 - 0.46; 0.52 -- 0.78 (0.44 -- 0.78)
0.44 - 0.48; 0.s7 -- 0.78 (0.44 -- 0.78)

0.s6 -- 0.78 (0.33 -- 0.78)
0.49 -- 0.75 (0.36 - 0.75)
0.5r -- 0.67 (0.36 -- 0.75)

0.37 -- 0.69 (0.33 -- 0.69)
0.50 -- 0.66 (0.40 -- 0.66)

NSD (0.40 -- 0.66)



Of tlie literature surveyed, no discussion was found on the effect of rnedia permeability

otr the lelative perrneabilities calculated by ihe JBN method. Florn the culrent experimental

study, the permeability has a rnajor significant effect on the relative perrneabilities of both

oil and rvater. Sorne litelatule exists that discuss the effect of permeability on steady-

state relative perrneabiliiies; for example, Wycof and Botsei (1936) and Muskat and Meres

(i936) claimed to lìave rìot seen arìy diference in tlie steady-state relative penneabilities

due to diffelences in the absolute per.rneability. Hotvever., Peters atd Khataniar (1g87) have

clearly shorvn that unsteady-state relative permeabilities computed by the JBN technique

are substantially different fron those of the süeady-state method, and that the difference

rvidens rvitli the level of instability of the water.-flood displacemenis. Cìrang ef ø1. (1g92) also

observed disparity betrveen the relative permeability cur.ves obtained by ihe JBN method

and those ploduced by the steady-state method.

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 list the langes of saturation over rvìrich there tvere significant cìif.

fe¡ences in the relative perrneabilities due to diffelences in the viscosities of oil that rvere

used. At the low pressure level, there rver.e essentially no significant differ.ences (NSD), and

in many cases no compalison (NC) tvas possible. Two exceptions to this were the water

relative penneabilities (Table 6.3) betrveen the LV and MV oils for the Silica Medium sand,

and betrveen LV and HV for ihe Silica Fine sand. A significant efect can be seen in most

entries of the last trvo columns of rable 6.3 indicating that, at the rnediurn and high pressure

levels, there were significant differences between the relative permeabilities of water due to

the viscosity of oiì used. The saturation r.anges of significance in these columns aÌ.e seen

to be concentrated around the mid-saturation region; the ranges of saturation also increase

betwee¡r the rnedium and high pressure levels. When compar.ing the mean relative pelrne-

abiìity curves during the statistical analysis, it was noiiced that increasing the oil viscosity

tended to shifi the relative permeability of rvater cur.ve for Glass Beads slighily higher on

the lelative pelmeability scale (Fig. G.12). Fol the Silica Medium and Silica Fine sands, the

effect of increasing the oil viscosity was to câuse a shift in the mean water curve to values

lower on the relative permeability scale (Figs. G.14, G.15, G.17, G.13). This agrees rvitlr

earlier results from calculating the end-point relative permeability ofwater ($ 5.3); increases

in the viscosity of oil tended to lorver the relative penneability of ÌvateÌ. with r.espect to

the relative permeabilities of oil (Table 6.4), the effect of the disparate oil viscosities was

seen to be less significant overall than that found for the water relative permeabilities. No
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Glass Beads
(hish K)

Sil¡ca Medium
(med¡um K)

Si¡ica Fine
(low K)

LV -- MV
LV -- HV
MV -- HV

LV -- MV
LV -- HV
MV-- HV

LV -- MV
LV -. HV
MV.. HV

o)(o

on Relative Permeability of Water

0.62 -- 0.67 (0.62 -- 0.67)
NC
NC

NSD (0.47 -- 0.61)
0.47 -- 0.s4 (0.47 -- 0.54)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.s4)

Glass Beads
(hish K)

Silica Medium
(medium K)

Silica Fine
(low K)

NC
NC
NC

NSD (0.67 -- 0.82)
NC

0.39 -- 0.55 (0.39 -- 0.55)

0.47 -- 0.72 (0.47 -- 0.75)
0.47 -- 0.67 (0.47 -- 0.67)
0.s0 -- 0.67 (0.47 -- 0.67)

0.s7--0.61 (0.s7 -- 0.69)
0.57, 0.s8 (0.57 -- 0.6s)

0.46 -- 0.51 (0.46 -- 0.6s)

LV .- MV
LV -- HV
MV -- HV

LV -- MV
LV -- HV
MV.- HV

LV -- MV
LV -- HV
MV -- HV

on Relative Permeab¡l¡ty of Oil, kro.

0.37 -- 0.59 (0.26 -- 0.83)
0.74,0.75 (0.26 -- 0.7s)

0.29 -- 0.75 (0.25 -- 0.75)

0.38 - 0.63; 0.67 -- 0.76 (0.38 -- 0.78)
0.38 - 0.68 (0.38 -- 0.69)
0.43 -- 0.6s (0.33 -- 0.69)

0.44 - O.48',0.62 -- 0.65 (0.44 -- 0.7s)
0.44 -- 0.66 (0.44 -- 0.66)
0.43 -- 0.66 (0.40 -- 0.66)

NC
NC
NC

NSD (0.62 -- 0.67)
NC
NC

NSD (0.47 -- 0.61)
NsD (0.47 -- 0.54)
NSD (0.46 -- 0.54)

NSD (0.67 -- 0.82)
NC

NSD (0.39 -- o.ss)

NSD (0.47 -- 0.75)
NSD (0.47 -- 0.67)
NSD (0.47 -- 0.67)

0.61 -- 0.69 (0.s7 -- 0.69)
0.64, 0.6s (0.s7 -- 0.65)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.6s)

0.42 -- O.64 (0.26 -- 0.83)
NSD (0.26 -- 0.75)

0.74,0.75 (0.25 -- 0.75)

0.38 -- 0.42 (0.38 -- 0.78)
0.38 -- 0.44 (0.38 -- 0.69)
0.4e -- 0.68 (0.33 -- 0.69)

0.44 - 0.5f ; 0.s8 -- 0.75 (0.44 - 0.75)
0.45 -- 0.49 (0.44 -- 0.66)
0.64 -- 0.66 (0.40 -- 0.66)



significant diffelences betrveen oil relative pelneabilities rvele seen at the low pressure level,

or no compalison rvas possible; a marginal effect tvas seen at the medium pressur.e level

rvith the Silica Fine sand. Lirnited ranges of saturation rvere obiained at the high pressrue

level among all media types, indicating that some deglee of significant efiect, due to the oil

viscosity, on the oil lelative permeabilities rvas evident, and this occurred primar.iìy in the

¡nid-saturation region (0.40 - 0.60).

There rvere essentially two investigations identified in the liteÌatuÌe that concluded that

the viscosiiy ratio has no effect on the relative perrneability cur.ves (Table 2.1). Odeh (195g)

argued tìiat, based on obselvations fi'om steady-state r.elative pelmeability curves, the effect

of the viscosity ratio on lelative permeability rnay not be seen rvith high pelrneability porous

rnedia. The two investigations in Tâble 2.1 include ihat of Cr.oes and Schwarz (1g55), who

used a permeability of 200 Darcies, and that of Johnson et aI. (7959), rvho used a medium

rvith a pemreabiliiy of 11.5 Dalcies. Peters and I(hataniar (1987) also maintained that

a porous lnedirtr¡ rvith a high absolute perrneabiìity may allorv fol'stable displacement

condiiions to occul and a negligibìe eflect of viscosity ratio on the relative permeabiliiies io

result. In the plesent work, significant differences betrveen the relative permeability curves

due to differences in the oil viscosity are seen rvith the Glass Beads (highest permeability)

but it is knorvn that all of ihe experiments were unstable, as discussed earlier. However, it
is noticed in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that the ranges of significant difference for the Glass Beads

is in sorne cases rìore restrictive than those for the Silica Medium sand (e.9., LV-HV and

MV-HV cornparisons at High Pressure in Table 6.4; also, LV-HV at High Pressure in Täble

6.3 and all entries at Medium Pressure in Table 6.3).

The results of the present study regarding the contributive effect of the viscosity ratio

on the relative penneability curves supports other wor.k found in the literature (Lefebvre

du Pre¡ i973; Singhal et al., lg76; Islarn and Bentsen, 1986). In particular, the work of

Islam and Bentsen showed tlìat, as the viscosity ratio increased, the r.elative permeability

of rvater curve tended to decrease (in r.elative petmeability) and the oil curve tended to

increase. The culrelt results rvith the Silica Medium and Silica Fine sands also exhibited a

declease in the mean relative permeability of water curve ¿ìs the viscosity ratio increased.

The effect of the pressule level (loiv, medium or liigh) on the relative permeabilities of

rvater and oil is summarized in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. Comparisons rvere done rvith the mean

relative permeabilities bettveen two pressure levels at a time, and wiih the oil viscosity and
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Table 6.5.

Porous Med¡um

Glass Beads
(h¡sh K)

S¡lica Medium
(medium K)

Silìca Fine
(low K)

Effect of Pressure

Low - Medium
Low - High

Medium - High

Low -- Medium
Low - High

Medium - H¡gh

Low - Medium
Low - High

Med¡um - High

-l

on Relative Permeabi

Table 6.6.

o.76,0.77 (0.76 -- 0.82)
0.76 -- 0.79 (0.76 -- 0.83)
0.67, 0.68 (0.67 -- 0.82)

0.75 (0.56 -- 0.75)
0.75 (0.56 -- 0.75)
0.63 (0.47 -- 0.78)

0.57 -- 0.61 (0.s7 -- 0.61)
0.48 -- 0.61 (0.47 -- 0.61)
0.58 -- 0.65 (0.57 -- 0.69)

Porous Medium

Glass Beads
(hish lO

Silica Medium
(medium K)

Silica Fine
(low l0

of Water, krw.

NSD (0.47 -- 0.72)
NSD (0.47 -- 0.72)
NSD (0.39 -- 0.82)

0.62 -- 0.64 (0.62 -- 0.67)
0.62 -- 0.64 (0.62 -- 0.67)

NSD (0.47 -- 0.7s)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.63)
0.62, 0.63 (0.46 -- 0.63)

0.48 -- 0.68 (0.44 -- 0.72\

Low -- Medium
Low - High

Medium - High

Low - Medium
Low - High

Medium - High

Low - Medium
Low - High

Med¡um - H¡gh

NSD (0.76 -- 0.82)
0.83 (0.76 -- 0.83)
NSD (0.67 -- 0.82)

0.56 (0.56 -- 0.7s)
0.s6 -- 0.58 (0.s6 -- 0.75)

NSD (0.47 -- 0.78)

NSD (0.s7 ,- 0.61)
0.48 -- 0.61 (0.47 -- 0.61)
0.62 -- 0.69 (0.57 -- 0.69)

NC
NSD (0.22 -- 0.26)
NSD (0.33 -- o.ss)

0.46 -- 0.54 (0.46 -- 0.s4)
0.46 -- 0.s4 (0.46 -- 0.54)

0.44,0.45;0.61 -- 0.67 (0.44 -- 0.67)

0.46 -- 0.s4 (0.46 -- 0.54)
0.40 -- 0.s4 (0.40 -- 0.s4)
o.47 -- 0.49 (0.46 -- 0.65)

of Oil, kro.

NSD (0.47 -- 0.72)
NSD (0.47 -- 0.72)
NSD (0.39 -- 0.82)

NSD (0.62 -- 0.67)
0.62 -- 0.67 (0.62 -- 0.67)

NSD (0.47 -- 0.7s)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.63)
NSD (0.46 -- 0.63)
NSD (0.44 -- 0.72)

NC
0.24 -- 0.26 (0.22 -- 0.26)

NSD (0.33 -- 0.55)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.54)
0.46i 0.51 -- 0.s4 (0.46 -- 0.s4)

0.44 (0.44 -- 0.67)

0.46 -- 0.s4 (0.46 -- 0.s4)
0.40 - 0.s4 (0.40 -- 0.s4)

NSD (0.46 -- 0.6s)



media peÌmeability kept the sa.me. A very lirnited effect due to the pressuÌe drop is seen

regarding tlie Glass Beads lelative permeabilities (firsi rorv-gr.oupings in Tables 6.5 and 6.6);

tlie relative pelmeabilities of rvater (Table 6.5) for the light viscosity oil shorved significant

difelences at just a few saturation points. Analysis of the Silica Medium sand data revealed

tllat the mean telative pelmeabilities of water differed significantly between the pressure

levels at only celtain values of saturation for the liglrt and medium viscosity oils (0.75 and

0.63, and 0.62 - 0.64), and that the r.ange of saturation increased witli the viscosity of

the oil used (rriddle rorv-grouping of Table 6.5). A somewhat wider r.atrge of saturation

rvas obtained rvith the heavy viscosity oil between all pressule levels compared. For the

cornparisons done with the Silica Fine sand (last row-groupings in Tables 6.5 and 6.6), a

lilnited ralge of saturation rvas obtained fol rvhich significani diflerences in the relative

permeability of oil were seen (Table 6.6) using the light and heavy viscosity oils. Limited

ranges of satulation fol Silica Firre sand rvele also obtained for the lelative permeability

of wateÌ that were similar to those seen for. ilie Silica Medium sand. No overall definitive

tlend rvas evident concerning increases in the plessure level and its efect on the relative

pelrneability cutves rvhen comparisons rvere done utilizing the rnean relative permeability

curves; horvever, some increases in the water and oil relative permeability cutves were seen

rvitlr incleases in the pressule level fol the Silica Fine sand cases (Figs. G.25, G.26, G.27).

Recall that there was cleal evidence frorn calculating the end-point relative permeability of

water ($ 5.3) that showed definite increases in tlie relative permeability with increases in the

level of pressule used ir the experirnents. Because tìre end-point relative per.meability is a

dilectly calculated quaìtity, any eflects due to pressule differ.ences ale accur.ate reflections

of the florv. This adds a degree of confidence to the obselvation of an incr.easing trend in the

mean JBN leìative permeability of water curves with increases in the pressure level used.

Thele is consistent evidence in the literat¡.rre that shorvs that clianges to the flow rate

arnong displacernent experiments influences ihe JBN relative perrneability curves (Table

2.1). It is irnportant to note that all of the studies lisied in Table 2.1 rvere done by per-

forming constant flow rate experiments, except those of Delclaud (1g72) rvhich were done

by injecting gas at a constant pressure. The follorving works repolted obselving increases in

the relative perrneability of water rvith i¡rcreases in the rate of injection: Sufi ef al. (1g82),

Islam and Bentsen (1986), Peters and Khataniar (1987), Mohaniy and Miller (i991) and

Chang eú al. (1997). Observations from the current study confirm the trend of an increase
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in relative perrneability of rvater. rvith increases in flotv r.ate, although constant plessu¡e

was the plesclibed boundary condition in this rvork. The study of Peter.s and Khataniar

indicated that the relative permeability of oil tends to decrease rvith incleases in flow rate;

evidence was seen in the current study tliat the relative permeability of oil increased rvith

the pressure applied. This disclepancy may be the result of using a differeni boundar.y

condition (constant plessure) compated to thai used by Peter.s and Kliataniar. (constant

florv rate).

6.3 Conclusions from the Comparative Study of Relative

Permeabilities

1. In oldel of significant influence, it rvas found that the absolute per.neability, K, of

the porous nedium, the viscosity of the oil, po, and tlie level of pressure dr.op applied

across the column of porous media, AI1, all affected the relaiive permeabilities of

rvatel and oil. The absolute per.rneability (type of porous mediurn) and the oil viscosity

wele seell to have a more extensive significant effect on the relative perrneabilities at

the liigher pÌessure leveÌs (mediurn and high pressur.e), although the effect of the oil

viscosity on the oil lelative perrneability did not becorne significant until the highest

pressure level was used. The level ofplesure drop used in the expeliments had tlie least

significant efrect on the relative per.rneabilities compared to the other two experimeutal

paratneters. Pressure had more of an influence on the relative perrneabilities of ÌvateÌ

than on the relative pelmeabilities of oil; and significant differ.ences in the tvater

lelative permeabilities were seen rnostly with the Silica Mediurn and Silica Fine sands

(lorvel pelrneability media).

2. The efects ofthe experimental palameters on the lelative perrneability of rvater culves

agleed rvith those observed rvith the directly calculated end-point relative permeability

of Ìvater. The observations of the cur.rent study regar.ding effects on the JBN r.elative

penneability cutves suppotts those gener.ally found in the Ìiterature.
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Section 7

Summarry of the Present Research

Concluding statements have aheady been given at tlìe end of the tlrree main sections of

this rvolk. This section su¡nmarizes the lesearch as a whole and includes a list of novel

contlibutions.

The analytical developrnents of both the bundle of parallel tubes and the bundle of

serial tubes ale clear-ly shorvn in Section 3 for all cases of viscosity ratio and including

local capillary pressure effects. The tube bundle rnodels plovide virtual ideal realizations

of immiscible trvo-phase florv in conceptual porous media. Calculations of oil displacements

fi'om the tube models rvere perfolrned for valious viscosity ratios and for cases thai did not

include local capillary plessuÌes and others that did include capillaly pressutes. A study of

the niodels rvith application ofthe JBN method shorved an eflect ofthe viscosity ratio on the

relative perrneability curves that rvas rnarked. Diffelences wete seen between the relative

penneability curves obtained by the JBN meihod and those obtained by direct calculation.

Weaknesses of the traditional assurnptions behind the JBN meihod (Buckley and Leverett

theoly) rvere discussed. In particular', ornission of the capillar.y pressure gr.adient in the

conventional theoretical treatments of two-phase flow is showl to be over-simplistic because

rnacloscopic eflects on the plessure gradients can be caused by both local capillar.y pressule

effects a¡rd viscous effects.

Direct calculation of virtual oil displacement experiments rvith the tube bundle mod-

els enabled the calculation of such quantities as the average fluid pressur.es and pressure

gradients, bulk flotv rates, and the dilect calculation of the relative permeabilities of wa-

ter and oil. These quantities are typically unknolns in any physical experiment that is
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done rvith porous media. Direct analysis of a dynarnic netrvolk model rvith calculation of

an imbibition type of florv has not been repolted in tlie literature. Plots of the relative

pelrneabilities and the macroscopic capillaly pressure vetsus local saturation of rvater. rvere

delireated arld discussed regalding the effects of the level of applied plessut'e and the vis-

cosity ratio. Furthermole, the dynarnic relative pelmeability culves rvele compared against

those obtained by ihe steady-stâte method; and the macr.oscopic capillary pressute cur.ves

rvere compaled agå.inst those obtained by the steady-state drainage tecltnique. The level of

pressure and the viscosity râtio wele seen to substantially affect the lelative peÌmeability

and macloscopic capillary pÌessure curves fol the parallel tube bundle. The efect of these

paÌanìeteÌs on the lelative perrneabilities for the ser.ial iube bundle was less marked, but

the appìied pressure level and viscosity of oil did afect the macroscopic capilla.r.y pressule

curves. Differences between the steady-state relative permeability curves and the directly

calculated culves rvele noticecl fol the bundle of parallel tubes model. Thel.e rvas a defi-

nite contlast also seen between the steady-state drainage capillaly p:r.'essure curves and the

dynamic pseudo-capillary pressllre cllrves for both iube bundle models.

A comprehensive three-rvay experimental examination of the eflects of the applied pres-

sule dlop, viscosity of the oil, and perrneability of the medium on the relative permeability

culves detelmined by the JBN rnethod rvas carried out. Experiments rvere performed at

least thlee times for evely combination of the expelimental variables to demonstrate that

essentially the same ploduction history of oil ¿nd watel could be obtained with successive

packings of an unconsolidated porous rnedium. A statistical analysis of the relative per-

meability cuwes showed that-from a lalge number of experirnents conducted to provide

sumcient evidence and statistical variation-the per.rneability of the medium, the viscosity

of the oil and the plessure level all significantly affected the relative per.meability curves.

In particular, the permeability of the medium had the strongest influence, and the viscosity

of tlie oil and pressure level a.ffected the lelative permeability of rvater culves with greater

statistical certainty (ralges of significant difference rvere wider) than for the oil phase. The

results from this statistical analysis of the relative perrneability curves provide substantial

evidence regalding the effects of the florv variables. This type of thorough cornparative

study based on a large body of experimental dâta is seldom reported in tlte literatur.e; a

study of this type rvith the JBN relative permeabilities is novel.

A close examination of the uninterpreted experimental data rvas also done due to its



availability and the oppoltunity to cornpale results ivitli those found in the literature.

Quantities at break-tlrrough ofthe rvatel phase suclÌ as satulation ofrvater, capillaly munber

and stability number rvere obtained; quantities corresponding to the end-point of each

experiment such as saturation of tvatet., capillary numbel and tlie relative pelrneability

of rvater rvele also exarnined. The extensive body of data from the present investigation

cornplements that found in the literature; also, ihe cutr.ent dâta ar.e novel due to the use

of a constant pressure boundaly condition il the exper.itnents. The applied pr.essure and

viscosity latio rvele seen to cleally affect the end-point lelative permeability of water. values;

increases in the relative perrneability rvere seen due to incleases in the pressure (for all media

types) or wìren the viscosity of the oil rvas lower.ed (for the Siìica sands). The absoh.rte

permeability of the medium also affected the end-poir.rt lelative permeability of rvater; the

relative permeability rvas seen to be higìr in value for. ihe higli peÌmeability medium (and

also high in the value of satulaiion) and lorver in value for the lorver perrneability media

(the saturation also decleased). A plot of the capillary nurnber. at break-through versus

saturation revealed distinct proglessions in the data rviih increases both in the viscosity of

the oil and the appliecl pressure level; the absolute per.rneability of the r¡edium tended to

localize the data in distinct legions of the plot. Explanations of the trends obselved in the

data rvere based on viscous fingering alguments that have appeared in the literature.

The novel contributions of this rvol k ar.e the following:

o Alalytical deveìopments for two different tube bundle rnodels rvele shorvn. A bundle of

parallel non-intersecting tubes ofvarious diamete¡s, and a bundle ofselial tubes whose

diameters vary at periodic locations along each serial tube, rvele treated as poÌorìs

media and the immiscible displacement of oil by rvater was calculated dynamically rvith

the boundary condition of a constant overall pressure dr.op. The dynamic tracking of

the rvater/oil interfaces thlougli the tubes duling a wetting invasion plocess and the

calculation of the local and bulk florv quantities provided detailed knowledge of the

florv, requiring few simplifying assumptions.

o Conventional JBN analysis of the tube bundle models levealed that the relative per-

rneability curves are strong functions of the viscosity ratio of oil to rvater. Direct

calculation of the relative permeability culves based on the phase-specific form of
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Darcy's larv rvas pelformed, including local capillary ptessures in the model calcula-

tions. The dilect relative per.meabilities for. the bundle of paralìel tubes rvere seen

to be affected by the pressure dlop and the viscosity tatio. The direct relative per.-

meabilities for the bundle of serial tubes wete seen to be rveak functions of the florv

parametels. Compalison of the dynamic relative per.meabilities rvith the steady-state

curves was also done; results for the bundle of palallel tubes shoivecl rnarked differe¡ces

in the curves frorn the trvo metìrods.

o A suite of over g0 experiments rvas carried out that included systematic variation of

thlee pararneters; the viscosity of tlie oil, the pr.essure dr.op across the rnediurn, and

the absolute pelrneability of the mediurn. The data rver.e analyzed by application of

the JBN method to obtain the lelative permeability curves. A statistical analysis of

the relative perrneabilities, using avetaged relative per.rneability curves, demonstrated

that the florv palarnetels significantly affect the interpr.eted r.esults. The body of data

from the large number of expeliments perfor.med pr.ovide substantial evidence of the

sensitivity of the ¡:esults fi'on the JBN method to the viscosity ratio, the level of

pÌessure used, and the pelrneability of the por.ous rnedium.

r The end-point relative permeability of rvater rvas calculated dir.ectly from the experi-

mental data, and its value, along rvith the end-point saturation of rvater, rvas seel to

be aflected by the experimental flow parameters. T\.ends rver.e identified in plots ofthe

end-point capillary number versus satur.âtion and tìie break-through capillar.y number

versus saturation; specific tre¡rds were due to the valiation i¡r the flow parametets.
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4.3 Direct Calculation of Relative Permeabilities for the

Bundle of Serial T\rbes, pc:0
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B.1 Results for the Bundle of Parallel T\rbes at n: L
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Figure 8.1:Relative permeabilities for parallel tubes, [>1, ÀP=1Pa.
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Appendix E

Matlab Codes

8.1 Code Used to Calculate Absolute Permeability K
'r-------------
% MATLAB program (perm,n) for calculating the absolute permeability, K,
7, of the porous medium.

7 All quantities are in basic Metric units (m,kg,s).

'l set physical property valuesr
pa=0,0;pe=0.0;
densv = 998.0 ; viscw = 0,001 ;

% set elevation Level-s i
za = 0,79t ; ze = 0.297 ;

zb = 0.153 ; zc = 0.413 ; zda = 0.520 ; zdb = 0.555 ;

7. set experinental flow rate (m3/s, or cm3/s times e-6):

q = 0.0416026e-6 ; ./. change L2 to L2 for high pressure case

% set geonetry dímensions:
d2 = 0.00635 ; 12 = L.0 i
d3 = 0.016256 ; lf, = zc - zb ;

d4a = 0,004 i I4a = zda - zc ;

d4b = 0.002 ; 14b = zdb - zda ;

d5 = d2 ; 15 = 1.090 + 0.070 + 0.039 ;

ab = pil4.0*(d3)^2 ;
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% compute desired qua¡titj.es:
pb = pa + dens!¡*g.81+ ( za-zb) - ((8.o+denslÌ/(pí^2*d2^4))+q^2 +...

( 128. o*viscv*lZ/ (pí+d2^ 4) ) +q) ;

pdb = pe + 128 .o*vi scw*15/ (pi *d5 ^4) *q - densr¡+9.81*(zdb-ze) ;
pda = pdb + 128 .O*vi scs+f4bl (pi*d4b^ 4) *q - densr,r*g . 81+ (zda-zdb) ;
pc = pda + 128. o*vi scw*l4al (pj.*d4a^4) *q - densw+g . 8 7* (zc-zd.a) i
k = q* (visð¡*13) / (ab* (pb-pc-g.81* (densl¡*I3) ) ) ;

7 The pressures used above are static pressures. To obtaj.n the
'/, hydraulic pressure, add the eLevation head:
elhdb = 9.81*densw+zb ;

elhdc = 9.81*densl¡+zc ;

elhdda = 9.8l+denslr*zda ;

elhddb = 9.81*ds¡s!¡*2¿¡ ;

hydrp = [pb;pc;pda;pdb] + [elhdb; elhdc; elhdda; elhddb] ;

format long e ; ./, cbanges display preci.sion

'I-------------

8.2 Code Used to Calculate Flow Rate

þ------------
% MATLAB program (fIo¡r.rn) to calculate the single-phase flow rate of
% oil through a porous nedium given the head, viscosity, a¡d perrneability.
7 The floç rate appears in the last entry of vector x. Also used to
7 obtain the single-phase flov rate of r¡ater alxd pressures (set oil
'/. density a¡d viscosity equal to that of water).

jl All quaatities are in basj.c }letric units (m,kg,s).

7 set physical property values:
densw = 998.0 ; viscw = 0,001 ;

denso = 842,8tL ; visco = 0.0291612606 ;

7. denso = 842.811 ; visco = 0.0291612606 ; ll tight viscosity oil values
7 denso = 861.274 ; visco = 0.0542603 ; 7, ¡nedium viscosity oil values
7 denso = 870,256 ; visco = 0.777440; '/. heavy vj.scosity oil values
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7 set elevation fevels:
za = L.259 ; ze = 0.259 ; ./. Note that 12 = L2 îor high pressure case
zb = 0.153 ; zc = O.4I3 ; zda = O.52Q ; zdb = 0.555 ;

7 set experirnental peüreability value:
'/. k = 206.796e-f2 ; f, penn for gtass beads
% k = 46.5708e't2 ; '/, perrn for silica rnediu¡n
k = 70,667747e-72 ; '1, perrn for silica fine

7 set geonetry dimensions:
d2 = Ô.00635 ; 72 = 7.2 ;

d3 = 0.016256 ; L3 = zc - zb i
d4a = 0.004 i L4a = zd.a - zc i
d4b = 0.002 ; 14b = zdb - zda ;

d5 = d2 ; 15 = 1.090 + 0.070 + 0.039 ;

ab = pil4.0* (d3) ^2 ;

% initialize flow rate for iterations:
qo = 0.0 ;

./. set pseudo-interface position (ca¡)t be > 13):
xi = 0.0 ; 7 xi = 0.0 specifies pn fi11ed with oil

7 conpute natrix ând vector elements:
a15 = 8.o*denswxqo/(pi^2*d2-4) + 128.o+viscîr*t2/ (pí*d2^4),
a25 = (viscw*xi + visco*(13-xi))/(k*ab) ;
a35 = 128, o*visco*14al (pi*d4a^4) ;

a45 = 128.o*vi sco*l4bl (pi*d4b^4) ;

a55 = 128.o*viscv,r.l6l(pi*d5^4) ;

b1 = dens!¡*g. I L* (za-zb) ;

b2 = - 9.81*(dengw*xi+denso*(13-xi)) ;

b3 = denso*g.81x (zc-zda) ;

b4 = denso*g.81* (zda-zdb) ;

b5 = densw*g.81* (zdb-ze ) ;

% load matrix a-ud vectors !¡ith elements:
a = [ 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 a15

-1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 a25
0.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0 a35
0.0 0.0 -1.0 1.0 a45
0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 a55 I ;

b = [b1 ; b2; b3; b4; b5] ;
a = [0 .0;0 .0;0.0;0. 0; 1 .0J ;

count 1 = 0 ;

cou¡t2 = 0 ;
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% begin iteratj.on process to solve:
lrhile (abs(x(5)-qo)) > 1.0e-16 ;

qo = x(5) ;

a(1,5) = L 0*densr.¡*qo,/ (pí^2+d2'4) + 128.o*viscw*12/ (pí+d2^ 4) ;
x=a\b ; 7. a \ (backslash) executes a GEPP solution
countl = countl + 1 ; 7 ttris is just for ínfornation only

end

resid = [1 .0; 1 .0; 1 .0; 1 .0; 1 .0] ;

'/. calculate rebidual of the solution a¡d do iterative refinenent:
while max(resid) > 1.0e-12 ;

resid=a*x-b;
corr=a\resid ; 7, solve for correction vector:
x=x-coIr;
count2=count2+1;

end

7 The first fou¡ elements of x are static pressures. To obtain the
'/. hydraulic pressure, add the elevation head:
elhdb = 9.81+densw*zb ;

elhdc = 9.81*denso*zc ;

elhdda = 9,81*denso+zda ;

elhddb = 9.8l*denso+zdb ;

xtotal = x + lelbdb;elhdc;elbdda;alhddb;0.0] ;
delh = xtotal(1) - xtoral(2) ;

format long e ; 'l cha¡ges display precision

'I-------------
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Appendix F

Derivation of the Equations for the

JBN Analysis

The rnacloscopic velocity of water flowing in a porous mediun (a. : Q-/A6) can be

expressed in the phase-specific form of Darcy's law,

u"' : -K 
k" d'H 

.

lt. tJZ

Piezometric pressure, 11, is used tlìroughout tliis derivation but the final result also applies

to cases where gravity is ignored; in such cases the elevation term is dr.opped from the

equation H = P + pg Z to yield the ther.modynamic pressure only. The total piezometric

pressure drop across a porous medium can be expressed as

m: - loL'ffaz,
and substituting Eq.(F.t) for the pressule gradient we get

ou :3 
1""' Hot

Witlì /., -- u-f u¿ (fraclional florv of water), the expession for Àl/ becomes the following:

ou:";' 1,"'*ot,

(F.2)

(F.3)

(F.1)

(F.4)

where o¿, the total velocity of the fluid, can be taken out of the integral because it is

independent of tlìe location Z along tlte vertical column of porous media.

It can be shown from frontal advance theory (Ruth, 2000) thai the rate of advance of a

position Z in a porous medium having a fixed value of saturation is given by

(dz\ q /ôf*\
\at I t- ó \ôs.) ¿'
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and the gradient of the fi'actional flow versus saturation curve is at a fixed value in time.

This equation was o'iginally published by Buckley and Leverett (1g42). Assuraing that the

fractional flow ofwate¡ is a function only ofsaturation, the equation above can be integlated

to represent the position variable Z as

(F.6)

ând if the position of interest is the outlet face of the mediurn (z : Lù then rve can write

": (k) 
", 

l,'1" (F.7)

with the two equations above, a dirnensionless distance variable can be cr.eated by dividing

Z by L6 wltich cancels the integr.als and gives

': (H) 
" 

I,'.To,,

z _ (dÍ_/ds_)z
L6 (dÍ-lds.)Lb

and isolating tlte Z variable gives us

- Lt / d'f.\
' : (dÍ-ldsò; \ds.) "'

*: @-þ-þsõ;'[(k) 
"]

oo = rf, Ior*, ", t ffi,r[(k) "]

^HK 
(Æ)1. ilH)".--i;;,1;-: J" " *'l(k) 

"]

(F.8)

(F.e)

where (d,f . f dS.)z is a nerv form of distance var.iable. We are aiming to incorporate this

new variable into the expression for À11, Eq.(F,4). Diflerentiating Z gives a nerv differential

lorm o1 d,Z as

(F.10)

We also need to change the limits ofintegration in Eq.(F.4)i when Z: 0 then (df-ldS.)z :
0 (frorn Eq.(F.9)), and rvhen Z : Lo then (d,f./dS-)2 = (dÍ-ld,S*)t u. Norv incorporating

these new valiables into Eq.(F.4), we get tlìe alternative forn,

(F.11)

we rvant to remove the constants from rvithin the integlal above and re-alrange the equation

to isolate the rernaining integral on the rightJraud side; the alternative form then becomes

(F.12)

In order to finally solve for the rel¿tive perrneability of rvater, k",,, we must differentiate the

above equation with respect to the fractional flow gr.adient, (df./d,S-)¡o; doing so cancels
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the integlal and islolates the relative permeabilitv:

It can be sliown (Ruth, 2000) that the number of pore volurnes of water injected, I7, is

related to the gradient of the fractional flow of rvater. as

¿ltn x (#) 
"" 

t tp-", t o)f 
_

ol(#),,1

1 ( d,Í.\
w: \ds.)r,'

U*)t u

(lq.) t u

(F.13)

(F.15)

(F.17)

(F.18)

(F.14)

which follows fi'om the work of Welge (1952). Substituting the inverse of tr4l for the gradient

of the fi'actional flow in Eq.(F.13) yields the form,

The geornetric constants and the viscosity can be taken out of the differential and the

equation re-arlanged to isolate ft,.,; doing this produces the final form of ,b", that was used

in this cullent work for perfolming the JBN analyses on the experimental data:

tt^ \ - U-)t, u. La d(+)
\nî',)Lh- l( Ar ,@Ð

(F.16)

Note tlrat o¿ tvas replaced witb Q¿f A6 because Ç¿ is measured data; also, the entire deriva-

tion applies to events occurring at the outflow face of the porous medium, à.e., at Z : L6.

The relative permeability of oil, k.o, was interpreted from the results obtained fo¡ the

water phase. To calculate Æro, a standard for.m resulting from a coupling of the two-phase

forrn of Dalcy's law was used. The derivation of the coupled equations is shown below. The

two starting equations are extensions of Darcy's law that are expressed for oil and water:

rw lf,w d,P-
K k,,,= -E + p,g"

uo þo dPo .

K k*: - d,l + Po s"'

where gravity is assumed to act along the principal dir.ection of florv. Subtracting these two

equations gives

and

uu þw _ uo lto
K k,- I{ kro

)t): 
¿z + tPs"'

altn x #11"."rLùl
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where
dP" dPo dP_
dZ= dz- rlz' (F.20)

and Âp: p.- po. The b:ulk speed ofthe rvater phase,2.,, can be eliminated from Eq.(F.19)

using the fact that ut:'Db +uo. Substituti¡g this expression for u,, into Eq.(F.19) gives us

the forrn,
(at - uo) F. _ uo lf,o _ dP" _ n.

K k,- - Kk*:E+uPq'
Norv, isolating ,k.o on one side of the equation gives us

(F.2i)

(F.22)
uo þo/Kt^

##fr-(.'#i+ffi+nps")
We rvant to express frr, in terms of the fractional florv of oil, /o; to do this r.equir.es dividing

tlre top and bottom of Eq.(F.22) by u¡, and this produces the form,

L_ fo þo/ K (F.23)u. - [ ku- -r dP. r r 
^ps, 

\'
I( kî!, \Kk,- ' dZ 14 ' u, )

rvlrere u¿ -- Qt/fu and 8ú is the total flow rate of fluids through the mediurn. Finally,

assuming tltat d,P"f d,Z : 0 (this is a simplification that was assumed all along in the

developments of Buckley and Leverett, Welge, and JBN), and multiplying the top and

boitorn of Eq.(F.23) by Kl$"¡,t"), we obtain the final expression used for calculating Àro:

r.":l##- fhb-- oò sf-' (F.24)

The sigi preceding the gravity term Ìvas changed because in tlie experirnental setup gr.avity

acts in the direction opposite to that of the florv.
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Appendix G

Comparison of the Mean Relative

Permeability Curves

























































Appendix H

Mean Relative Permeability

Curves and 95% Confidence

Intervals
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Figure H.1: Mean relative permeability curves and 95% confrdence intervals; Glass Beads, light viscosity oil, low pressure.
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Figure H.13: Mean RP curves and g5% confidence íntervals; Silica Medium sand, medium viscosity oil, low pressure.
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Appendix I

Dimensionless Production Data

from the Experiments
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Figure I.27: Dimensionless total and oil production data; Silica Fine sand, heavy viscosity oil, high pressure.
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